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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This report examines the potential for distributed renewable energy development to help diversify 
Kentucky’s energy portfolio, stabilize long-term energy prices, diversify local and state economies, and 
reduce the social and environmental impacts of energy production. It describes the benefits of distributed 
renewable energy generation compared to centralized fossil fuel-based generation, analyzes the 
opportunities for developing distributed renewable energy in Kentucky, reviews Kentucky’s existing policies 
affecting distributed renewable energy, and details various policy options that Kentucky could implement to 
expand the development of distributed renewable energy and ensure that Kentucky reaps the benefits of 
growing regional and national markets.   

In 2008, Kentucky Governor Steve Beshear released a seven-point energy plan titled “Intelligent Energy 
Choices for Kentucky’s Future.” This plan cited the need to “improve the quality of life for all Kentuckians by 
simultaneously creating efficient energy solutions and strategies, protecting the environment, and creating a 
base for strong economic growth.” While the plan was never implemented, it cited Kentucky’s need to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions and diversify the state’s energy portfolio through the development of 
renewable energy. The plan recognized that Kentucky has sufficient supplies of renewable resources to 
contribute to a clean energy future; however, it asserted that Kentucky lacks significant utility-scale 
renewable resources and that the majority of new renewable systems will be widely distributed and 
relatively small in scale. Kentucky’s ability to develop a substantial amount of renewable energy will 
therefore require developing distributed forms of renewable energy generation.  

For the purposes of this report, distributed energy generation is defined as the generation of electricity and 
heat, or the capture and reuse of waste heat, at or near the point of consumption. Distributed generation 
contrasts with the historically dominant form of electrical and heat generation in the United States—
centralized generation—which is characterized by remotely located, large-scale power plants transmitting 
electricity or natural gas through transmission or distribution lines over long distances to a large number of 
consumers. Until recently, centralized generation has generally referred to large coal, nuclear, natural gas, 
and hydroelectric power plants; however, renewable energy technologies such as concentrated solar thermal 
generators and industrial wind farms that feed electricity directly into the transmission system for 
consumption elsewhere are also considered centralized energy. Conversely, fossil fuels can be and in fact are 
used as sources of distributed generation. However, the focus of this report is on distributed energy 
generated from renewable sources.  

Based upon a review and analysis of previous research, this report finds that there are sufficient renewable 
energy resources in Kentucky to provide the annual equivalent of 39 million megawatts of electricity from 
small-scale distributed energy technologies alone, which could account for 34% of the state’s electricity 
generation in 2025.  

The technologies and related resources examined for this report include solar photovoltaic electricity, solar 
heating and cooling, small and community-owned wind power, forest biomass, combined heat and power, 
landfill gas-to-energy, small and low-power hydroelectric, and geothermal heating. Table ES-1 presents the 
results of our findings for each technology and/or resource. 
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Table ES-1: Distributed renewable energy development and undeveloped potential in Kentucky 

Resource/technology 

Developed 
capacity 
(MWe) 

Undeveloped 
(MWe) 

Total 
potential 
(MWe) 

Generating 
potential 

(million MWh) 
Percent 2025 

generation 

Solar photovoltaic 0 5,639  5,639  7.4 6% 

Solar hot water n/a n/a 1,120  9.8 9% 

Small/community wind 0 61  61  0.1 0% 

Forest biomass (logging) 5 449  454  3.4 3% 

Combined heat and power 122 2,878  3,000  13.3 12% 

Landfill gas-to-energy 17 43  60  0.5 0% 

Small/low-power hydro 777 273  1,050  7.9 7% 

Geothermal heating n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

  
     

Totals 921 10,463  11,384  39.0 34% 

Note: MWe represents “megawatt-equivalent.” More information is provided in the report. 

Developing any significant amount of distributed renewable energy requires aggressive state investments 
and the establishment of new, targeted policies. There are numerous reasons for Kentucky to implement 
such policies and transition away from centralized fossil fuel-based energy production toward a greater 
reliance on small distributed renewable energy generation. 

Kentucky’s electricity infrastructure is ideal for distributed energy. The high number of publicly-owned rural 
electric cooperative companies and municipally-owned utilities allow for the possibility of more public 
participation in and greater local control over energy development decisions. The electricity generated is also 
more likely to be consumed locally because cooperatives and municipal utilities distribute electricity to local 
customers. It is also more likely to be customer-owned or influenced because members can participate in the 
energy decisions of local entities more than they can investor-owned utilities. These conditions render the 
development, distribution, and consumption of distributed energy more feasible than if the state’s electrical 
infrastructure were more centralized and dominated by a small number of investor-owned utilities. 

Energy costs are rising in Kentucky largely due to a heavy reliance on coal. Prior to 2000, states that relied 
heavily on coal for electricity generation experienced some of the lowest energy costs in the nation. 
However, since 2005, states dependent on coal have experienced the highest electricity price increases. 
Kentucky is no different. In 2009, Kentucky ranked sixth in the use of coal for electricity in the United States, 
with coal accounting for 93% of total generation. Kentucky’s electricity prices have risen by an annual 
average of 8% since 2005, largely as a result of a heavy reliance on coal for electricity generation (see Figure 
ES-1). While Kentucky still had the fourth-lowest electricity price as of 2010, Kentucky residents paid a higher 
average monthly electric bill than 29 other states. Due to continued price increases for coal and new cost 
pressures such as regulatory compliance costs and increased global demand for Appalachian coal, a 
continued reliance on coal will only lock Kentucky into additional cost increases in the coming decades.  

Distributed renewable energy has the potential to provide greater economic benefits for Kentucky 
compared to energy generated by fossil fuels. The economic benefits of distributed renewable energy as 
compared to centralized generation from fossil fuels are substantial. For instance, developing each of the 
technologies examined in this report generates more total jobs per unit of generating capacity than both coal 
and natural gas. As an example, developing new solar photovoltaic generating capacity creates twice as many 
total jobs as coal-fired electricity generation. Additionally, local ownership of distributed generating systems 
as much as triples the economic impact of energy development in terms of both jobs and tax revenues. The 
cost of energy resulting from developing distributed technologies is also on par with the cost of energy 
generated by traditional fossil fuels, or will soon due to efficiency advancements and rapid declines in costs.  
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Figure ES-1: Delivered price of coal to Kentucky’s electric utilities, and average price of electricity, 
1990-2009 

 
Distributed renewable energy provides numerous additional benefits for Kentucky’s utilities and electricity 
customers. In addition to the direct economic benefits, other potential benefits of distributed renewables 
include: 

 the replacement of inefficient and occasionally unreliable centralized energy generation; 
 the addition of a significant amount of baseload power during times of peak load; 
 a reduction in the total value of subsidies required per unit of energy produced; 
 greater security against fossil fuel depletion and volatile energy prices; 
 reduced costs for new centralized generation, infrastructure, and pollution control; 
 more efficient generation, transmission, and distribution of electricity; 
 increased energy security and grid security; 
 more rapid deployment than centralized generation; 
 diversification of Kentucky’s energy portfolio; 
 growth and diversification of state and local economies; and 
 significant environmental and public health improvements. 

Additionally, Kentucky’s financial support for distributed renewable energy is substantially less than the level 
of support provided in other states, including many in Appalachia. Besides a few tax incentives, there are no 
other statewide policies supporting the development of renewable energy. As a result, other states are 
reaping the economic and environmental benefits, while Kentucky lags behind.  
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Using solar photovoltaic electricity as an example, Kentucky’s solar resource is roughly equal to that of other 
Appalachian states, many of which have made great strides in installing distributed solar photovoltaics in 
recent years. Through 2010, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Maryland had developed approximately 55, 21, and 11 
megawatts of solar, respectively. By comparison, total installed capacity in Kentucky was 0.2 megawatts. The 
primary reason for this difference is that the other three states have enacted mandatory renewable energy 
portfolio standards and created solar renewable energy credit markets by requiring a certain percentage of 
electricity generation to come from solar photovoltaic installations. Tennessee does not have a portfolio 
standard but has strong utility incentive programs provided through the Tennessee Valley Authority.  

Figure ES-2 illustrates the significant difference in the development of solar photovoltaic capacity in the coal-
producing states of Kentucky, Maryland, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia.  

Figure ES-2: Solar photovoltaic installations and supporting policies in Appalachian states 
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To provide long-term support for distributed renewable energy, Kentucky should look beyond tax 
incentives while improving the existing policies governing interconnection and net metering.  

There are many policy options available to Kentucky that would bolster the development of distributed 
renewable energy. This report details some of the more effective policy options available, each of which has 
been implemented in other states. As such, they represent reasonable options for Kentucky and can be 
implemented individually or as a complementary policy package. Together, these policies would provide 
strong and comprehensive support for distributed renewable energy development.  

Implement a renewable energy portfolio standard with a distributed generation “set-aside” requirement. 
Kentucky is one of only 13 states in the United States without either a mandatory or voluntary renewable 
energy portfolio standard. However, portfolio standards are one of the stronger policy options for supporting 
the development of renewable energy. Kentucky should adopt a renewable energy portfolio standard with 
targets that reflect the amount of resources that are available and that incentivize the use of small-scale 
distributed technologies. To achieve that goal, the state should include a set-aside in the standard that 
requires a portion of the energy to be developed using distributed technologies.  

The Clean Energy Opportunity Act (House Bill 167), introduced to the Kentucky Legislature in 2012 but not 
adopted, would have established a portfolio standard requiring that 12.5% of each electric utility’s total retail 
sales of electricity come from renewable energy sources by 2022. The legislation also included a solar set-
aside requirement of 1%. Existing research and the findings of this report suggest that the Act called for a 
reasonable, if not conservative, target for Kentucky and it is recommended that the legislation be adopted in 
2013, but with the scope expanded to include a set-aside for all distributed renewable energy technologies. 

Implement a feed-in-tariff. A feed-in-tariff is an energy supply policy that offers a payment guarantee to 
renewable energy developers for the electricity they produce. Feed-in-tariffs can support all renewable 
technologies, but are often aimed more directly at supporting distributed energy systems. Well-designed 
policies offer a cost-effective method for fostering rapid development of renewable energy, thereby 
benefiting ratepayers, developers, and society. The Clean Energy Opportunity Act would have established a 
feed-in-tariff for Kentucky. It required the Public Service Commission to “develop guidelines for a tariff to be 
filed by each retail electric supplier establishing the interconnection procedures and rate at which an eligible 
electric generating facility will be compensated for renewable electricity generated and fed into the 
distribution system or transmission grid of that retail electric supplier.” In combination with a renewable 
energy portfolio standard with a solar or distributed energy set-aside, a feed-in-tariff would help ensure that 
Kentucky can meet the renewable energy requirements set by the Clean Energy Opportunity Act while 
supporting local economic development and the diversification of the state’s energy portfolio.  

Strengthen the state’s net metering law. Net metering laws are among the most important policy drivers for 
distributed renewable energy systems because they set individual and aggregate capacity limits and enable 
system owners to recover some of their investment through savings on their electricity bill. Kentucky’s 
current net metering law caps the capacity of individual systems at 30 kilowatts and the aggregate capacity at 
1% of a utility’s peak load. These limits restrict the development of larger distributed energy systems as well 
as the overall growth of distributed renewable energy. The effectiveness of Kentucky’s net metering law 
could be improved by significantly increasing both the individual and aggregate capacity limits.  

House Bill 187, also introduced in 2012, would have revised the current law by expanding the capacity limit 
for individual distributed energy systems to 2 megawatts, bringing Kentucky’s capacity limit in line with that 
of other states. The bill did not address the aggregate capacity limit. However, given that the current net 
metering law severely constrains distributed energy development, it is recommended that the Kentucky 
Legislature adopt the proposed revision in 2013 and consider increasing the aggregate capacity limit. 
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Upgrade the state’s interconnection standards. Kentucky’s interconnection standards include requirements 
that restrict the connection of distributed energy systems to the grid. However, interconnection can be a 
critical component of a successful distributed energy project, as it enables a facility to purchase supplemental 
power from the grid as needed, sell excess power to the utility, and maintain grid frequency and voltage 
stability. To reduce uncertainty and take advantage of the benefits of distributed generation—without 
compromising grid safety or reliability—Kentucky should adopt and implement standardized interconnection 
rules as proposed by the United States Environmental Protection Agency and adopted by other states.  

Standardized rules would: establish clear and uniform processes and technical requirements for 
interconnection; ensure consistent costs of interconnection that are appropriate given the size, nature, and 
scope of a particular project; provide a level of certainty about the time and costs involved in the application 
process and the technical requirements for interconnection; and ensure that project interconnection meets 
the safety and reliability needs of both the energy end-user and the utility.  

Provide more effective financial incentives. To provide long-term support for distributed renewable energy 
and guarantee that the economic and environmental benefits will continue to grow, Kentucky should 
strengthen and expand its financial incentives for distributed renewable energy and combine them with 
other policy programs such as a renewable energy portfolio standard and feed-in-tariff. There are many types 
of model incentives available, including investment tax credits and production tax credits, sales tax and 
property tax exemptions, policies that allow for third-party ownership and investment, targeted 
performance-based incentives, cash grants, rebates, and low-interest loans. A public benefits fund could also 
be established in order to finance grants, rebates, and loan programs that support renewable energy 
investments. Each of these incentives would reduce up-front costs associated with distributed renewable 
energy development or reward the value of the energy produced over time. 

Implement policies that maximize the sustainability and economic benefits of distributed renewable 
energy. Kentucky should establish policies aimed at maximizing the sustainability (minimizing the 
environmental impact) and/or the economic benefits of distributed renewable energy.  

≈≈≈ 

In sum, Kentucky has significant renewable energy resources, many of which are suitable for distributed 
energy technologies. With the appropriate mix of new policies and incentives, this sector has the potential to 
expand rapidly and to provide a variety of economic and environmental benefits to the state. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In 2008, Kentucky Governor Steve Beshear released a seven-point energy plan titled “Intelligent Energy 
Choices for Kentucky’s Future.” This plan cited the need to “improve the quality of life for all Kentuckians by 
simultaneously creating efficient energy solutions and strategies, protecting the environment, and creating a 
base for strong economic growth” (Beshear, 2008, p. ii). It aimed to use the state’s energy resources in an 
environmentally sound manner and help Kentucky achieve energy independence. To this end, the plan called 
for the establishment of a renewable and efficiency portfolio standard (REPS), requiring that 25% of 
Kentucky’s energy needs in 2025 be provided through energy efficiency, conservation, and renewable energy.  

While the plan was never implemented—Governor Beshear never introduced a REPS bill—it cited Kentucky’s 
need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and diversify the state’s energy portfolio. In fact, it called for the 
development of 1,000 megawatts (MW) of renewable energy. The plan recognized that Kentucky has 
sufficient supplies of renewable resources to contribute to a clean energy future; however, it asserted that 
Kentucky lacks significant utility-scale renewable resources and that the majority of new renewable systems 
will be widely distributed and relatively small in scale (Beshear, 2008).  

Kentucky’s ability to develop a substantial amount of renewable energy will therefore require developing 
distributed forms of renewable energy generation. As originally recognized in the plan, doing so will require 
aggressive state investments in renewable energy. It will also require that the state establish new, targeted 
policies specifically aimed at supporting distributed renewable energy development.  

As an example of such a policy, House Bill 167 (HB 167)—the Clean Energy Opportunity Act (CEOA)—was 
introduced to the Kentucky Legislature during the 2012 session by Representatives Mary Lou Marzian and 
seven co-sponsors. The bill, which was not passed by the Legislature, would have required that 12.5% of 
Kentucky’s retail electricity sales come from renewable energy resources by 2022, with a requirement that 
1% of those sales be provided by solar energy technologies. The CEOA, if enacted in the future, would serve 
as a strong policy support for the development of both distributed and centralized renewable energy.  

Based on the findings of this report, the targets called for in the CEOA are reasonable and highly achievable 
for Kentucky, and would, as stated in the legislation:  

promote energy independence and security by diversifying the portfolio of energy sources used for 
generating electricity for Kentucky electric customers; stabilize long-term energy prices and 
encourage economic growth; and create high-quality jobs, training, business, and investment 
opportunities in the Kentucky energy sector (Kentucky Legislative Research Commission, 2012a). 

1.1 Defining distributed and centralized energy generation 

Simply put, distributed energy is the opposite of centralized energy generation, which currently stands as the 
dominant structure of energy generation in Kentucky. Distributed energy is defined in many ways, most often 
in relation to electricity generation. One definition of a distributed energy system is a small, modular power-
generating technology placed at or near the point of energy consumption (Alanne and Saari, 2006). Another 
definition is “geographically disbursed” electricity generation that “connects to the existing (distribution) 
electric grid infrastructure” (Farrell, 2011a, p. i). Other research states that “in the ultimate case, distributed 
energy generation means that single buildings can be completely self-supporting in terms of [energy]” 
(Alanne and Saari, 2006, p. 540). 
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These definitions capture what distributed generation is in terms of electricity generation, but fail to 
adequately include co-generation—or rather, the recycling of heat energy from industrial processes or power 
plants to generate electricity and useful heat simultaneously (Casten and Downes, 2005). Therefore, for the 
purpose of this report, we define distributed energy generation as the generation of electricity or heat, or 
the capture and reuse of waste heat, at or near the point of consumption.1  

Distributed generation contrasts with the historically dominant form of electrical and heat generation in the 
United States (US)—centralized generation—which is characterized by remotely located, large-scale power 
plants transmitting electricity or natural gas through transmission or distribution lines over long distances to 
a large number of consumers. Until recently, centralized generation has generally referred to large nuclear, 
hydroelectric, coal, and natural gas plants; however, renewable energy technologies such as concentrated 
solar thermal generators and industrial wind farms that feed electricity directly into the transmission system 
for consumption elsewhere are also considered centralized energy.  

Conversely, fossil fuels can be and in fact are used as sources of distributed generation. For example, 
manufacturing plants often burn coal or natural gas onsite to generate the heat necessary for forging steel. 
Small or even industrial-scale natural gas generators are used to provide power for manufacturing and 
industrial purposes. Both of these examples can be characterized as distributed generation, and many believe 
that the use of fossil fuels for distributed generation is necessary to provide supplementary or backup 
generation for distributed renewable energy systems (The National Council on Electricity Policy, 2009). Such 
generators can provide greater savings for energy users; Casten and Downes (2005) note that “building 
combined cycle gas turbine plants near users and recycling waste heat saves [users] money, reducing 
required costs by $25 per megawatt-hour [MWh] versus the same technology built remotely” (p. 29). 

While fossil fuels may be used to fuel distributed generators of electricity and heat, the focus of this report is 
on distributed energy generated from renewable sources. However, we also include combined heat and 
power (CHP) since it results in reduced fuel and energy consumption, and therefore greater energy efficiency. 

1.2 The growth in distributed energy generation in the United States 

Distributed energy development in the US and around the world has expanded rapidly in recent years. For 
instance:  

 approximately 883 MW of “grid-tied” solar photovoltaic (PV) capacity was installed in the US in 2010, 
which was more than double the capacity installed in 2009 (Barbose et al., 2011);  

 solar water heating capacity grew by 6% in 2010 (Sherwood, 2011);  
 geothermal heat pump (GHP) capacity grew 11% from 2007 to 2008 (Cross and Freeman, 2009);  
 distributed small wind power capacity grew by 26% from 2009 to 2010 (AWEA, 2011); and  
 total capacity in the US for CHP or independently produced electrical power fueled by biomass 

resources such as landfill gas (LFG) grew from 9,499 MW to 10,668 MW between 2006 and 2009, 
reflecting an overall growth of 10.5% and an average annual growth of 333 MW (EIA, 2011a). 

Table 1 presents the total installed capacity of various distributed energy technologies as of 2009 or 2010. 

 

 

                                                             

1 Our definition of distributed energy generation does not imply customer ownership nor direct connection to the electricity grid. In other words, distributed energy 
systems may be either customer- or utility-owned, grid-tied or grid-independent. The economics of the system, as well as the distribution of the benefits, differ 
significantly depending on the type of ownership and whether the system is tied to the grid. These differences will be addressed throughout this report. 
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Table 1: Installed capacity of selected distributed energy technologies in the United States 

Distributed energy technology 
Total installed capacity 

(MWe) Year of data 

Solar photovoltaic 2,137 2010 

Solar water and space heating 24,000 2009 

Geothermal heating 12,031 2009 

Small distributed wind 179 2010 

Distributed biopower 10,498 2009 

Note: MWe represents “megawatt-equivalent.”  

While distributed energy constitutes a small portion of total US energy generation, it represents a rapidly 
growing sector of both energy and economic development, and:  

The rapid growth of distributed renewable energy has led utility planners and state and local 
governments to examine what the new rules of electricity generation and distribution will be in an 
age where households and businesses will be both producers and consumers of electricity. The result 
is a historic opportunity to democratize energy, [achieve] energy self-reliance and renew local 
communities (Farrell, 2011a, p. i).  

The greatest growth in distributed energy is happening in states that provide strong policy or financial 
supports, including California, New Jersey, and New York as well as the Appalachian states of Pennsylvania, 
North Carolina, and Ohio. In fact, sixteen out of twenty-nine states that have adopted renewable energy 
standards have included mandates for solar and other distributed energy technologies (Farrell, 2011a). By 
comparison, Kentucky ranks poorly in terms of the support and development of distributed energy. However, 
it is not the result of a lack of resources, but rather a lack of initiative and strong policy support. While the 
economic development opportunities for distributed energy development are being taken advantage of in 
other states across the US, including several in Appalachia, Kentucky continues to lag behind.  

1.3 Why Kentucky should support the expansion of distributed energy generation 

Rising energy costs, an aging and inefficient electrical grid, the economic potential of distributed energy, and 
the increasing impacts to public health and the environment associated with coal-fired electricity generation 
all suggest the need to diversify Kentucky’s energy portfolio and shift away from centralized fossil fuel-based 
energy production toward a greater reliance on small distributed renewable energy generation. The potential 
benefits for Kentucky of transitioning away from centralized energy fueled by non-renewable resources to 
distributed energy based on renewable resources are substantial. As described in this report, these include: 

 The replacement of inefficient and occasionally unreliable centralized energy generation; 
 The addition of a significant amount of baseload power during times of peak load; 
 A reduction in the total value of subsidies required per unit of energy produced; 
 Greater security against fossil fuel depletion and volatile energy prices; 
 Reduced costs for new centralized generation, infrastructure, and pollution control; 
 More efficient generation, transmission, and distribution of electricity; 
 Increased energy security and grid security; 
 More rapid deployment than centralized generation; 
 Diversification of Kentucky’s energy portfolio; 
 Growth and diversification of state and local economies; and 
 Significant environmental and public health improvements. 

Despite these many benefits, significant barriers to distributed renewable energy remain in Kentucky, and so 
far state policymakers have done little to overcome those barriers.  
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1.4 Barriers to distributed renewable energy 

A historical reliance on centralized forms of energy production and historically cheap sources of fuel such as 
coal has resulted in the build-up of substantial barriers to distributed renewable energy in Kentucky. In 
addition, the perception that the state depends on coal to provide cheap energy, jobs, and tax revenues has 
led to a resistance to any shift away from the traditional energy paradigm. Perceptions alone are not 
preventing the growth of distributed renewable energy development in Kentucky, however. There are a 
number of barriers that stem from a combination of existing energy economics, poor understanding of 
available renewable energy resources, poor access to renewable energy development for certain sectors and 
income classes, and general misconceptions about renewable energy. Many of these can be overcome with a 
concerted effort to support the development of distributed renewable energy. 

The main factors driving the current centralized energy paradigm in Kentucky include existing energy prices, 
economies of scale, and regulations and incentives favoring larger generating facilities and centralized 
generation. For instance, many distributed energy technologies cannot compete with prices for coal-fired 
electricity generation or even for large-scale renewable energy. This is due to a number of factors. 

First, existing coal-fired power plants are decades old, so the price of coal-fired electricity no longer reflects 
the capital costs associated with the construction of the facilities. This is changing as a result of new costs 
associated with pollution control and the pending retirement of many coal-fired units. Additionally, the price 
of coal-fired electricity does not reflect the full social costs of coal, which include direct tax subsidies, damage 
to roads, environmental impacts and public health costs (Epstein et al., 2011). These costs are paid for 
through general taxes on the public, lost revenue potential and/or higher medical costs, for instance. Finally, 
the full range of economic and social benefits resulting from renewable energy is not captured in the price of 
that energy. As a result, the price of coal-fired electricity remains artificially low, while that of renewable 
electricity remains artificially high. 

Related to distortions in energy prices is the issue of economies of scale. Developing larger, centralized forms 
of energy generation is generally more cost effective than developing many smaller-scale technologies and 
distributed energy systems. However, this does not automatically require a commitment to centralized 
energy. One reason is that renewable resources in Kentucky are insufficient for achieving any future 
renewable energy goals solely with large-scale systems. Additionally, the difference in the cost of 
development between centralized and distributed renewable energy technologies is small and shrinking. As a 
result, targeted low-cost policies can easily overcome economies of scale. 

There are also significant regulatory, financial, and technical barriers to distributed energy development. For 
instance, Kentucky’s standards for connecting distributed generators to the grid are highly restrictive and 
costly and may render many smaller projects economically prohibitive. Kentucky’s tax incentives and other 
public subsidies favor the development of larger systems, do little to support distributed generation due to a 
low cap on the maximum incentive value, and are not accessible to non-taxable entities such as municipal or 
county governments. In addition, the current management and structure of the electrical grid may not be 
able to handle a substantial amount of distributed energy development. Each of these barriers must be 
addressed if Kentucky is to achieve its renewable energy goals and take advantage of the economic and 
environmental benefits of developing distributed renewable energy. 
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1.5 Purpose and structure of this report 

This report does not claim that distributed renewable energy can replace centralized generation or 
traditional fuels such as coal. In fact, our findings prove that doing so is not possible, primarily due to a lack of 
resources. Instead, this report shows that existing renewable energy resources and technologies can support 
a substantial amount of distributed renewable energy development, which would result in a wealth of 
economic and environmental benefits for Kentucky. To that end, the report is structured as follows: 

Section 2: The Case for Distributed Renewable Energy. The section describes the many benefits that 
distributed renewable energy provides in comparison to centralized fossil fuel-based generation, and 
dispels common misconceptions surrounding renewable and distributed energy. 

Section 3: Opportunities for Developing Distributed Energy in Kentucky. This section describes 
proven and economically mature distributed energy technology options that are available for 
Kentucky, and shows that Kentucky’s renewable resources are substantial and can provide far more 
renewable energy than is being pursued in the proposed REPS as detailed in the Governor’s energy 
plan. In addition, this section details challenges and barriers specific to individual technologies or 
resources, and presents case studies highlighting successful distributed energy projects in Kentucky.  

Section 4: Review of Policies Affecting Distributed Renewable Energy in Kentucky. This section 
analyzes Kentucky’s existing policies and incentives as they relate to distributed renewable energy 
development. The information informs the policy options detailed in Section 5.  

Section 5: Policy Options for Kentucky. This section describes various policy options available that 
would help expand the development of distributed renewable energy and ensure that Kentucky 
reaps the benefits of growing markets. Implementing these policies would address key barriers that 
exist in Kentucky and would help to ensure that its renewable resources are developed sustainably 
and that the economic benefits are maximized. Two of the policies—a renewable energy portfolio 
standard and a feed-in tariff—have been proposed as part of the Clean Energy Opportunity Act, 
introduced in the Kentucky Legislature in 2012 as part of House Bill 167. 

Section 6: Conclusions and Recommendations. 
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2. THE CASE FOR DISTRIBUTED RENEWABLE ENERGY  

This section details the reasons why Kentucky should increase support for renewable energy generally, but 
more specifically for distributed forms of renewable energy. The overarching reasons include the facts that 
energy costs are rising as the price of coal increases and becomes more volatile; that the external costs of 
coal—including the impacts to public health and the environment resulting from the mining, processing, and 
burning of coal—continue to grow; and that Kentucky is falling behind other states in taking advantage of 
rapidly expanding renewable energy markets and is thus losing out on creating new jobs and revenue sources 
that could help diversify state and local economies.  

This section also dispels many misconceptions surrounding renewable energy development and the costs and 
impacts of distributed versus centralized energy production. Distributed renewable energy technologies, such 
as solar PV, small wind turbines, and CHP, offer a more secure, modern, reliable, and robust electricity 
system than the nation’s current centralized grid paradigm (USDOE, 2008). Further, distributed renewable 
energy can provide greater potential benefits than centralized generation, regardless of whether the central 
generators are reliant on fossil fuels or renewable resources (although the benefits of distributed generation 
are greater compared to centralized fossil fuel-based generators than to renewable energy generators). In 
fact, “decentralized [distributed] generation…significantly improves every key outcome from power 
generation” when compared to centralized generation (Casten and Downes, 2005, p. 27). 

2.1 Kentucky’s electricity generating infrastructure is ideal for distributed energy  

Kentucky’s structure of electricity providers is conducive to the development of distributed energy. This is 
due to the high number of publicly-owned rural electric cooperative companies (RECCs) and municipally-
owned utilities (“munis”). The electricity generated is more likely to be consumed locally—particularly in the 
case of munis— because cooperatives and municipal utilities distribute electricity to local customers. It is also 
more likely to be customer-owned or influenced because members can participate in the energy decisions of 
local entities more than they can investor-owned utilities. These conditions render the development, 
distribution, and consumption of distributed energy more feasible than if the state’s electrical infrastructure 
was more centralized and dominated by a small number of investor-owned utilities (IOUs). 

Electricity in Kentucky is provided to customers by utility companies regulated by the Kentucky Public Service 
Commission (PSC), munis, and the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) and its distributors. There are two types 
of PSC-regulated suppliers: IOUs and RECCs. An IOU is a for-profit electric company owned by stockholders, 
whereas a RECC is a nonprofit electric utility that is owned by the members it serves. Four IOUs operate in 
Kentucky, including Duke Power Kentucky, the Kentucky Power Company (a subsidiary of American Electric 
Power), Kentucky Utilities (KU), and Louisville Gas and Electric (LG&E). The PSC regulates 19 RECCs, 16 of 
which jointly own and purchase power from the East Kentucky Power Cooperative (EKPC). The remaining 
three jointly own and purchase power from the Big Rivers Electric Corporation (DEDI, 2010).  

The 18 munis operating in Kentucky are owned by units of local government, such as a cities or towns, and 
either self-generate the electricity they sell—through owned and/or operated facilities—or they purchase 
electricity at wholesale and distribute it to local customers. As for unregulated utilities, five RECCs and 10 
munis secure all of their electricity from TVA. These RECCs and muni’s then resell and distribute electricity to 
customers within their service territories. Separately, TVA also serves several large industrial customers 
directly. In addition to utilities, independent power producers (IPPs) also generate electricity in Kentucky and 
can sell power to utilities in-state or to customers out of state. According to EIA, IPPs accounted for less than 
1% of all electricity generated in Kentucky in 2010 (EIA, 2011b). 

Figure 1 maps Kentucky’s service areas and associated electricity providers.  
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Figure 1: Electric service areas by utility provider in Kentucky, 2011 

 
Source: PSC (2011a). 

In 2009, IOUs serviced 55% of all electricity customers in Kentucky, generating and selling 64% of all 
electricity consumed by residents, businesses, and industries. RECCs accounted for 36% of customers 
serviced and 29% of electricity sales, while munis served the remaining 9% of customers and 7% of sales. 
Overall, not including munis that purchase power from TVA to redistribute to their customers, publicly owned 
(RECCs) or influenced (munis) electric utilities served 34% of all Kentucky electricity customers and accounted 
for 29% of all sales in 2009 (see Figure 2). This is a substantial portion of electricity generation that is owned 
or controlled locally, relative to a fully centralized model of electricity generation and distribution. 
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Figure 2: Percent of electricity customers and sales serviced by Kentucky utilities, by ownership, 2009 

 
Source: EIA (2010a).  

Of all electric utilities, prices for electricity sold by RECCs or munis serviced by TVA were the highest of all 
utilities in 2009. For instance, RECCs that purchased electricity from TVA paid an average price of 9.6 cents 
per kilowatt hour (kWh), compared to the average of 7.1 cents per kWh for all RECCs. The same was true for 
electricity from TVA purchased and sold by munis, which averaged 8.7 cents per kWh compared to an 
average of 7.6 cents per kWh for all munis. This trend was the same regardless of the type of customer, 
whether residential, commercial, or industrial. Comparing non-TVA prices, overall, electricity sold by non-TVA 
RECCs or munis averaged 6.7 cents per kWh, while sales from IOUs averaged 6.1 cents per kWh.  

One implication of these trends is that developing distributed energy generation is more economical and 
more beneficial—in the short term—for customers and utilities serviced by TVA and for municipalities. 
However, as shown in Figure 4, the rapidly rising average price of electricity for the state as a whole suggests 
a need to expand distributed energy development so as to stabilize electricity prices for all customers 
throughout the state over the long term. 

2.2 Energy costs and expenditures in Kentucky are rising fast 

Prior to 2000, states that relied heavily on coal for electricity generation generally experienced some of the 
lowest energy costs in the nation. However, that trend has shifted. Since 2005, states dependent on coal 
experienced the highest electricity price increases. For instance, the average retail price of electricity in the 
US increased by 22%, going from 8.1 cents per kilowatt-hour in 2005 to 9.9 cents per kilowatt-hour in 2010. 
But the two most coal-dependent regions—the East South Central region comprised of Tennessee, Kentucky, 
Mississippi, and Alabama and the East North Central region comprised of Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, 
and Wisconsin—saw their rates increase by 34% and 32%, respectively (Lacey, 2011).  
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In 2009, Kentucky ranked sixth in the use of coal for electricity production in the US. Kentucky utilities 
generated 90 million MWh of electricity, of which coal accounted for 93% (see Figure 3) (EIA, 2011b).  

Figure 3: Electricity generation by energy resource, 2009 

 

Source: EIA (2011b). 

Overall, the average price of electricity in Kentucky in 2009 was 6.5 cents per kWh.2 This represents an 
increase of 56% over the 2000 price, meaning electricity prices have increased by an average of 6% annually. 
The rate of increase since 2005 has been even greater, amounting to an annual increase of 8% (EIA, 2011c).  

The rapid increase in electricity prices over the last decade is due primarily to Kentucky’s heavy reliance on 
coal for electricity generation, and a continued reliance on coal will only lock Kentucky into additional cost 
increases in the coming decades.  

For instance, the delivered price of coal to Kentucky’s power plants rose by nearly 8% annually between 2000 
and 2009 (see Figure 4). In the coming years, new cost pressures such as regulatory compliance costs and 
global competition for Appalachian coal are likely to accelerate the rising cost of coal and coal-fired electricity 
for Kentucky.  

                                                             

2 Of the electricity generated in 2009, 30% was consumed by the residential sector, 21% by the commercial sector, and 49% by the industrial sector. On average, 
residential customers paid 8.4 cents per kWh, commercial customers 7.6 cents, and industrial customers 4.9 cents (EIA, 2011c). 
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Figure 4: Delivered price of coal to Kentucky’s electric utilities, and average price of electricity, 1990-
2009 

 
Source: EIA (2011c and d). 

Despite the recent increases, Kentucky still had the fourth-lowest electricity price in 2010 (EIA, 2011c). 
However, “People pay bills…they don’t pay electricity rates,” (Jason Bailey of MACED, as quoted in Peterson, 
2011) and due to poor housing and low energy efficiency, the average monthly bill for Kentucky electricity 
customers is higher than the US average for 37% of the state’s population (Peterson, 2011). Overall, Kentucky 
residents paid an average monthly electric bill of $107.80 in 2010, ranking lower than 29 other states. The 
national average was $110.55 (see Figure 5) (EIA, 2011d). Additionally, Kentucky as a whole spent $20.3 
billion for energy in 2007, up 85% from 2000. These increased expenditures were driven, in part, by higher 
coal costs (DEDI, 2009).  

Energy costs for all sectors are set to increase in the coming years. Some of the larger utilities regulated by 
PSC are requesting rate increases as a result of new anticipated regulations. The new regulations will cover 
emissions of sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, and mercury, as well as the storage of coal combustion wastes, 
and will require utilities to upgrade their power plants by installing pollution control equipment. The utilities 
are requesting rate increases to recover the cost of upgrades to meet the new regulatory requirements.  

As of the writing of this report, PSC had approved an 18% increase for LG&E customers, a 9.7% increase for 
KU customers by 2016 (Howington, 2011), and had yet to decide on a 20% increase requested by Big Rivers 
Electric Corporation (Musgrave, 2011). These rate increases reflect a continuing reliance on coal-fired 
generators, and are the result of more than $2 billion being recovered to retrofit and upgrade aging, 
inefficient, centralized coal-fired power plants dependent on finite fuels with increasingly volatile prices.  
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Figure 5: Average residential monthly electricity bill, by state, 2010 

 
Source: EIA (2011e). 

2.3 Distributed renewable energy can provide significant economic and 
environmental benefits 

2.3.1 Replaces inefficient and occasionally unreliable centralized generation 

The net electric efficiency of power production in the US peaked in about 1910, when nearly all generation 
was located near users and was tied to the recycling of waste heat. Efficiency then dropped to 33% over a 
span of fifty years as the power industry moved to electric-only central generation, and, as evidenced by the 
efficiency of aged, centralized power plants today, “industry efficiency has not improved in four decades” 
(Casten and Downes, 2005, p. 27). 

Conventional, centralized generators, largely fueled by coal, natural gas, and nuclear materials, are largely 
inefficient. For instance, coal-fired electricity generators consume approximately two-thirds of the embodied 
energy in each ton of coal, leaving only one-third of that energy available for end-users. In other words, the 
thermal efficiency of a conventional coal-fired power plant is around 33% (Eisenhauer and Scheer, 2009). 
Natural gas combined-cycle plants can achieve a thermal efficiency of around 50% (Spath and Mann, 2000), 
while that of nuclear is also around 33%.  

Overall, a significant portion of the energy contained in non-renewable fuels purchased and burned to 
generate electricity is wasted as heat, and provides no benefit to society. One example of the efficiency 
improvements that could result from distributed energy generation is CHP plants, which are located onsite or 
near the end-user. CHP plants can achieve 65-97% net electrical efficiency by recycling wasted process and/or 
electrical heat and by avoiding transmission and distribution losses (Casten and Downes, 2005). 
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Some renewable technologies are often criticized for being intermittent and unreliable—a point which is 
used as an argument against developing these technologies (Foley, 2011). For example, wind power is only 
available when the wind blows, and solar power is only available during the day. It is true that one major 
challenge with renewable energy, particularly distributed renewable energy, is the variability in output, 
which at low levels of development results in additional backup requirements and costs for fossil fuel-based 
generators. However, a growing body of research is showing that traditional, centralized, fossil fuel-based 
generators are themselves unreliable, and that geographic dispersion and increased penetration of 
distributed renewable energy technologies greatly reduces backup costs and concerns about variability. 

For instance, data from the North American Electric Reliability Council for all generators in the US for 2003 to 
2007 show that coal-fired generators were shut down an average of 12.3% of the time (4.2% without 
warning); nuclear, 10.6% (2.5% without warning); and gas-fired, 11.8% (2.8% without warning) (Hansen and 
Lovins, 2010). These data suggest that centralized generators are not always reliable.  

Farrell (2011a) addresses the issue of backup costs by noting that the amount of backup power (e.g., spinning 
reserve) required to support renewable energy decreases as more distributed renewables are developed, and 
that such costs can be reduced in excess of 90% by developing more distributed generation dispersed across 
a broad region. Using solar as an example, a single solar PV power plant has backup costs for the utility of 
around 4 cents per kWh (to have other power plants available to cover variations in output). However, if 25 
solar power plants are dispersed across a broad region such as a metropolitan area, these backup costs fall by 
93%, to far less than 1 cent per kWh (Farrell, 2011a).  

Despite these findings, it is true that compared to distributed energy technologies that rely on “intermittent” 
sources such as solar and wind, centralized generators have traditionally provided greater reliability. 
Advances in energy management, storage, and technological efficiency, however, are greatly improving the 
reliability of renewable energy generators by helping to reduce the variability in electricity generation, 
thereby rendering the energy output more useful to the grid (Wald, 2011).  

2.3.2 Can provide baseload power and reduce peak demand 

Related to the concern about reliability is the argument that renewable resources cannot provide baseload 
generation because utility and grid operators are unable to control the availability of the wind and sun for 
generating power. However, it has been argued that “‘baseload’ remains a valid and useful technical term 
that utilities apply to generating assets, but its definition is economic, not physical” (Hansen and Lovins, 
2010, unnumbered). In other words, for the utility, the baseload resource is that which provides the cheapest 
electrical service over time, and that once the required resources have been purchased, the utility’s baseload 
resource is whichever resource costs the least to run (no matter what it cost to build).  

In effect, the definition of ‘baseload’ says nothing about size, technology, or even whether the resource 
produces or saves electricity. One example is that, traditionally, big thermal or hydroelectric power plants 
have been the default choice under both definitions of baseload, but “nowadays, new competitors—
efficiency, many renewables, cogeneration—typically cost less to buy and to run, so big thermal plants now 
provide a minority and shrinking share of the world’s new electricity production” (Hansen and Lovins, 2010, 
unnumbered).  

As distributed generation becomes more widely developed and geographically dispersed, the reliability, 
predictability, and manageability of distributed energy increases. As this occurs, the benefits of distributed 
energy generation increase, thereby helping lower the cost of electricity generation.  

In this sense, distributed generation becomes both more economical and reliable, and can begin to provide a 
greater share of baseload power. 
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Additionally, because onsite generation is essentially a source of load reduction, many distributed energy 
technologies serve to reduce peak demand on distribution grids. For example, solar PV delivered close to 60% 
of its rated capacity during the peak demand period (hot, sunny days) in California’s Pacific Gas and Electric 
service area in 2007 (Itron, Inc., 2008). Reducing peak demand in turn can reduce the need for utilities to 
purchase additional energy at higher marginal prices during times of normally high demand. Perez et al. 
(2011) estimated the value of these avoided costs at 6-11 cents per kWh for New York.  

It is important to note that there may be a limit to the level of distributed generation that can be developed 
without causing disruptions to the grid. A significant increase in distributed generation will require revamping 
the physical and regulatory structure of the electricity network, particularly the distribution network (as 
opposed to the transmission network) (Martin, 2009). However, a greater amount of distributed generating 
capacity can be developed without causing disruption issues if there are improvements to the management 
and operation of the grid and of existing power z`plants. In addition, there are examples of high penetration 
of distributed generators without causing significant issues in managing the integration of distributed power.  

For instance, a 700 kW solar array in Kona, Hawaii provides 35% of the capacity of the local distribution 
feeder network. In Las Vegas, a total of 10 MW of commercial solar PV on a distribution line provides 50% of 
the capacity on the line and even up to 100% during periods of low total load. And in Atlantic City, New 
Jersey, commercial solar PV accounts for 24% of the total capacity on the distribution line, and up to 63% 
during low load periods. In none of these cases were significant issues reported (Farrell, 2011a).  

2.3.3 Needs fewer subsidies than traditional energy sources and centralized generation 

Another common argument against renewable energy, including distributed sources, is that renewable 
energy is not economical without subsidies. However, an honest evaluation of the ability of renewable 
energy to compete with conventional energy sources is only possible by comparing the economic feasibility 
of all energy development with and without public subsidies.  

All energy resources are subsidized, either directly through regulatory or fiscal policy, or indirectly through 
the externalization of costs throughout the development lifecycle. For instance, according to EIA, in the 
electricity sector, coal, natural gas, petroleum liquids and nuclear energy received a total of $4.3 billion in 
federal subsidies in fiscal year (FY) 2010, while renewables received a total of approximately $6.6 billion (of 
which wind received nearly $5 billion) (EIA, 2011f). While this suggests that renewables received more 
subsidies than conventional fuels, EIA notes that these numbers do not include other less direct subsidies.  

Two substantial subsidies that were excluded are the domestic manufacturing deduction, which benefits 
domestic oil and gas producers and refiners, and trust funds such as the Abandoned Mine Reclamation Fund, 
which benefits the coal industry if it turns out that the Fund has not generated sufficient revenues for 
covering all abandoned mine reclamation costs through 2022, when the Fund is set to expire. Thus far, data 
provided by regulatory agencies in Virginia and West Virginia suggest that there will be a reclamation funding 
shortfall of nearly $1 billion for these two states alone (McIlmoil et al., 2010 and 2012). 

Another report analyzing federal subsidies for energy from FY2002 to FY2008 found that total subsidies for 
fossil fuels totaled $72 billion over the study period, while total subsidies for renewables amounted to $29 
billion (Environmental Law Institute, 2009). Another report tallied the average annual subsidy for 
conventional and renewable energy sources starting with the year in which the resource was first subsidized. 
The report found that the oil and gas industry received an average of $4.86 billion per year in federal 
subsidies from 1918 to 2009, the nuclear industry $3.5 billion per year from 1947 to 1999, and non-biofuels 
renewable energy resources only $370 million per year from 1994 to 2009 (Pfund and Healey, 2011). 
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Energy subsidies are provided on the state level as well. For instance, the Commonwealth of Kentucky 
provided the state’s coal industry with nearly $85 million in tax subsidies in FY2006 while directly spending an 
additional $270 million to support and regulate the industry (Konty and Bailey, 2009). The total tax 
expenditure supporting coal in West Virginia amounted to $150 million in FY2009, with direct expenditures 
supporting the industry adding another $114 million to the total state subsidy for coal (McIlmoil et al., 2010). 
These estimates represent only the subsidies provided to the coal mining industry, and do not account for 
the additional subsidies provided to electric utilities operating coal- and natural gas-fired power plants.  

Renewable energy industries in these two states do not likely receive nearly the level of tax subsidies. This is 
evidenced by the fact that DEDI provided over $3.6 million in grants supporting coal education and energy 
commercialization and research related to coal and other non-renewable energy sources, while grants 
supporting renewable energy amounted to approximately $650,000: approximately $450,000 for algae-based 
biofuels research and $200,000 supporting the development of Kentucky’s Climate Action Plan. No funds 
were granted for other renewable energy technologies such as solar PV, wind, or geothermal (DEDI, 2009). 

Despite the wide gap in subsidies between conventional fuels and renewables, “some renewable 
technologies…[already] compete with fossil fuel generation, while others—like solar—are rapidly becoming 
less expensive” (Farrell, 2011a, p. 3). However, even within the renewable energy sector, subsidies are 
heavily concentrated towards large centralized generators (Farrell, 2011a).  

Overall, conventional and fossil fuel-based energy industries have historically received far greater subsidies 
than have renewable energy industries. This continues to be the case even today when including both direct 
and indirect subsidies in the calculations. To what extent subsidies are required for the development of any 
energy resource to be economically feasible remains unknown; however, it is disingenuous to claim that 
renewable energy cannot compete without the provision of subsidies when mature, traditional fuels and 
energy technologies continue to take advantage of the same. Only by removing all subsidies for each energy 
industry and internalizing the costs of energy production currently borne by society can there be an honest 
appraisal of which energy resources can compete, and which are too costly for us to continue to rely on. 

2.3.4 Can help stabilize energy prices 

As described in Section 2.2, the average price of electricity in Kentucky has increased by 6% annually since 
2000. Should coal prices continue to increase, so will electricity prices. Anticipated rate increases resulting 
from proposed equipment upgrades of many of Kentucky’s coal-fired power plants will only add to the rise in 
electricity prices. As a result, residents, businesses, and industries will all experience increasing energy costs 
as a result of a reliance on centralized, fossil fuel-based electricity generation. 

Distributed renewable energy generation helps to hedge against the depletion of fossil fuel supplies and 
therefore the cost of electricity generated using such fuels. Reducing the level of consumption of fossil fuels 
conserves those resources so that they are available over a longer period of time. The lower demand will help 
alleviate some of the upward pressure on fuel prices. For instance, the avoided costs associated with fuel 
price mitigation resulting from solar PV development in New York has been estimated at 3-5 cents per kWh, 
representing around 20% of the average price of electricity in 2010 (Perez et al., 2011). 

Despite the obvious benefit of distributed renewable energy in mitigating or avoiding future energy cost 
increases, one of the most widely used criticisms of renewable energy generally is that more renewable 
power will raise the cost of electricity and cause harm to the economy. For instance, a study by the Heritage 
Foundation concluded that a national renewable electricity standard of 37.5% by 2035 would raise electricity 
prices by 36% for households and 60% for industries (Kreutzer et al., 2010). Virginia state regulators rejected 
a deal to purchase wind power, stating that “the ratepayers…must be protected from costs for renewable 
energy that are unreasonably high” (Wald and Zeller, 2010, unnumbered).  
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In Kentucky, in response to a request by Kentucky Power to purchase electricity from a wind farm in Illinois, 
Attorney General Jack Conway opposed the deal, arguing that it would increase residential rates by 0.7%. 
Kentucky Power, arguing in favor of the deal, stated that the contract would help the utility “better meet 
growing environmental requirements and impending government portfolio mandates for renewable energy” 
(Wald and Zeller, 2010, unnumbered).  

Federal studies also undermine the price increase argument. A 2008 review of the impact of 25 mandatory 
and four voluntary state renewable portfolio standards (RPSs) found that the electricity rate increases 
associated with the policies amounted to 1% or less, and that renewable electricity “appears to be priced 
competitively with fossil generation” (Wiser and Barbose, 2008, p. 1). Additionally, an analysis of a national 
25% renewable electricity standard found that it would not affect national average electricity prices until 
after 2020, as compared to business as usual. By 2025, the impact would be a meager 2.7-2.9%. However, by 
2030, “electricity prices are projected to be little changed from the reference case…with 2030 prices less than 
1% higher than in the reference case” (EIA, 2009a, p. vi). The maximum projected increase for any single state 
is 6% above business as usual levels. While these studies do not provide conclusive evidence of the impact of 
renewable energy on electricity prices, they do show that the argument that renewable energy significantly 
raises electricity costs is largely unfounded. This is especially true when other factors such as public health 
and environmental benefits are taken into account.  

Additionally, utility statements suggest that there is little fear on the part of electric utilities that purchasing 
or developing renewable energy resources will increase rates. For instance, Xcel Energy, in modeling the 
projected impact on energy prices in Minnesota of a proposed wind power expansion plan, determined a 
price impact of 0.3 cents per kWh compared to a baseline scenario. The utility stated that renewable energy 
such as wind has become very competitive with traditional generating sources, and that adding renewable 
energy resources to its system reduces its environmental regulatory risk and is a good way to protect against 
rate increases resulting from volatile natural gas prices (Haugen, 2011). In North Carolina, rates for Progress 
Energy customers rose 3.7% in December 2011, primarily to recover fuel costs for coal and natural gas. Of 
particular relevance, however, is that the rate increase actually included a decrease in rates associated with 
the charge for meeting state-mandated renewable energy requirements (Progress Energy Carolinas, 2011). 

2.3.5 Reduces costs for new centralized generation, infrastructure, and pollution control 

In addition to fuel prices, future costs of new power plants, transmission capacity and regulatory compliance 
are uncertain, making a continued reliance on centralized fossil fuel-based generators increasingly risky. For 
instance, it has been estimated that relying solely on developing distributed generation to meet expected US 
load growth could avoid $326 billion in capital costs by 2020 and reduce incremental power costs by $53 
billion (3.14 cents per kWh) when compared to a scenario where 100% of load growth was met with 
centralized generation (Casten and Downes, 2005). 

Regarding new transmission capacity, developing distributed energy represents a smarter and more 
economical choice when considering new transmission lines. Permitting, siting, and public acceptance issues 
all arise when proposing new lines, but many forms of distributed generation can help eliminate these issues 
and can sometimes even eliminate the need for new transmission, thereby reducing overall system costs 
(The National Council on Electricity Policy, 2009).  

The same is true when considering the potential costs of complying with anticipated federal regulations, as 
described in Section 2.2. For instance, in a rate agreement submitted to PSC by LG&E and KU, the cost of 
upgrading coal-fired power plants with pollution control equipment to meet new standards for emissions of 
air pollutants would be $2.5 billion (PSC, 2011b). The two utilities also plan to retire three coal-fired power 
plants and replace them by investing an additional $700 million to construct a new natural gas power plant 
and purchase an existing one (LG&E and KU, 2011a). 
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While developing distributed renewable energy also comes with a significant, albeit declining cost, it does not 
require major investments in new generating, transmission or distribution capacity or pollution control 
equipment, and can in fact serve as a source of pollution control. Additional benefits in terms of cost 
reduction—whether associated with the displacement of existing centralized generating capacity or as an 
alternative to future capacity additions—include reduced costs for storage of captured pollutants and 
combustion byproducts, reduced water consumption per unit of electricity generated, and a significant 
reduction in external costs associated with conventional fossil-fuel powered generation.   

2.3.6 Reduces electricity losses from transmission and distribution 

One of the most significant benefits of distributed generation is that local production allows for local 
consumption, which reduces electricity losses from the transmission and distribution of electricity from 
centralized generators. Such losses “account for approximately 8-10 percent of all power generated in the 
[US]” and can “amount for up to 30% of the cost of delivery electricity on average” (Martin, 2009, p. 10).  

Distributed generation reduces transmission and distribution losses in two ways: (1) from the electricity 
flowing directly to end-users, thereby avoiding the 5-10% line losses, and (2) by reducing current flows, which 
reduces line losses on the remaining centrally generated power. As a result, one MWh of electricity produced 
by distributed generators displaces 1.13 MWh of central generation. This represents the minimum impact. 
Adding grid operator control of the local generation power factor can increase the displacement ratio, 
whereby one MWh of distributed generation could displace up to 1.47 MWh of centralized generation 
(Munson, undated). In effect, this means that with more efficient control of the grid and the distribution of 
electricity, distributed energy development can reduce electricity demand by up to 47%.  

The true displacement value is dependent on the distance of both centralized and distributed generators to 
end-users, the capacity of distributed generators relative to the load on distribution networks, and the 
specifications of the distribution grid (Perez et al., 2011). However, the fact that distributed generation has 
the potential to reduce electricity demand by nearly 50% per unit of electricity consumed has significant 
implications for developing a sound and economically beneficial energy policy in Kentucky. Since many of 
Kentucky’s electricity consumers reside in rural areas far from the sources of electricity generation suggests 
that these consumers are paying higher energy costs due to the extra transmission losses. Therefore, the 
potential to avoid such losses makes developing distributed generation particularly beneficial and “especially 
feasible in rural areas where transmission losses are even higher than average” (Martin, 2009). 

2.3.7 Increases energy security and grid security 

Distributed generation increases national energy security because having a greater number of dispersed and 
smaller generators rather than fewer, larger generators results in a decreased likelihood of large areas losing 
power in the case of a failure, thereby helping to maintain grid stability (Farrell, 2011a). Distributed 
generators also enhance energy security by serving as backup generators, which help to prevent operational 
failures in the case of network problems. Finally, expanding distributed energy generation can serve to 
diversify the portfolio of fuel and energy resources used to generate energy by adding more power fueled by 
solar, wind, geothermal, and LFG (methane) resources. 

Distributed energy can also help reduce the risk of power outages and rolling blackouts caused by high 
demand and stress on transmission and distribution systems. Overall, there were 123 reported major 
disturbances to the grid across the US in 2010, 75 of which were weather related, and 48 of which were 
associated with grid disruption (EIA, 2011g). The average number of affected customers was nearly 130,000. 
Outages such as these cost the US economy between $80 billion and $100 billion each year (Gellings and 
Yeager, 2004; Casten and Downes, 2005), thereby adding 29-45% to the cost of US power (Casten and 
Downes, 2005).  
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As an example of how distributed energy can reduce grid disruption, one study found that 1,000 community-
scale solar plants totaling 500 MW dispersed across the Northeast US could have prevented the Northeast 
blackout in 2003, and would have saved the economy $6 billion (Farrell, 2011a). To put that cost into 
perspective, at approximate 2010 installed prices for solar PV ($6,200 per kW) (Barbose et al., 2011), 
developing 500 MW of community-scale solar would cost around $3.1 billion. Additionally, Perez et al. (2011) 
estimated that the value of solar PV for enhancing grid security in New York amounts to 2-3 cents per kWh. 

Despite these benefits, there is a question as to what level of development is possible without impacting grid 
stability or requiring prohibitive operation and management costs. The limit will be specific to each 
distribution network, and therefore this is a question that will require further study as distributed generation 
grows. However, there is some anecdotal evidence that provides a general idea of possible limits. For 
instance, one study showed that at low penetration—regarded for solar, for instance, as capacity penetration 
of up to 30%—the extra cost of managing and operating such a level of distributed generation is negligible, 
and would require only localized, demand-side load management, storage, or backup operations. At higher 
penetration levels, localized measures would become too expensive (Perez et al., 2011). However, Alanne 
and Saari (2006) conclude that “although the amount of technology in a system principally increases due to 
decentralization…the vulnerability of the whole system decreases” (p. 545).  

2.3.8 Deploys more rapidly than centralized generation 

Distributed generators and generating systems are smaller, require little if any additional transmission or 
distribution lines, and do not—for most technologies and models—require an extensive permit process or 
environmental impact analysis or the need to meet siting requirements. As a result, distributed generators 
can come online faster than new centralized generators. This is illustrated by the fact that just over 1,000 
MW of centralized solar thermal power had been developed globally through 2010, while Germany installed 
7,400 MW of distributed solar PV capacity in 2010 alone (Farrell, 2011a).  

Rapid development also provides cost assurance. From inception to installation and interconnection, costs 
associated with distributed energy development change little, if at all (again depending on the technology or 
system model). Therefore, the cost of developing a distributed energy system is known throughout the 
process. The same cannot be said for new centralized coal-fired power plants, nuclear plants, or even natural 
gas combined cycle plants. For example, when Duke Energy Carolinas first proposed a two-unit coal-fired 
power plant called Cliffside in summer 2006, the estimated total cost was around $2 billion. By that fall, the 
cost had risen to $3 billion, not including financing costs. As of 2008, after one of the units had been refused 
a permit, the cost of developing the remaining single unit had risen to $1.8 billion, or nearly as much as the 
estimated cost for two units when the plant was first proposed only two years prior (Schlissel et al., 2008). 

2.3.9 Can help diversify Kentucky’s energy portfolio  

Distributed energy technologies can accommodate a larger range of fuel and energy resources than 
centralized generation. A concentration of energy generation from a small number of resources renders the 
system vulnerable to price volatility, competing resource demand and costly repairs and upgrades. Kentucky 
can generate a substantial amount of electricity and heat from a wide variety of resources (see Section 3), 
and nearly every state, including Kentucky, could meet 20% of its electricity needs with solar PV alone 
(Farrell, 2011a). Using these resources to support distributed energy would allow greater flexibility in local 
and state energy planning while reducing the vulnerability of customers to future increases in energy prices. 
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2.3.10 Provides substantial economic benefits and helps to diversify state and local economies 

Distributed energy can promote local business opportunities, support products and services based on local 
raw materials and labor, create new jobs, provide landowners with extra income, and improve the efficiency 
of energy consumption (Alanne and Saari, 2006). Additionally, the penetration of local economies with 
renewable resources can provide a faster path to economic development than large-scale fossil fuel power 
plants, creating more jobs per unit energy than coal and natural gas (Wei et al., 2010).  

As an example, solar PV is widely regarded as having the greatest economic impact per unit of energy, 
regardless of whether the comparison is with conventional fossil fuels or other renewables. Over the life of 
the system, developing one MW of solar PV generates an average of 1.29 jobs in construction, installation, 
and manufacturing and 0.37 jobs in operations and maintenance, for a total of 1.66 jobs per MW (Sterzinger, 
2006). By comparison, the total impact of coal plants is estimated at 0.8 jobs per MW, including mining, 
transportation, plant component manufacturing, and operations and maintenance (Singh and Fehrs, 2001). 
Solar PV therefore generates about twice as many jobs per MW as a coal-fired power plant. 

Distributed renewable energy jobs are also more likely to be localized construction and installation jobs, and 
local development and ownership of distributed energy also generates more revenue per unit energy and 
results in more dollars staying in the local economy. For instance, it is estimated that locally owned energy 
development produces 1.5 to 3.4 times greater economic returns when compared to absentee ownership 
(Farrell, 2010a). Additionally, operating and maintaining energy systems requires special expertise, and the 
required number of workers increases when the energy system is decentralized (Alanne and Saari, 2006).  

As for future economic impacts from distributed renewable energy development, the US market for solar 
panels, wind turbines, CHP systems, and biomass engines may reach $226 million a year by 2016 (Makower 
et al., 2007, as cited in Tracz and Bailey, 2010). This may be a conservative estimate, as the Iowa Policy 
Project (2010) modeled the economic impacts of developing 300 MW of solar energy in Iowa, and found that 
by the fifth year, 5,000 jobs would be created—not including potential impacts from manufacturing jobs or 
permanent operations and maintenance jobs—and $332 million would be added to the state’s economy. So 
far, while other Appalachian states such as Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Tennessee are experiencing strong 
growth in solar and other distributed renewable energy industries, Kentucky is falling behind. However, 
Kentucky has a wealth of renewable energy resources, each of which has the potential to generate more jobs 
and revenues per unit of installed capacity than conventional fossil fuels, and “This information can be useful 
for policy makers who are designing long range energy policies or short-term government programs to 
provide economic stimulus or incentives for direct employment” (Wei et al., 2010, p. 928). 

2.3.11 Provides significant environmental and public health benefits 

Distributed energy generation also reduces the external costs associated with centralized coal-fired 
generation. Such costs include the environmental and health impacts of mining, processing, transporting, and 
burning coal for electricity generation, as well as the impacts associated with the storage of coal combustion 
waste. These costs are substantial, but are not included in the price of electricity.  

Regardless, society does pay these costs in a variety of ways. For instance, the life cycle impacts of coal alone 
cost the US public one-third to over one-half trillion dollars each year, adding 18-27 cents per kWh to the 
price of electricity. The impacts include: mining accidents, fatalities, and illnesses such as black lung disease; 
stream pollution from underground and surface mining operations; greenhouse gas emissions from land 
disturbance; the storage of processing and coal combustion waste; air and water contamination from 
process-related toxins, heavy metals, and radioactive elements; annual deaths from lung cancer and heart, 
respiratory and kidney disease in mining communities; ecological damage from acid rain; costs for 
abandoned mine reclamation; and climate change impacts, among others (Epstein et al., 2011). 
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3. OPPORTUNITIES FOR DEVELOPING DISTRIBUTED ENERGY IN 
KENTUCKY 

This section describes various types of distributed renewable energy systems, resources, or ownership 
models, each of these are readily available and/or economically feasible to develop in Kentucky. For each 
technology, we describe the technology, report the cost of development (as available), discuss regional and 
national trends in development, present the environmental and economic benefits stemming from 
developing the associated resource, and examine issues and challenges facing such development. Most 
importantly, this presents the findings of previously published research on the potential for developing each 
resource in Kentucky and estimates the economic and environmental impacts of achieving that potential. 
Case studies are provided to highlight successful projects in Kentucky or model policies shown to offer the 
greatest support for the sustainable development of distributed renewable energy technologies. 

We do not examine specific technologies. For instance, in the discussion of small- and community-owned 
wind, only the categories themselves are discussed, with no distinction between whether the resources will 
be developed using either vertical or horizontal turbines. This section also does not cover the full range of 
available technologies, resources, ownership models, or combinations thereof, as exemplified by the 
exclusion of hybrid energy systems and energy 
storage technologies.  

The technologies examined include: 

 solar photovoltaic, 
 solar heating and cooling, 
 small- and community-owned wind power, 
 forest biomass, 
 combined heat and power, 
 landfill gas-to-energy, 
 small- and low-power hydroelectric, and 
 geothermal heating. 

We conclude that there are significant renewable energy resources available in Kentucky, far more than 
would be required to meet the goals of the CEOA (HB 167) introduced to the Kentucky General Assembly in 
2012 (see Section 5.1). This is supported by the finding that Kentucky can generate more than 25% of its total 
energy needs from renewables by 2025 (KREC, 2008). This is a conservative estimate compared to our own 
findings. Table 2 presents the findings for potential capacity and electricity generation in Kentucky that could 
result from the development of available resources for each of the technologies examined.  

As Table 2 shows, there are sufficient resources available within Kentucky to generate the equivalent of 
approximately 34% of projected electricity generation in 2025 strictly from distributed renewable energy 
technologies. Additional gains can be realized from large-scale renewable energy systems. 

These estimates should not be considered precise estimates, nor are they necessarily comparable across 
technologies. They are taken from a wide variety of sources and represent assumptions unique to each 
technology—which are described in the respective sub-sections. Therefore, the estimates should not be used 
to make decisions about which technologies to prioritize in pursuing renewable energy development goals. 
The value of this information is in showing that distributed renewable energy development can play a 
significant role in achieving any future renewable energy goals in Kentucky, as well as in reducing the costs 
associated with a continued reliance on centralized generation and traditional sources of fuel such as coal. 

There are sufficient resources 
available within Kentucky to 
generate the equivalent of 

approximately 34% of projected 
electricity generation in 2025 

strictly from distributed 
renewable energy technologies. 
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Table 2: Distributed renewable energy development and undeveloped potential in Kentucky 

Resource/technology 

Developed 
capacity 
(MWe) 

Undeveloped 
(MWe) 

Total 
potential 
(MWe) 

Generating 
potential 

(million MWh) 
Percent 2025 

generation 

Solar photovoltaic 0 5,639  5,639  7.4 6% 

Solar hot water n/a n/a 1,120  9.8 9% 

Small/community wind 0 61  61  0.1 0% 

Forest biomass (logging) 5 449  454  3.4 3% 

Combined heat and power 122 2,878  3,000  13.3 12% 

Landfill gas-to-energy 17 43  60  0.5 0% 

Small/low-power hydro 777 273  1,050  7.9 7% 

Geothermal heating n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

  
     

Totals 921 10,463  11,384  39.0 34% 

Note: For each technology, official estimates or reports of developed capacity and total potential capacity are used where such information was available. In other 
cases, such as with forest biomass, an estimate was generated in this report. Where no information was available (e.g., geothermal heating), estimates are not 
provided. Where various estimates were available, the more conservative estimate was chosen for this table. The generating potential of each technology 
represents the total generating potential—including from existing developed capacity—and is calculated using technology-specific capacity factors. The 
undeveloped potential represents the difference between the developed capacity and the total potential capacity. The percent of 2009 generation is calculated for 
each technology based on the total electricity generated in Kentucky in 2009 as reported by EIA (2011b). The percent of 2025 generation is calculated based on 
an estimated growth rate for electricity demand of 1.5% as projected by KU and LG&E (2011b). MWe represents “megawatt-equivalent.”  

Our review also finds that the cost of energy resulting from developing most of these technologies is on par 
with the cost of energy generated by most of Kentucky’s utilities from traditional fuels such as coal and 
natural gas, or will be so in the near future. When policy and financial supports are in place and when the 
added economic and social benefits are considered, the cost of distributed energy development looks better 
still. Additionally, technological advancements are resulting in vast improvements in efficiency and rapid 
declines in cost for many of these technologies.  
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3.1 Solar photovoltaic electricity generation  

Solar PV systems convert energy from sunlight directly into electricity. Solar panels are typically rated at 
around 200 watts (W). Since each individual panel generates only a small amount of electricity, most systems 
typically include multiple panels. These systems can be roof-mounted or ground-mounted, and can generate 
electricity for use onsite and/or for sale into the grid. 

Solar PV is a rapidly expanding form of electricity generation in the US. Led by California and New Jersey, 
approximately 883 MW of grid-tied solar PV capacity was installed in the US in 2010, which was more than 
double the capacity installed in 2009. At the end of 2010, total installed capacity in the US was 2,137 MW. By 
comparison, total installed capacity in 2000 was only 18.1 MW; therefore, grid-tied solar PV capacity has 
grown by an average annual rate of 62% since 2000 (Barbose et al., 2011) (see Figure 6).  

Due to strong policy and financial supports, other countries have experienced even greater growth. For 
instance, Germany—which receives far less solar radiation than nearly anywhere in the continental US, 
including Kentucky—installed 7,400 MW in 2010 alone, more than triple the total installed capacity of the US. 
Globally, solar PV capacity grew from 16,000 MW to nearly 40,000 MW from 2008 to 2010 (EPIA, 2011). 

Figure 6: Annual and cumulative solar photovoltaic capacity growth in the US, 1998-2010 

 
Source: Barbose et al. (2011). 

Of the total capacity installed in 2010, 30% was on residential buildings, 39% on commercial and other non-
residential buildings, and 32% by electric utilities (Barbose et al., 2011). The average size of all solar PV 
systems has increased steadily since 2000. The average system size varies from state to state depending on 
available incentives, interconnection standards, net metering regulations, solar resources, retail electricity 
rates, and other factors (Sherwood, 2011). 
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As shown in Figure 7, the average gross installed cost of solar PV systems in the US (not accounting for tax 
credits) has fallen rapidly from $11 per W in 1998 to $6.2 per W in 2010. Prices stabilized from 2005 to 2008 
before dropping significantly through 2010 due to a decline in wholesale module prices as well as non-
module costs such as mounting, labor, permitting fees, taxes, and overhead (Barbose et al., 2011).  

Average installed costs vary widely across states and by system size. For instance, among systems less than 
10 kW installed in 2010, average costs range from a low of $6.3 per W in New Hampshire to a high of $8.4 per 
W in Utah; costs in the largest state PV markets, California and New Jersey, were near the center of this 
range, “suggesting that, in addition to absolute market size, other state and local factors (e.g., permitting 
requirements, labor rates, third party ownership, and sales tax exemptions) also strongly influence installed 
costs” (Barbose et al., 2011, p. 2). Costs vary across Appalachian states as well. The average 2010 installed 
cost of systems less than 10 kW was $6.6 per W in Pennsylvania and $8 per W in Ohio. Due to economies of 
scale, system size also influences installation cost. For instance, the average cost for systems less than 5 kW 
in 2010 was $7.6 per W, while systems greater than 500 kW averaged $5.3 per W (see Figure 7).  

According to Farrell (2011a), nearly every state could meet 20% of its electricity needs with rooftop solar 
PV, including Kentucky. While solar PV is not the cheapest method of developing distributed renewable 
electricity generation, its value to the grid and society is far greater than its power production cost. 

Figure 7: Installed costs for solar photovoltaic systems in the US, by system size, 1998-2010 

 
Source: Barbose, et al. (2011). 
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3.1.1 Environmental and economic benefits 

Solar PV can serve as an important component of a state’s electricity portfolio due to its numerous benefits 
(see Section 2.3). The economic values for three of these benefits are estimated as follows: 

 The economic benefit of solar PV for electric utilities and customers in New York is between 15 and 
41 cents per kWh (Perez et al., 2011). 

 The environmental and health-related benefits of solar PV amount to 3-6 cents per kWh, as the 
electricity from solar power displaces the negative impacts associated with mining, drilling, and 
emissions resulting from fossil fuel-based generation (Perez et al., 2011). 

 Electrical outages associated with centralized power cost the US economy $80-100 billion each year, 
and add 29-45% to the cost of US power (Casten and Downes, 2005). Research also suggests that 
1,000 community-scale solar PV plants totaling 500 MW of capacity dispersed across the Northeast 
US could have prevented the 2003 blackout and saved the economy $6 billion (Farrell, 2011a). 

 Solar PV creates more jobs per MW of installed capacity than traditional energy sources such as coal, 
natural gas, and nuclear (see Table 3). For this reason, expanding solar PV can help increase 
employment while diversifying local and state economies. Over the life of the system, developing a 
MW of solar PV generates 1.29 jobs in construction, installation, and manufacturing and 0.37 jobs in 
operations and maintenance, for a total of 1.66 jobs per MW (Sterzinger, 2006). 

Table 3: Average job creation per megawatt of generating capacity, by energy source 

Resource 

Construction, 
installation, 

manufacturing 
Operations and 

maintenance Total 

Solar photovoltaic 1.29 0.37 1.66 

Coal 0.21 0.59 0.80 

Natural gas 0.03 0.77 0.80 

Nuclear 0.38 0.70 1.08 

Sources: As cited in Wei et al. (2010), solar PV estimates from Sterzinger (2006), coal estimates from Singh 
and Fehrs (2001), natural gas estimates from Heavner and Churchill (2002), and nuclear estimates from Kenley 
et al. (2004). Note: these values represent the average number of jobs created over the life of the system. 

Additionally, an Iowa model of the economic impacts of developing 300 MW of solar energy found that 5,000 
jobs would be created—not including manufacturing or operations and maintenance jobs—and $332 million 
would be added to Iowa’s economy. Overall, the US solar industry is growing, with over 120,000 grid-tied 
systems installed and nearly 100,000 jobs created in the solar industry through 2010, “putting thousands of 
people to work in highly skilled and well-paid solar industry jobs each year” (Iowa Policy Project, 2011, p. 7).  

3.1.2 Issues and challenges 

There are four main economic and political impediments to solar PV development in Kentucky: (1) the cost of 
developing solar PV remains high despite the sharp declines in prices in recent years; (2) the price of 
electricity in Kentucky is still low compared to the levelized cost of solar; (3) unfounded beliefs in high 
infrastructure, operational (backup), and management costs associated with distributed solar generation are 
pervasive, leading to a failure to recognize and reward the numerous benefits to the grid and utilities 
provided by distributed energy; and (4) as a result of some or all of these interconnected issues, there is a 
lack of sufficient governmental support for solar PV in the form of public policy or financial supports. 
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Regarding the cost of developing solar PV, there are two issues to consider. First, permitting costs for smaller 
systems (5 kW or less)—suitable for residential or commercial buildings—account for 10-17% of the installed 
cost. As module and installation costs continue to fall, the fixed permitting costs may inhibit solar PV from 
achieving grid parity with traditional energy sources. Implementing more efficient and standardized 
permitting best-practices could reduce permitting costs by up to 75% (Farrell, 2011b). Second, the cost of 
solar PV has declined rapidly, and projections indicate that this trend will continue (Sherwood, 2011). As 
costs continue to fall, the gap between the price of electricity from solar and conventional fuels will shrink, 
especially as the price of electricity in Kentucky continues to rise with increasing fuel and regulatory costs.  

As for the belief that distributed solar generation will impose additional costs for utilities and grid operators 
as a result of short-term, rapid changes in energy output and unreliable production, a growing body of 
research has concluded that increased development and geographic dispersion of solar PV systems can 
eliminate these concerns. As solar PV penetration increases, the aggregated output stabilizes, thereby 
reducing the resources required to accommodate and manage the variability experienced at low penetration 
rates (Mills and Wiser, 2010). Research also shows that the costs are negligible or, at worst, manageable up 
to and even greater than 30% penetration, and the benefits to the grid provided by distributed energy 
generation actually reduce overall costs for electric utilities (Farrell, 2011a) (see Section 2.3). For instance, 
the value of distributed generation to the grid in Kentucky is estimated at 8.5 cents per kWh (Farrell, 2011c).  

Partially as a result of the lack of information on the costs and benefits of distributed energy, the economic 
benefits are not being recognized or rewarded, despite the fact that these benefits exceed the power 
production costs (Farrell, 2011a). This results in a lack of sufficient public policies or financial supports for all 
distributed energy technologies. 

Federal incentives, improvements in capital markets, and declines in installed costs have all supported the 
growth in solar PV. However, state policies and incentives play the most important role in encouraging 
investment by removing barriers to solar energy development (Sherwood, 2011). State RPS requirements 
have led to the creation of strong SREC markets, resulting in increased demand for distributed solar 
installations; of the top 10 states for solar PV development, six have state or utility rebate programs that 
have been the most significant driver of solar market growth (Sherwood, 2011).  

3.1.3 Prospects for solar photovoltaic electricity in Kentucky 

Kentucky’s solar resource is roughly equal to that of other Appalachian states, many of which have made 
great strides in developing distributed solar PV in recent years while Kentucky has developed very little (see 
Section 3.1.3). For instance, through 2010, the Appalachian states of Pennsylvania, Maryland and New Jersey 
had developed approximately 55, 11, and 260 
MW of solar PV capacity, respectively. By 
comparison, total installed capacity in Kentucky 
was 0.2 MW (see Table 4). This discrepancy 
suggests that development is less constrained by 
resource availability than by supporting policies. 
Kentucky’s energy plan supported this 
conclusion: “the lack of significant development 
of solar energy in Kentucky is not because of a 
lack of solar energy resource, but rather, a 
reflection of historical economic conditions 
which have favored fossil-based energy 
resources” (Beshear, 2008, p. 32).  

Kentucky has a sufficient solar 
resource for rapid growth in solar PV 

development, but the state lacks 
targeted policies supporting 

renewable energy and distributed 
generation, and few incentives have 

been provided for promoting solar PV. 
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In other words, Kentucky has a sufficient solar resource for rapid growth in solar PV development, but the 
state lacks targeted policies supporting renewable energy and distributed generation, and few incentives 
have been provided for promoting solar PV.  

Table 4: Solar irradiance, photovoltaic capacity, and supporting policies and incentives in select states 

 Solar irradiance 
(kWh/m

2
/day) 

Solar PV capacity, 
2010 (MW) 

Portfolio 
standard? SREC? 

State/local 
incentives 

North Carolina 5.2 40.0 Yes Yes Various financial 

Virginia 5.0 2.8 Voluntary No Various financial 

Maryland 4.8 10.9 Yes Yes Various financial 

Pennsylvania 4.8 54.8 Yes Yes Various financial 

Tennessee 4.8 4.7 No No Various financial 

Kentucky 4.7 0.2 No No Various financial 

West Virginia 4.6 0.1 Voluntary No Tax credit 

Ohio 4.5 20.7 Yes Yes Various financial 

  
     

New Jersey 4.7 259.9 Yes Yes Various financial 

California 6.6 1,021.7 Yes TREC 
Feed-in-tariff; 

various financial 

Sources: Solar irradiance from The Solar Foundation (2011) and NREL’s PV Watts Viewer (2011a); installed solar PV capacity from The Solar Foundation (2011) 
and NREL’s Open PV Project database (2011b); policy and incentive information from The Solar Foundation (2011) and the Database of State Incentives for 
Renewable Energy (IREC, 2011). Note(s): since reporting is voluntary, data for some installations are likely missing from the NREL database for many states, 
including Kentucky. One example is the Berea Municipal Utilities’ community-supported solar farm. The overall portfolio requirement in West Virginia is 
mandatory, but includes both “alternative” and renewable energy resources; there is no specific requirement for renewables. 

The primary reason for the difference in solar energy development between Kentucky and the states of 
Pennsylvania, Maryland and New Jersey is that each of the three states has enacted a mandatory RPS and has 
created an SREC market by requiring a certain percentage of electricity generation to come from solar 
energy. Figure 8 illustrates the significant difference in the development of solar PV in the coal-producing 
states of Kentucky, Maryland, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia.  

The states outlined in orange have enacted a mandatory RPS with a solar carve-out, and have experienced 
significant growth in the development of solar PV capacity as a result. Other than Tennessee—which does not 
have a RPS but has strong utility incentive programs provided through TVA—states that lack these policies 
are lagging far behind, particularly Kentucky and West Virginia. 
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Figure 8: Solar photovoltaic installations and existence of supporting policies in Appalachian states 

 
Source: Solar insolation data from NREL (2011a); self-reported data for solar installations from NREL’s Open PV Project database (NREL, 2011b). 
Note(s): Note(s): since reporting is voluntary, data for some installations are likely missing from the NREL database for many states, including Kentucky. 
One example is the Berea Municipal Utilities’ community-supported solar farm. NREL cross-checks the self-reported data with other reported estimates of 
state-level capacity and finds that total state capacity falls within a reasonable range of these other estimates. 

Two studies have estimated Kentucky’s potential for solar PV capacity and electricity generation. One 
assumes the development of only 15% of Kentucky’s total solar potential, and estimates a maximum feasible 
capacity for solar PV of 5,639 MW—including from both roof- and ground-mounted systems. This would 
amount to 24% of Kentucky’s total installed generating capacity in 2009. Using a 15% capacity factor, 5,639 
MW of solar would generate 7.4 million MWh of electricity, amounting to 8% of Kentucky’s 2009 electricity 
generation (see Table 5) (EIA, 2011a and b). 
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A second estimate concludes that full utilization of Kentucky’s solar resource could achieve even greater 
development of solar PV, with roof-mounted solar PV providing 19% of total electricity generation and 
ground-mounted systems another 51% (Farrell, 2011c), equating to 70% of total 2009 electricity generation, 
or approximately 63.4 million MWh. At a 15% capacity factor, this would equal the development of 35,000 
MW of ground-mounted PV capacity and 13,000 MW of roof-mounted capacity (see Table 5).  

Table 5: Estimated potential for solar photovoltaic capacity and electrical generation 

 Potential capacity 
(MW) 

Percent of state 
generating capacity 

Potential generation 
(million MWh) 

Percent of state 
electricity generation 

SACE (2009)     

Roof 111 0% 0.1 0% 

Ground 5,528 23% 7.3 8% 

Total 5,639 24% 7.4 8% 

  
    

Farrell (2011c) 
    

Roof 13,000 54% 17.1 19% 

Ground 35,000 146% 46.0 51% 

Total 48,000 200% 63.1 70% 

Sources: SACE estimates of potential capacity taken directly from SACE (2009), with estimates of potential generation calculated using a 15% capacity factor. 
Percent of state electricity generation was then calculated using data from EIA (2011b). Farrell estimates for potential capacity were back-calculated using 
estimated percent of state generation that could be provided by solar (Farrell, 2011c), state generation data from EIA (2011b), and a 15% capacity factor. 
Percent of state generating capacity was calculated by dividing potential solar capacity by total state generating capacity from EIA (2011a). Note: SACE 
estimates are based on development of only 15% of Kentucky’s solar PV potential; Farrell’s estimates are based on full utilization of that capacity. 

New Jersey—which requires 5.3 million MWh of solar by 2026—added 132 MW of grid-tied solar PV in 2010. 
Because New Jersey has a significantly smaller solar resource than Kentucky, we conclude that strong support 
for solar PV in Kentucky could achieve an even higher level of development than New Jersey: 150 MW. 
Developing 150 MW each year starting in 2012 would result in a cumulative capacity of 1,650 MW by 2022, 
which represents only 30% of SACE’s conservative estimate. At a 15% capacity factor, this would generate 2.2 
million MWh of electricity annually.  

Assuming that demand grows 1.5% per year from 2009 to 20223 and that efficiency improvements are 
minimal, solar PV could then provide 2% of total generation in 2022. Notably, 2.2 million MWh is double 
what would be required to achieve the target of 1% from the combination of various solar technologies as 
was proposed in the CEOA (see Section 5.1) (Kentucky Legislative Research Commission, 2012a).  

The job impacts from this effort would be significant. Based on the estimate of 1.66 total jobs created per 
MW of developed capacity (See Table 3), 1,650 MW of solar PV would generate 2,740 jobs in the Kentucky 
solar industry by 2022. However, while other Appalachian states such as Virginia, Pennsylvania, and Maryland 
are experiencing strong employment growth in their respective state’s solar industries—totaling over 8,000 
jobs as of 2010 (The Solar Foundation, 2011)—Kentucky has yet to take advantage of the growing market.  

In summary, Kentucky has vast potential for developing distributed energy from solar PV. Achieving even a 
modest level of development over the next decade is highly feasible and could generate thousands of new 
jobs while diversifying the state’s energy portfolio. Doing so would provide numerous benefits to the grid, 
reducing the costs for utilities of generating electricity while helping to stabilize electricity prices for 
customers. Solar PV development has started to happen in Kentucky (see the following Case study). However, 
such development is limited, and Kentucky policymakers could do more to support the growth of solar PV. 

                                                             

3 This projection assumes that all utilities in the state will have approximately the same rate of growth that LG&E and KU (2011b) projected for their service 
territory, prior to the impact of energy efficiency programs. 
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Case study: Berea Municipal Utilities’ community 
supported solar farm 

Ownership:  Berea Municipal Utilities (BMU) is owned by the City of Berea, Kentucky. 
Customers participating in the program lease solar panels from the utility. 

Stated purpose: “To provide customers who want to invest in local solar generation an 
opportunity to do so. The program invites community members to come 
together in moving Berea toward a better energy future” (BMU, 2011). 

Program details:   

Customer cost:  One-time investment of $750 per panel, 235 watts per panel  

Average price:  $3.19 per watt 

Lease period:  25 years 

Cost of electricity: The average price of electricity for each panel amounts to 9.7 
cents per kWh over 25 years. The average price of electricity for 
Berea’s customers in 2009 was 7.2 cents per kWh (EIA, 2010a), 
which is anticipated to increase by 5% per year (BMU, 2011). 

System size: The program is being developed in phases. Each phase consists of 
60 panels, for a total of approximately 14 kW per phase.  

Other details: The two-panel limit only applies for the first 60-panel array. The 
panels are owned and maintained by BMU and located on BMU 
property. Participating customers receive a credit on their 
monthly bill for the electricity generated by the panels they lease.  

Financing: Financing for the initial array was provided through an Energy Efficiency 
and Conservation Block Grant from USDOE and the State of Kentucky. 
Subsequent arrays will be financed solely through customer participation. 

Key benefits: Allowing people of all income levels to participate in solar energy, greater 
local retention of income, the opportunity to support local nonprofits and 
churches, and reducing energy price volatility. 

 
Photo obtained from http://bereautilities.com/  

  

http://bereautilities.com/
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3.2 Solar heating and cooling 

Solar PV is not the only technology available for harnessing solar energy. Solar heating and cooling—
collectively known as solar thermal—also represent growing uses of solar power, and actually stand as the 
least expensive solar technologies available, providing the greatest return for the least investment. Solar 
thermal systems offer a wide variety of uses such as heating water for residential or commercial use, heating 
spaces such as houses or offices, or even providing heat for industrial processes or space cooling (Sherwood, 
2011). These systems accounted for 71% of all solar installations in the US between 1994 and 2010, and 52% 
of installations in 2010. In terms of capacity, they amounted to 814 thermal MW4 (MWt) of installed capacity 
in 2010, accounting for 47% of total installed solar capacity (see Table 6). Of this, approximately 20% were for 
heating and cooling and 80% for solar pool heating (Sherwood, 2011). 

Table 6: Installations of solar energy systems in the US, by technology, historically and for 2010 

 
Installations, 

1994-2009 
Percent of 

total 
Installations, 

2010 
Percent of 

total 

Installed 
capacity, 

2010 (MW) 
Percent of 

total 

Solar pool heating  354,000 40% 22,000 18% 656 38% 

Solar heating and cooling  274,000 31% 42,000 34% 158 9% 

Grid-connected photovoltaics  154,000 17% 52,000 42% 883 51% 

Off-grid photovoltaics  104,000 12% 8,000 6% 50 3% 

Total  886,000 
 

124,000 
 

1,747 
 

Sources: Sherwood (2011), except for 2010 installed capacity for grid-connected PV, which is from Barbose et al. (2011).  

Solar hot water systems use a system of tubes and collectors to provide all or part of the water heating needs 
for a building. The primary components include solar collectors (commonly flat plate or evacuated tubes), a 
hot water storage tank, and a circulation system. With a typical residential solar water heating system, a heat 
transfer fluid captures the solar energy and is circulated through the collectors and then through insulated 
pipes to a heat exchanger. At the heat exchanger, the fluid transfers its heat to the home water supply. This 
heated water is then stored in an insulated tank until needed, which is often the existing home water tank 
(KYSEA, 2009). By providing pre-heated water to the existing tank, solar hot water heaters reduce or even 
eliminate the energy required from gas or electricity to maintain the set water temperature in the tank. 
During the summer months, solar hot water heaters can provide up to 100% of a home’s water heating 
needs, and typically provide 50-80% of water heating demand over the course of a year (KREC, 2008).  

A typical residential solar hot water system has a capacity of 60-80 gallons for a household of three or four 
people. Such a system can cost $2,000 to $4,000, depending on the type of system, the amount of hot water 
used each day, whether a new storage tank is required, the size of the home, whether the system is installed 
by the homeowner or professional contractor, and available tax credits and rebates. The annual financial 
savings will depend on the type of fuel used by the conventional water heater, its cost, and the amount of 
water used. As energy costs rise, financial savings increase and payback periods decrease (KYSEA, 2009). 

The US solar hot water industry is generally driven by markets in five key states: Florida, California, Arizona, 
Hawaii, and Oregon, which collectively represent over 60% of national demand (EIA, 2011h). Of all solar hot 
water system shipments in 2009, 86% provided hot water, 6.5% space heating, and 6% a combination (EIA, 
2011i). Residential systems accounted for 84% of all solar hot water installations in 2010 (Sherwood, 2011). 

                                                             

4 A MWt is essentially the same as an electrical MW, except that it serves as a measure of the generating capacity of a heat-generating system rather than one 
that generates electricity. Sherwood (2011) notes that data sources usually report installed solar thermal capacity in units of area, typically square feet. To 
convert the installed area to a measure of capacity, Sherwood (2011) uses a conversion factor of 0.65 thermal kW (kWt) per square foot. Therefore, one MWt of 
solar hot water heating capacity represents approximately 15,385 square feet of installed solar water heating. As the typical residential solar water heating 
installation is 50 square feet in area (Sherwood, 2011), one MWt of solar water heating represents the equivalent of approximately 300 residential systems. 
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Solar pool heating is the most common, fastest growing, and least expensive form of solar heating and 
cooling. Approximately 80% of all solar thermal installations in 2010 were for solar pool heating. These 
systems are 6-10 times cheaper per unit energy than solar hot water systems, and therefore represent a 
better investment (SEIA, 2010). Incentives and rebates for commercial systems have spurred massive growth 
in the commercial market. Should these incentives continue, and should more states add similar programs, 
market growth will continue. Residential applications will also grow, but at a slower pace, as incentives for 
residential solar pool heating systems exist in only a few states and are relatively modest (Sherwood, 2011). 

Finally, there is an emerging market for solar thermal process heating systems, which use the sun to power 
industrial processes (Sherwood, 2011). Installations of these systems accounted for 5% of the total solar 
heating and cooling market in 2009, up from 0.3% in 2008 (EIA, 2011i).  

3.2.1  Environmental and economic benefits 

Solar thermal systems provide significant environmental benefits, as they reduce the demand for energy 
from conventional sources of heat and electricity such as fossil fuels and nuclear power. This helps improve 
air and water quality and reduces emissions of carbon dioxide (KYSEA, 2009). As an example, installing a 
single 64 square foot solar hot water heater on 20% of the new homes built in Kentucky between now and 
2025 would reduce carbon dioxide emissions by 0.23 million tons each year (KREC, 2008).  

Economically, solar thermal systems can save energy, lower total energy costs, provide security against rising 
fuel prices, and create jobs. For example, solar hot water systems can provide 50-80% of a household’s or 
business’s annual water heating needs (KREC, 2008). For a typical home, the annual savings can amount to 
$180 to $500, depending on the fuel source being displaced (KYSEA, 2009). Using these savings, Table 7 
estimates the payback period for a typical solar hot water system in Kentucky, with and without accounting 
for federal tax credits and Kentucky’s solar rebate. Not accounting for these incentives, the estimated system 
cost is $3,000; with the incentives, the cost of the system is reduced to $1,600.  

Table 7: Estimated cost and payback period for residential hot water systems 

 
System cost 

Payback (years) at 
annual savings of $180 

Payback (years) at 
annual savings of $500 

No incentives $3,000 16.7 6.0 

With tax credit and rebate $1,600 8.9 3.2 

 
As for job creation, under the 20% market penetration scenario, 840 new jobs would be created for installers 
and retailers of solar hot water heaters (Colliver et al., 2008), and according to a recent survey, 40% of 
nationwide respondents representing solar water or pool heating installers and technicians anticipated hiring 
new workers in 2011 (The Solar Foundation, 2011).  

3.2.2 Issues and challenges 

Because solar thermal systems are so cost-effective and provide a relatively short payback period, there are 
few barriers for residents and business owners to install them. Some factors, however, may limit the 
feasibility of solar thermal for both residents and businesses in Kentucky, including low individual, family or 
business income levels, lack of exposure to the sun, and/or insufficient state incentives.  

The lack of specific data on solar thermal installations in Kentucky makes it difficult to assess the extent to 
which these factors limit development. However, as described in Section 2.2, the average monthly utility bill 
for homes in Kentucky is higher than 29 other states, and more than 40% of Kentucky homes use electricity 
for heat (EIA, 2009b). Therefore, it can be expected, particularly as electricity prices rise, that heating costs 
for many homes in Kentucky will also rise, making solar hot water or space heating systems more attractive.  
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Finally, even though companies exist in Kentucky that install solar thermal systems, should the solar thermal 
industry grow, these and newer companies may experience difficulty hiring workers with sufficient 
knowledge or experience. According to a recent survey, 24% of national respondents looking to hire solar 
water or pool heating installers or technicians experienced “great difficulty” hiring experienced workers, 
while another 38% had “some difficulty,” even though 53% of employers reported receiving a sufficient 
number of applications for job openings (The Solar Foundation, 2011). 

There are likely to be other impediments to expanding the solar thermal industry in Kentucky. To ensure that 
Kentucky takes full advantage of the economic opportunity provided by the solar heating and cooling 
industries, these impediments should be examined further and policies implemented to help overcome any 
and all barriers. A few incentives are available for solar thermal systems in Kentucky, but the state is one of 
only a handful that do not offer incentives for solar pool heating systems.  

3.2.3 Prospects for solar heating and cooling in Kentucky 

According to the Kentucky Sustainable Energy Alliance (KYSEA), "Kentucky’s climate is well-suited for solar 
hot water systems...[which] are cost-effective in Kentucky at today’s energy prices, meaning they can pay for 
themselves in a reasonable amount of time” (KYSEA, 2011, unnumbered). While this is true, existing data fail 
to provide a measure of the level of development of solar thermal systems in Kentucky, and anecdotal 
information suggests that this technology is not widely used. Many factors may contribute to this, including 
simply a lack of awareness on the part of home and business owners.  

According to Kentucky’s energy plan, installing 
modest-sized systems on 20% of all new homes 
built by 2025 would displace 2.0 trillion Btu of 
energy (Beshear, 2008), or the equivalent of 
586,000 MWh of electricity generation every 
year.5 Based on an estimate of 1 MW of solar 
hot water heating capacity per 300 homes (see 
footnote 4) and an estimated 1.7 million housing 
units in Kentucky (US Census Bureau, 2012), 
installing solar water heating systems on 20% 
of existing homes would displace 33.4 trillion 
Btu of energy, or the equivalent of 9.8 million 
MWh of electricity generation every year.  

Regardless of the true potential for developing solar heating and cooling capacity in Kentucky, its potential 
growth is significant. Kentucky can do more to support the development of solar thermal industries and 
distributed renewable heat energy.  

                                                             

5 Including non-residential applications, the estimated potential reduction in energy consumption from solar hot water heating could amount to 3.4 trillion Btu, 
which is equivalent to nearly 1 million MWh of electricity generation (Beshear, 2008). 

“Kentucky’s climate is well-suited 
for solar hot water 

systems...[which] are cost-
effective in Kentucky at today’s 
energy prices, meaning they can 

pay for themselves in a 
reasonable amount of time” 

(KYSEA, 2011) 
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3.3 Small-scale and community-owned wind 

Wind power is the fastest growing source of renewable energy in the US. However, wind installations have 
been dominated by utility-scale wind turbines developed in large arrays of hundreds of MW. These arrays, 
commonly referred to as wind farms, are considered centralized systems of electricity generation. Wind 
power serves as a source of distributed generation as well, however. There are two basic forms of distributed 
wind generation: small wind and community-owned wind. This section considers both.  

Small wind is generally defined according to the size of the wind turbine; those less than 100 kW are 
considered small (AWEA, 2011). Modern small turbines typically have a hub height of 10 to 30 meters, while 
large turbines typically have a hub height of 70 to 100 meters (Wiser and Bolinger, 2011). Small turbines can 
provide distributed power directly to homes, farms, schools, businesses, industrial facilities, and even towns 
and municipalities, offsetting the need to purchase some portion of the host’s electricity from the grid.  

The definition of small wind says nothing about whether arrays of small wind turbines can exceed 100 kW in 
total capacity. For the purposes of this report, we assume that small wind systems provide a portion or all of 
the onsite electricity needs of the installer (with the possibility of any excess power being sold to the 
distribution network for grid-tied systems), and therefore that small wind turbines will only be installed with 
the intent of providing distributed electricity generation.  

While the cutoff for small wind stands at 100 kW, 96% of small wind turbines installed in 2010 had a capacity 
of less than 10 kW. In fact, the capacity of all small wind turbines installed in 2010 averaged just over 3 kW. 
For grid-tied units only, the average capacity was much higher: 8.4 kW. Most off-grid installations are less 
than 1 kW (AWEA, 2011).  

Table 8 shows recent growth trends for the small wind market. Through 2010, 144,000 small wind turbines 
totaling 179 MW (179,000 kW) of capacity have been developed in the US. Annual installations and installed 
capacity of small wind turbines have grown rapidly over the last decade, as 44% of installations and 55% of 
installed capacity have occurred since 2000. Small distributed wind power is clearly a rapidly growing market. 
This trend is exemplified by the fact that annual installations have risen from 2,100 turbines and 2.1 MW in 
2001 to over 7,800 turbines and 25.6 MW in 2010. 

Table 8: Growth trends for the small distributed wind market in the US, 2001-2010 

Year 
Number of 

turbines 
Capacity 

additions (kW) 
Average 

capacity (kW) 
Sales revenue 

(million $) 

2001 2,100 2,100 
  

2002 3,100 3,100 
  

2003 3,200 3,200 
  

2004 4,671 4,878 1.0 $17.2 

2005 4,324 3,285 0.8 $11.1 

2006 8,329 8,565 1.0 $35.8 

2007 9,092 9,737 1.1 $43.1 

2008 10,386 17,374 1.7 $73.5 

2009 9,820 20,375 2.1 $91.0 

2010 7,811 25,618 3.3 $139.2 

  
    

10-year total 62,833 98,232 1.6 $410.8 

All-time 144,000 179,000 1.2 n/a 

Source: AWEA (2011). 
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In recent years there has also been a trend toward larger, grid-tied systems and higher capacity turbines. For 
instance, the installed capacity of turbines ranging from 1 to 10 kW—those most often used in the grid-tied 
residential market—grew from a total of less than 2 MW in 2006 to 8 MW in 2009, while sales of turbines 
ranging from 11 to 100 kW—often used for grid-tied commercial, industrial, and government applications—
grew from 3 MW to nearly 10 MW (Wiser and Bolinger, 2011). As a result, the average capacity of installed 
turbines has risen from 1 kW in 2004 to 3.3 kW in 2010 (see Table 8) (AWEA, 2011).  

Average costs for small wind turbines range from $3,000 to $6,000 per kW (not including installation costs), 
equating to a cost of electricity of 15 to 20 cents per kWh (AWEA, 2011). Even though they have a higher cost 
than utility-scale systems, small wind systems compete with retail rather than wholesale electricity prices, 
and retail prices are higher. Utility-scale systems typically compete with wholesale prices (NREL, 2008). As 
with any technology, the per-kW price decreases as the size of the turbine increases. The mean installed cost 
for small turbines 1 to 19 kW in size was $7,500 per kW from 2007 to 2009, and $5,100 per kW for turbines 
20 to 100 kW in size (Wiser and Bolinger, 2011). 

Even though the price of small wind energy is on par with that of solar PV, small wind has experienced much 
smaller growth due to issues of siting and permitting (AWEA, 2011). However, the small wind industry is 
experiencing strong growth that has been attributed to a large extent to federal tax incentives and a variety 
of state incentive programs. In fact, the availability and quality of state incentives and net metering policies 
are ranked as the most important factors in determining project feasibility, followed by the average annual 
wind speed of the site and the prevailing costs of electricity (AWEA, 2011).  

States that offer small wind consumer incentives of $2,000 per kW have attracted the strongest share of the 
market, including California, New York, Massachusetts, Arizona, and Ohio (AWEA, 2011). As more states 
begin to provide incentives for distributed energy technologies, strengthen their net metering laws, and 
streamline the permitting process, the small wind industry will likely continue to experience strong growth. In 
fact, leading manufacturers of small wind turbines project that the US will install over 1,000 MW of new 
capacity between 2011 and 2015 (AWEA, 2011), which is more than five times the total installed capacity 
through 2010. This growth will be due in large part to strong net metering policies that open up markets for 
turbines 10 kW and above and to financial incentives for residential consumers, which strengthen markets for 
turbines 20 kW and smaller (AWEA, 2011).  

Community-owned wind (hereafter referred to as simply “community wind”) represents another rapidly 
growing model of distributed wind energy, and is generally defined as a locally-owned commercial-scale wind 
project that optimizes local benefits. Locally-owned means that a local resident, a collection of resident 
landowners, or a community as a whole (e.g., a municipality) has a significant direct financial stake and 
decision-making authority in the development of the wind project (other than through land lease payments, 
tax revenue, or payments in lieu of taxes) (Windustry, 2011). Commercial-scale means projects are large 
enough to provide bulk power generation and sale to a retail electric utility company distributing electricity 
locally, or for distribution to a non-residential electricity user. 

Community wind projects can range in size from a single 1 kW turbine owned by a school to a 50 MW wind 
farm consisting of 25 turbines with capacities of 2 MW each. For a community wind project to be a 
distributed wind project, it would have to primarily provide electricity locally. Community wind projects can 
meet this requirement even if they are on the scale of tens of MW, and in fact, the larger the turbine, the 
cheaper the cost of electricity. In this sense, distributed community wind provides greater opportunities for 
maximizing both the energy produced by distributed wind generation as well as local economic benefits (as 
described in Section 3.3.1). 
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Of the more than 25,000 MW of wind capacity installed at the start of 2009, approximately 1,090 MW was 
community-owned. Community wind projects existed in 27 states, although only four states made up 90% of 
total capacity: Minnesota, Washington, Nebraska and California (Daniels, 2009). Not all of these projects 
qualify as distributed generation, but this illustrates the vast potential for developing wind energy projects 
that can provide a significant portion of a community’s electrical needs while also being at least partially 
owned by the community. Under this model, the price of electricity will be lower as compared to the typical 
small wind installation, while the environmental and economic benefits will be maximized. However, the size 
of any distributed wind installation is dependent on the electricity demand and financial capability of the 
customer, so while larger wind turbines may be appropriate for municipally-owned projects, small wind is 
likely more appropriate for individual residents. 

3.3.1 Environmental and economic benefits 

The benefits of small and community wind are substantial. For small wind, a single residential-scale turbine 
displaces the carbon dioxide produced by 1.5 cars each year, and the 179 MW of installed small wind capacity 
in the US—which provides enough energy to power 20,000 homes—prevents the emission of 180,000 tons of 
carbon dioxide annually (AWEA, 2011). In terms of jobs, the small wind industry employed 1,500 full-time 
workers in 2010 in the manufacturing, installation, maintenance, and sales of the turbines. An estimated 50 
full time jobs are created per MW of installed US wind capacity. While this number will shrink as the industry 
expands, if US manufacturers are correct in their prediction that 1,000 new MW of small wind will be 
installed by 2015, that means as many as 50,000 new jobs in the US (AWEA, 2011). Just as with solar PV, the 
job impact of small distributed wind is greater than for utility-scale installations, because developing wind in 
smaller increments requires more labor per unit of power produced. 

Small wind systems also provide economic benefits for the turbine owner, the community, and the utility:  

Turbine owners benefit through reduced utility bills, tax incentives and renewable energy credits. In 
addition to local jobs, the community also benefits from revenue derived from permit fees, sales tax 
and, in some cases, property taxes. Utility benefits include decreased distribution and maintenance 
costs, decreased fuel required to run plants, decreased demand on the distribution system, emission 
mitigation and increased ability to meet renewable portfolio standard requirements. Small wind 
systems supply power close to the point of consumption. This reduces the burden on the electric 
distribution system and increases energy security (AWEA, 2011, p. 20)  

Small wind systems have several benefits and advantages over utility-scale wind development. These include: 

 Meeting onsite loads or offsetting retail purchases via net metering. Utility-scale wind projects 
usually produce electricity in excess of onsite needs, and in most states the maximum capacity 
allowed for net metering is too small to be of benefit to large projects. 

 Delivery costs for large wind—including transmission upgrades—can average 0.3 cents per kWh for 
every 100 miles of line, meaning that a 300-mile delivery of electricity from a centralized wind farm 
could cost almost 1 cent more per kWh than a distributed wind system (Farrell and Morris, 2008).  

 Smaller turbines have lower maintenance costs than large wind turbines; for example, they do not 
require a crane to perform maintenance (Farrell and Morris, 2008). 

Community wind projects generate more local jobs and revenues than corporate-owned projects due to 
several factors. First, the wind projects are locally owned, meaning the revenues stay within the community. 
Second, owning the turbines provides greater revenues than leasing land to a private developer. Third, 
community projects tend to use local labor and materials during project development and operations, 
whereas privately-owned projects are less likely to do so. Fourth, community wind projects provide dividends 
to local shareholders and often patronize local banks for project financing (Lantz and Tegen, 2009).  
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Finally, all wind power projects are typically located in rural areas due to the property or project acreage 
required for proper turbine function and compliance with zoning codes; therefore, as with all wind 
development, community wind provides an opportunity for often-impoverished regions to diversify their 
economies. These impacts have been well documented, as “several studies have investigated the difference 
between local and absentee owned wind turbines and all have found substantial increases in economic 
benefits when turbines are locally owned, both in jobs and in total economic output,” and “in all but one of 
the studies, the economic impact of community wind projects more than tripled that of an absentee owned 
wind farm” (Farrell and Morris, 2008, p. 22).  

3.3.2 Issues and challenges 

Historically, one of the greatest issues facing all wind development in Kentucky has been the belief that 
Kentucky’s wind resources are insufficient for developing either small-scale or utility-scale wind power. For 
instance, it had been previously reported that Kentucky has the capacity to develop only 34 MW of wind 
power, including both small wind and utility-scale wind, and that the wind power potential is limited as a 
result of insufficient wind resources (Beshear, 2008). However, since the late 1990s, wind turbine technology 
and assessment capabilities have advanced significantly, and new estimates of Kentucky’s wind potential 
have been suggest the state has a stronger wind resource than previously believed (see Section 3.3.3). In 
addition, numerous companies have developed advanced technologies to identify regions with the greatest 
average wind speeds, and turbines are now taller, of greater capacity, and are more efficient (NREL, 2010). As 
a result, it is now well understood that substantial small- and utility-scale wind resources exist in Kentucky. 

Despite the fact that more companies now use 
computer modeling to identify sites with small-
wind potential, small-scale wind resources are 
not well understood. The best available wind 
resource maps only present wind resources at 
heights of 50, 80, and 100 meters above ground, 
which correspond to the hub heights of large-
scale turbines. Therefore, without the benefit of 
time or funding to purchase direct measurement 
devices, small-turbine site assessors must 
extrapolate from these data to evaluate the 
wind resources for small systems, which typically 
reach no higher than 30 meters (AWEA, 2011). 

Other issues may inhibit the development of distributed small and community wind in Kentucky, the most 
significant of which include permitting and zoning, utility resistance, competitive economics, fragile incentive 
programs, financing, and burdensome regulations (AWEA, 2011). The most prominent barriers to small wind 
projects have been identified as being: (1) that small projects do not enjoy economies of scale in terms of 
turbine pricing, construction costs, and operations and maintenance costs; (2) that fixed costs such as 
permitting, engineering, legal and financial expenses, and crane mobilization become a greater percentage of 
the project costs; (3) that interconnection costs are higher and more uncertain because interconnection to 
distribution systems are governed by state and local laws and regulations; and (4) that utilities may oppose or 
impede a project if they view it as a threat (Kandt et al., 2007). 

For community wind projects consisting of large turbines that are likely to sell some of the generated 
electricity back into the grid, integration costs can be significant, amounting to between $5 and $10 per MWh 
(EnerNex Corporation, 2011). In addition, concentrated corporate ownership of land and ridgelines—which is 
a significant issue for mineral-producing regions of Appalachia (ALOTF, 1981)—serves as a barrier to 
community wind development by reducing the degree to which wind resources are available.  

One of the greatest issues facing all 
wind development in Kentucky has 

been the incorrect belief that 
Kentucky’s wind resources are 

insufficient for developing either small-
scale or utility-scale wind power. 
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Finally, there is a lack of policy geared specifically toward supporting wind-based distributed energy 
technologies. For instance, despite the documented benefits of community wind, none of the states in 
Appalachia has policies in place that specifically incentivize it, including Kentucky. Even Pennsylvania, which 
has a moderately strong RPS, does not require or incentivize small or community wind, and it only has a 
mandated distributed energy requirement for solar PV, thereby favoring solar over small wind.  

3.3.3 Prospects for small and community wind in Kentucky 

Kentucky’s wind resource is small relative to other US and Appalachian states; however, the state does have 
sufficient wind potential to develop a substantial amount of distributed small and community wind capacity. 
To date, the state has failed to take advantage of these opportunities, while surrounding states have 
instituted supporting policies and, as a result, have experienced relatively strong growth in small distributed 
wind (see Figure 9).  

Through 2010, no industrial-scale wind had been developed in Kentucky, and AWEA does not report any 
small wind installations (AWEA, 2011). However, it has been estimated that Kentucky has substantial wind 
resources, although the size of the resource depends on turbine hub height and average capacity factor. For 
instance, at an 80 meter hub height and a 30% capacity factor, Kentucky’s estimated resource is 61 MW—
nearly twice the previous estimate of 34 MW. At a 100 meter hub height, the estimated resource is more 
than 11 times greater, at 699 MW (NREL, 2010).6 Therefore, Kentucky can develop a substantial amount of 
community wind power since such projects are typically developed with large turbines.  

As for small wind, as previously noted, the older estimate included the potential for both small- and utility-
scale wind development at Class 3 or higher wind speeds. This suggests that a portion of the currently 
estimated 61 MW of wind potential at 80 meters is also viable for small wind development. For this study, no 
reports could be found which provide a specific estimate for small wind potential in Kentucky. Despite that, 
the estimates for utility-scale wind potential do suggest that there is a substantial amount of potential for 
small wind development. This is due to the fact that small wind turbines normally require no more than a 
Class 2 wind resource to be economically feasible (AWEA, 2011), and most of Kentucky has Class 2 or better 
wind resources.7 In other words, small wind turbines have lower wind speed requirements than large 
turbines, so more locations can accommodate and harvest wind for electricity generation (NREL, 2008).8  

Based on available estimates of Kentucky’s wind energy potential at higher altitudes and wind speeds, the 
feasibility of applying community ownership models to large wind turbines, and the fact that small wind 
turbines can take advantage of lower wind speeds, we assume that Kentucky’s potential for developing 
small and community wind power amounts to a minimum of 61 MW. This amount of small and community 
wind could generate up to 130,000 MWh of wind energy annually. 

Federal and state policies and incentives and a decline in small and large turbine costs have all supported the 
growth in wind power of all sizes across Appalachia. For instance, through 2010, Ohio had installed between 
2,500 and 5,000 kW of small wind capacity, with more than 1,000 kW installed in 2010. Tennessee, Virginia, 
and North Carolina have each installed between 10 and 250 kW of cumulative small wind capacity, while 
Illinois has installed between 500 and 999 kW. Also in Appalachia, Maryland has installed between 250 and 
500 kW, while Pennsylvania has installed between 10 and 250 kW. As noted, no small wind installations are 
reported for Kentucky (see Figure 9) (AWEA, 2011).  

                                                             

6 At a 100 meter hub height and a lower average capacity factor of 25%—conditions unlikely to be feasible in the short-term, but highly likely to be feasible at 
higher wholesale power prices —the estimated resource is 48,000 MW (NREL, 2010). 
7 Class 2 wind resources are described by an average annual wind speed of 4.5 meters per second. According to the wind resource map produced for NREL by 
AWS Truepower, only limited portions of Kentucky exhibit an average wind speed of less than 4.5 meters per second: 
http://www.windpoweringamerica.gov/images/windmaps/ky_80m.jpg  
8 It is useful to note that every MW of small wind potential can support 125 small 8 kW wind turbines (the average grid-tied small wind turbine in 2010 had a 
capacity of 8.4 kW). 

http://www.windpoweringamerica.gov/images/windmaps/ky_80m.jpg
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In other words, Kentucky is surrounded by the growth of a small wind market, but has yet to encourage the 
growth of the industry in-state. However, it is reported that small wind is most cost-effective where utility 
rates are greater than 10 cents per kWh (AWEA, 2011), suggesting that merely a small increase in the average 
price of electricity for a number of Kentucky’s utilities will make small wind an affordable option for 
Kentucky’s electricity customers. 

Figure 9: Distributed small wind power capacity in select Appalachian states through 2010  

 
Source: AWEA (2011). 
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Spotlight: Support for community wind in 
Minnesota and Maine 

Minnesota and Maine are leaders in community wind development. In 2005, the Minnesota 
Legislature enacted Community-Based Energy Development (C-BED) tariffs, which provide higher 
payments for the first 10 years to wind projects that are small-scale and locally owned. Higher up-
front payments incentivize the development of community-based wind projects. Between 2005 and 
2010, the C-BED program resulted in the installation of 17 community wind projects totaling 179 
MW. An additional 199.8 MW of capacity in two community wind projects were under contract or 
negotiation by December 2010.  

Table 9: Community wind projects in Minnesota, 2010 
 

Project name  County  Year 
Number of 

turbines 
Capacity 

(MW) 

Mountain Lake  Cottonwood  2007 1 1.3 

Wing River Wind  Wadena  2007 1 2.5 

Marshall Wind Farm  Lyon  2008 9 14.7 

Cisco Wind Energy  Nobles  2008 4 8.0 

Ewington Wind Farm  Nobles  2008 10 20.0 

GRE HQ Wind Turbine  Hennepin  2008 1 0.2 

Odin  Cottonwood/Watonwan  2008 10 20.0 

Brewster Wind  Nobles  2008 1 2.1 

Welcome Wind  Martin  2008 1 2.1 

Jeffers  Cottonwood  2008 20 50.0 

Hilltop Power  Pipestone  2009 1 2.0 

Willmar Kandiyohi  2009 2 4.0 

Shakopee Mdewakanton Sioux 
Community  

Scott  2009 1 1.5 

Uilk  Pipestone  2010 3 4.5 

Woodstock  Pipestone  2010 1 0.8 

Grant County  Grant  2010 10 20.0 

Ridgewind  Pipestone/Murray  2010 11 25.3 

Total  13 counties  4 years 87 178.9 

Source: Minnesota Department of Commerce (2010). 

In 2009, Maine enacted a Community-Based Renewable Energy Act, which created a six-year pilot 
program that supports community wind by encouraging the State to “purchase its power from 
community-based renewable energy projects to the greatest extent possible,” and establishing a 
green power purchasing option allowing utility customers to voluntarily pay higher rates for 
electricity coming from community-based renewable energy facilities (Maine Rural Partners, 2009). 
Direct incentives include a dedicated long-term power-purchase agreement with fixed rates and the 
awarding of 150% multipliers to RECs, which provides additional value to the electricity generated. 
The Act also includes restrictions to ensure that increasing community wind development does not 
increase electricity rates, including limiting total program capacity to 50 MW and individual system 
capacity to 10 MW. The outcome of the Act is still emerging, but projects comprising the full 50 
MW limit are at various stages in the planning process (Jones, 2011). 
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3.4 Forest biomass 

Kentucky has a strong agricultural and forestry base, which lends itself to the harvesting of biomass for 
distributed energy production. Biomass is organic material that can be used to generate energy in the form of 
electricity, heat, and liquid fuels. Wood is by far the largest source of biomass currently in use, but other 
sources include food crops, grassy and woody plants, residues from agriculture or forestry, algae, and organic 
wastes. This section only addresses the potential for distributed generation of electricity from the use of 
underutilized primary forest residues; while secondary residues, primarily from saw- or pulp mills, are also 
available, most of these residues are already used as boiler fuel or for other applications (Beshear, 2008).  

Biomass-based electricity generation is a relatively cost-effective renewable technology for Kentucky, but the 
economics generally require that the generating facility be located near the fuel source. In fact, forest 
biomass harvesting is normally only cost-effective where haul distances are short and when the biomass is 
being harvested simultaneously with higher value wood products (Caputo, 2009).  

Primary forest biomass resources include the tops of trees, tree limbs and stems, which are often left to 
decompose in the forest following a timber operation. Because of the nature of their production, such 
resources are also known as logging residues. However, logging residues are not the only type of forest 
biomass available. Forest thinning and improved forest management both often involve the removal of small-
diameter, low-value trees that may also be used as fuel for distributed electricity generation. While the costs 
associated with removing these trees are higher than those associated with collecting logging residue 
(Caputo, 2009), the development of distributed biomass generators may render the harvesting of low-value 
timber economically feasible (Han et al., 2008 and Arnosti et al., 2008, as cited in Caputo, 2009).  

A variety of technologies can be used to convert forest biomass into energy for residential, commercial, and 
industrial uses. These systems range from capacities of less than 1 MW to greater than 100 MW and can 
generate electricity, space heat, or process heat (Badger et al., 2007). To generate electricity, the most 
common method is direct combustion: burning the biomass directly in a boiler. Other methods such as 
gasification (heating biomass at high temperatures in the presence of oxygen) or pyrolysis (heating biomass 
at high temperatures in the absence of oxygen) can be used as well. These technologies create a second fuel 
that is then burned in a boiler (Badger et al., 2007). In either process, the combustion heat is used to create 
steam, which turns turbines to generate electricity. As with coal, only about one-third of the energy in the 
wood is converted into electricity, with the remaining energy converted into waste heat. This waste heat can 
be captured in a CHP system in order to increase the efficiency of the system and further reduce 
consumption of conventional, centralized sources of heat and electricity (see Section 3.5).  

3.4.1 Environmental and economic benefits 

Using forest biomass for electricity generation provides environmental and economic benefits: 

Not only is wood a ready substitute for fossil feedstocks…but it is a renewable, low carbon resource. 
If developed carefully, this resource can contribute substantially to [generating renewable 
electricity]…aid in the efforts to halt global climate change, revitalize rural economies, and, most 
importantly, provide a valuable tool for sustainable, science-based stewardship of our diverse forests 
and woodlands for a full range of environmental and social values (Caputo, 2009, p. 3). 

More specific to Kentucky: 

A well managed environmentally conscious approach to utilizing forest slash, inferior quality trees, 
and dedicated production for bioenergy can help Kentucky diversify its energy portfolio while 
protecting water quality, improving air quality, creating jobs, increasing tax revenue, and improving 
our state’s energy independence (Kentucky Division of Forestry, 2011, p. 1). 
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As with coal and natural gas, biomass-based power plants emit nitrogen oxides and sulfur dioxide. The 
amounts emitted depend on the type of biomass burned and the type of generator used. However, per unit 
of energy output, biomass contains much less sulfur and nitrogen than coal; therefore, when biomass 
replaces coal-fired electricity, sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides emissions decrease.  

Although burning biomass also produces carbon dioxide, the primary greenhouse gas, these emissions are 
mitigated by the fact that plants take up carbon dioxide from the air while growing and then return it to the 
air when burned, thereby causing no net increase except for the energy used in harvesting and processing 
the biomass (Caputo, 2009). The true net carbon impact of biomass-based generation depends on harvest 
method and intensity, transportation distance, and other factors. Sustainable harvest and forest 
management practices can help minimize the emissions and other environmental impacts associated with 
the use of biomass for electricity generation, but it is important to note that the fuels being replaced—coal 
and natural gas—also must be mined, processed, and transported, and each of these processes add to the 
environmental impact of these conventional fuels as well. 

Economically, forest managers and landowners view new markets for forest biomass as an opportunity to 
generate new revenue streams, which would add value to working forests and provide the potential to 
conserve forest resources and manage them sustainably. New revenue would help to offset the high costs of 
timber stand improvement and forest stewardship activities such as habitat restoration, hazardous fuel 
reduction, or wildlife habitat management (Caputo, 2009).  

Distributed generation using forest biomass resources would also help stabilize and even reduce electricity 
costs, reduce environmental and health-related impacts of electricity generation, and provide a source of 
new jobs that would help diversify local economies. The added benefit of using biomass, however, is that it 
provides an opportunity to generate both electricity and heat, thereby enhancing the efficiency of the 
resource. In addition, any remaining material can be used for other beneficial purposes.  

Co-firing biomass with coal generates 0.21 construction, installation, and manufacturing jobs and 1.21 
operations and maintenance jobs per MW of co-firing capacity (Singh and Fehrs, 2001). Because expanding 
distributed biomass generation would result in the development of numerous small generating plants in 
addition to the added employment created by new demands for harvesting and processing, the job impacts 
of distributed biomass generation are likely much higher than these estimates. Even comparing biomass co-
firing to coal-only generation, biomass creates more total jobs per MW (Singh and Fehrs, 2001). 

3.4.2 Issues and challenges 

Three key concerns associated with expanding biomass-based energy production are whether bioenergy is 
cost-effective and competitive with traditional fuels, whether it would impact existing industries by 
increasing competition for resources, and whether the added demand for forest resources would result in 
over-harvesting and poor management practices, thereby degrading the health of the forests.  

There is a general belief that the high costs associated with the harvest, collection, and transport of forest 
biomass renders biomass-based energy noncompetitive with fossil fuels or other renewables, and that the 
costs increase with longer transportation distances, inappropriate harvesting equipment, and operator 
inexperience with biomass harvesting (Hummell and Calkin, 2005 and Li et al., 2006, as cited in Caputo, 
2009). The real or perceived inability to harvest biomass cost-effectively is seen by many stakeholders as the 
biggest barrier to greater use of forest biomass resources for energy production (USGAO, 2006 as cited in 
Caputo, 2009). It is true that in some cases the use of forest biomass for energy production may not be cost 
effective, particularly if less-costly alternatives are available. However, this can only be determined on a case-
by-case basis, and the economics could change if appropriate incentives are put in place.  
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To address the ecological impacts of harvesting logging residues and other forest materials for use in biomass 
generation, there is a concern that the failure to protect Kentucky’s forests from over-harvesting and poor 
management practices could jeopardize one of the state’s largest resources for renewable energy, threaten 
the sustainability of Kentucky’s forests, and harm traditional forest industries (Kentucky Division of Forestry, 
2011). Harvesting forests for biomass energy production potentially removes much more woody material, 
such as smaller and less economically desirable trees, tree tops and limbs, and other down material normally 
left behind after harvesting. This could result in possible impacts to soil productivity, soil compaction, water 
quality and quantity, wildlife habitat, all of which influence forest sustainability (Kentucky Division of 
Forestry, 2011). Logging residue provides refuge and foraging habitat for many species of wildlife, is a source 
of soil nutrients, and supports forest regeneration following natural or man-made disturbances (Grushecky et 
al., 1998). These concerns should be addressed in any planning or policy-making efforts directed at regulating 
the management of forest resources. Understanding the amount of forest biomass resources available from 
logging residues and timber stand improvement will help ensure that demand is met in a sustainable manner. 

The question of whether an expansion in biomass energy production would impact other wood-using 
industries must also be addressed. Doing so requires simply restricting distributed biomass generation to the 
sustainable use of underutilized forest resources or potential resources resulting from expanding sustainable 
forestry practices. However, the concern that additional pressures from an emerging energy sector could 
easily create conflict between industries and harm the forest resource base remains valid, and a “focus on 
forest management education and land-use policies will be necessary to ensure that Kentucky can provide a 
truly sustainable supply of woody biomass for all its needs” (Beshear, 2008, p. 37).  

3.4.3 Prospects for distributed biomass in Kentucky 

According to KREC (2008):  

Kentucky has one of the most diverse hardwood species mixes in the nation with about 12 million 
acres of forestland. The Commonwealth is 47 percent forested. Eighty-nine percent of Kentucky’s 
forestland is privately owned. Kentucky’s timber industry generates more than $4.5 billion of 
revenue annually from the primary and secondary wood industries. There are more than 3,500 forest 
industries in the state. These industries employ more than 30,000 Kentuckians (p. 21). 

Kentucky has a large potential for developing distributed electricity generation using logging residues and 
forest thinnings, as well as an experienced workforce for enhancing both the sustainability and productivity 
of Kentucky’s forests. In fact, it is estimated that Kentucky’s forest resource can potentially contribute more 
than 50% of the state’s renewable energy potential, including fuel production (Beshear, 2008).  

As of 2007, Kentucky’s total biomass generating capacity was approximately 110 MW, of which only 5 MW 
was fueled primarily by wood waste (KREC, 2008). Previous estimates suggest that a total of 329 MW of 
biomass generating capacity could be fueled by Kentucky’s forest resources, generating 2.5 million MWh of 
electricity at an 85% capacity factor (SACE, 2011). This would amount to 3% of total state electricity 
generation in 2009. Achieving that level of generation would require approximately 1.5 million dry tons of 
forest biomass residues each year (see final row in Table 10).9,10  

 

                                                             

9 Estimates of the heat content (as measured in million Btus, or mmBtu) of forest biomass vary. However, a conversion rate of 17.2 mmBtu of heating potential 
per dry ton of forest biomass was provided by EIA (Smith, 2011) and reported by Antares Group, Inc. (1996). This is the conversion rate chosen for this study. 
10 The calculation for estimating dry tons of forest biomass accounts for the fact that only one-third of the energy content is converted to useful energy 
(Vanderburg, 2011). 
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For comparison, we calculate a second estimate of the volume of logging residues generated in Kentucky.11 
According to our estimate, an annual average of 2.0 million dry tons of logging residues was generated in 
2009 and 2010. 

 If fully utilized, this resource could feed 454 MW 
of generating capacity and provide 3.4 million 
MWh of electricity annually—representing 4% of 
Kentucky’s electricity generation in 2009 (see 
Table 10).12  

Importantly, this represents a maximum potential 
capacity and level of electricity generation, and 
does not suggest that full utilization of existing 
logging residues is either sustainable or 
economically feasible (see Recommendation VI in 
the Spotlight section on the following page).  

Table 10: Estimated logging residues and potential distributed generation from forest biomass 

 
Logging residues 

(dry tons) 

Potential 
generating 

capacity (MW) 
Net energy 

potential (MWh) 

Percent of 2009 
electricity 
generation 

Appalachian Kentucky 1,287,000 287 2,140,000 2.4% 

Remaining counties 748,000 167 1,240,000 1.4% 

Total resource 2,035,000 454 3,380,000 3.8% 

  
    

SACE (2009) 1,470,000 329 2,450,000 2.7% 

Sources: Estimates for logging residues provided by Vanderberg (2011). Calculations of potential electricity generation conducted by author McIlmoil. 
Note: Both of the estimates for potential generating capacity fall within the range of estimates provided by Antares Group, Inc. (2003). 

Of the total estimated volume of available logging residues, 1.3 million dry tons, or 63%, are produced in the 
Appalachian counties of eastern Kentucky. Given that this is the most rural and impoverished region of the 
state, there is a significant potential to provide the region with new jobs and more stable electricity prices 
that could result from expanding distributed biomass generation. Figure 10 presents the estimated volume of 
logging residues available by county. 

                                                             

11 The US Forest Service’s Forest Inventory and Analysis program does not report logging residues; however, given the growth in wood-using industries and the 
expansion in demand for historically underutilized forest biomass resources, there is a strong need for better data on county-level logging residues. For this 
study, we generate our own estimates for the average volume of logging residues that remained in Kentucky’s forests following timber harvest in 2009 and 2010. 
To estimate the existing logging residues by county, we: (1) determined the average acres of timberland in 2009 and 2010, using data obtained from the US 
Forest Service (USFS) “Forest Inventory and Analysis” program (USFS, 2011); (2) applied a 2% annual harvest rate to the total area of timberland, which 
provided an acreage of harvested timberland for 2009 and 2010; and (3) multiplied by an average logging residue per acre harvested of 8.2 tons per acre. This 
calculation was performed for each county, and the results are illustrated in Figure 10. The 2% harvest rate represents an average rate as presented by 
Grushecky (2009) for West Virginia. As other similar studies are not available for determining a state-specific rate for Kentucky, we apply the West Virginia rate to 
Kentucky. Similarly, the lack of available research on logging residuals in Kentucky required us to use the best available information. Therefore, the logging 
residue per acre harvested was also drawn from an analysis of West Virginia forests in 2007 (Grushecky, 2009). 
12 Interestingly, while the Governor’s energy plan is not expected to be implemented, this estimate for potential electricity generation from logging residues is only 
approximately 800,000 MWh less than the plan’s target of 4.2 million MWh of electricity from all forest biomass resources by 2025. 

Kentucky’s annual feedstock of 
logging residues could feed 454 
MW of generating capacity and 

provide 3.4 million MWh of 
electricity annually—representing 

4% of Kentucky’s electricity 
generation in 2009. 
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Figure 10: Estimated logging residues in Kentucky, by county, average for 2009 and 2010 

 
Source: Vanderberg (2011). 
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Spotlight: Recommendations for the sustainable 
harvesting of woody biomass 

In October 2011, in response to the concern that harvesting forests for bioenergy production can 
potentially remove much more woody material than timber harvesting, resulting in negative impacts on 
the environment and the health of the forest, the Kentucky Division of Forestry developed a set of 
recommendations for the sustainable harvesting of woody biomass for energy production.  

The following is a selected list of the Division’s key recommendations. The full list of recommendations 
can be found at www.forestry.ky.gov. To ensure the long-term health of Kentucky’s forest resources and 
promote the sustainable use of forest resources for economic development, the full suite of the Division’s 
recommendations should be codified in state law.  

 
Recommendation I: Forest landowners should consider the highest and best use of the trees 
to be harvested to maximize the value of the wood and to promote the sustainability of their 
forest while expanding the utilization of woody biomass. 

Recommendation II:   All commercial harvesting must comply with Kentucky’s harvesting 
requirements and best management practices (BMPs) in accordance with the Kentucky Forest 
Conservation Act and the silvicultural BMPs in the Agriculture Water Quality Act. 

Recommendation III: Woody biomass harvesting operations should be completed in 
conjunction with a traditional harvest or other management activity when possible to minimize 
soil compaction and other detrimental effects on site productivity, water quality and quantity, 
wildlife habitat, and other environmental influences tied to forest sustainability. 

Recommendation IV: Avoid harvesting biomass for a period of five years following a 
traditional harvest to allow the regenerating trees to grow large enough for a normal harvest 
rotation for typical round wood products. The removal of stumps, roots, and litter from the 
forest floor is discouraged in order to maintain site productivity for the growth of a new forest. 

Recommendation V: Avoid, minimize (or prohibit) biomass removal on steep slopes with 
highly erodible soils and other sensitive sites, such as habitats for threatened and endangered 
species, special consideration areas, nature preserves, prairie types, and wetlands. 

Recommendation VI: To ensure enough logging slash is left scattered across the area to 
maintain site productivity and wildlife habitat diversity, harvesters should leave 15-30% of 
logging residue (tops and log butts) disbursed across the harvest area. 

Recommendation VII:  When considering a short rotation woody crop, select species that are 
native to Kentucky, appropriate for the site where the plantation will be established, and have 
available markets. Some short rotation woody crops are invasive and highly aggressive and can 
negatively impact the environment and Kentucky’s native forests.  

 

http://www.forestry.ky.gov/
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3.5 Combined heat and power     

CHP, also known as cogeneration, is the concurrent production of electricity or mechanical power and useful 
thermal energy (heating and/or cooling) from a single source of energy, which is most often natural gas, coal, 
biomass, biogas, or oil. While CHP cannot be generally described as a source of renewable energy—
particularly as it describes a system for making existing energy use more efficient rather than developing a 
new source of energy—CHP is a type of distributed generation because it is located at or near the point of 
consumption (USDOE, 2008). In addition, unlike other sources of distributed energy, CHP can operate 24 

hours a day in any climate or location in the US.  

CHP’s efficiency comes from recovering and 
using the heat that would normally be wasted 
while generating power. By capturing and using 
waste heat, CHP requires less fuel than 
separate heat and power systems that produce 
an equivalent amount of energy. Instead of 
purchasing electricity from a local utility and 
then burning fuel in a furnace or boiler to 
produce thermal energy, consumers use CHP to 
provide the same amount of energy in one 
energy-efficient step (USDOE, 2008). 

CHP is not a single technology like solar PV or wind power, but is best understood as a group of technologies 
that can use a variety of fuels to efficiently generate electricity, mechanical power, and/or thermal energy 
(Pew Environment Group, 2011). CHP has a wide variety of applications including large and small industrial 
facilities, commercial buildings, single- and multi-family housing, institutional facilities, campuses, and district 
energy and heating systems. Installation capacities can range from a few kW to several hundred MW, and are 
typically scaled according to the thermal consumption and waste output of the user (USDOE, 2008).  

CHP most often takes one of two forms. The first involves capturing the waste heat produced during 
electricity generation and using it for space heating. Generally, one-third of the fuel used in a power plant is 
converted into electricity, while the other two-thirds are lost as waste heat, which can be recycled with CHP. 
The second form involves capturing the heat generated by industrial processes and using it for heating or 
cooling in the same or nearby buildings, or to generate low-cost, clean electricity that can either be 
consumed onsite or sold back to the grid. Either approach can save between one-half and two-thirds of fuel 
costs and emissions associated with producing and consuming electricity and heat separately—compared to 
remote or central generation of the same power. The most efficient CHP systems can achieve 90% or greater 
efficiency converting fuel to useful energy (Cohen and Lovins, 2010).    

The two most common CHP technological configurations include using a gas turbine or engine equipped with 
a heat recovery unit or using a steam boiler fitted with a steam turbine. Gas turbine or reciprocating engine 
CHP systems burn fuel to generate electricity, and then use a heat recovery unit to capture heat from the 
combustion system’s exhaust stream, which is then converted into useful thermal energy in the form of 
steam or hot water. Gas turbines and engines are ideally suited for large industrial or commercial CHP 
applications that consume a significant amount of electricity and heat. Unlike gas turbines or reciprocating 
engine CHP systems, where heat is a byproduct of electricity generation, steam turbines normally do the 
opposite and generate electricity using the byproduct of heat generation—steam. Such systems are typically 
used in industrial processes where solid fuels or waste products are used to fuel a boiler, which produces 
steam as a byproduct (USEPA, 2011a). 

 

CHP can save between one-half 
and two-thirds of fuel costs and 

emissions associated with 
producing and consuming 

electricity and heat separately—
compared to remote or central 
generation of the same power. 
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Reported costs for installing CHP systems are $1,500 to $2,000 per kW (USDOE, 2008; Hedman, 2011), and 
the net cost of delivered electricity for CHP plants in New Jersey ranged from 7 to 14 cents per kWh (after 
accounting for avoided fuel costs), with larger systems generating power at a lower price than smaller 
systems (Hedman, 2011). By comparison, the average cost of new coal-fired power plants is $2,500 per kW, 
amounting to an average cost of electricity of 10 to 12 cents per kWh (USDOE, 2009).  

When certified renewable fuels such as biomass or biogas (methane) are used, CHP can qualify as a 
renewable form of distributed energy generation. One example is landfill gas-to-energy (LFGTE) projects, 
where the heat from electricity generation can be captured and used for evaporating leachate pools or for 
heating onsite buildings (see Section 3.6). Another example is using sustainably harvested, underutilized 
logging residues or tree thinnings as a biomass fuel source (see Section 3.4). As the cost of fossil fuels 
increases, LFG or biomass might provide the best economics for a project, while allowing the project to 
qualify for incentives due to the use of renewable fuels (USEPA, 2011a). 

Through 2010, more than 3,700 facilities in the US had installed CHP systems, representing the chemical, 
paper, food, metals, refining, commercial, and other industries. Total capacity at these facilities amounted to 
82,000 MW—nearly 9% of the nation’s generating capacity (Hedman, 2011). Leading the way are Texas, 
California, Louisiana, New York, and Michigan, which accounted for 51% of the nation’s installed CHP capacity 
at the end of 2009 (see Figure 11).  

By comparison, the seven Northern and Central Appalachian coal-producing states of Kentucky, Maryland, 
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia accounted for a total CHP capacity of just under 
7,000 MW, representing 9% of CHP capacity in the US. Installed CHP in Kentucky represents only 2% of total 
capacity in the selected Appalachian states. 

Figure 11: Megawatts of installed combined heat and power nameplate capacity in the US, 2009 

 
Source: EIA (2011a). 
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Due the higher efficiencies achieved by CHP systems as compared to other energy sources, the CHP share of 
US electricity generation was even greater than for installed capacity in 2009, representing 12% of total 
generation (USDOE, 2009). The federal target of developing an additional 85,000 MW of CHP capacity in the 
US by 2020 would double total installed capacity, save as much fuel energy as currently consumed by half of 
all US households (USDOE, 2008), and help avoid the need to build more than 200 midsize (500 MW) power 
plants (Pew Environment Group, 2011). The target for 2030 is for CHP to provide 20% of US generating 
capacity, which would require a total of 241,000 MW of installed CHP (USDOE, 2009).  

Total CHP capacity additions in the US amounted to 696 MW in 2010, with Texas leading the way at 395 MW. 
Another 2,396 MW of capacity is in development or under construction, including 75 MW in Virginia and 60 
MW in Kentucky (Hedman, 2011).  

3.5.1 Environmental and economic benefits 

CHP systems produce significant environmental benefits when compared with generating electricity and heat 
from centralized sources. By capturing and utilizing heat that would otherwise be wasted from the 
production of electricity, CHP systems require less fuel than separate heat and power systems to produce the 
same amount of energy. Because less fuel is being burned for energy, the negative environmental impacts 
associated with lifecycle coal and natural gas process are avoided for each unit of energy generated by CHP, 
and emissions such as carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, and nitrogen oxides are reduced. Developing more CHP 
can also reduce or eliminate the need to clear new sites for energy development, as CHP systems are often 
developed on pre-existing properties. Finally, because CHP systems can recover and recycle thermal energy in 
the form of steam—thereby reducing the need for condensers or cooling towers—CHP consumes far less 
water than centralized generators. 

As an example of the potential environmental benefits of expanding CHP in the US, the estimated 
environmental benefits of developing 241,000 MW of CHP capacity by 2030 include: reduced annual energy 
consumption of approximately 1.6 billion MWh, a total annual reduction in carbon dioxide emissions of 933 
million tons, and the preservation of 189 million acres of forest (USDOE, 2009).  

The economic benefits of CHP are also substantial. A recent study found that developing a combination of 
distributed CHP, renewable energy, and demand response programs could meet anticipated growth in Texas’ 
electricity needs—thereby eliminating the need for centralized power plants—while also limiting consumer 
energy costs, creating new jobs, and contributing to the growth of the state’s economy. The study also 
estimated that the implementation of policies supporting distributed and renewable energy technologies and 
efficiency measures would result in net cumulative consumer energy savings of $37.4 billion, create more 
than 38,000 new jobs in manufacturing and installation, and contribute more than $1.6 billion in new net 
wages to the Texas economy by 2023 (Laitner et al., 2007).  

CHP also benefits businesses and industries. As rising energy prices pressure US companies to reduce costs, 
CHP offers a way to stabilize and reduce the costs of operation, receive a quick return on investment, and 
generate new income from the sale of excess electricity. The extra income allows companies to reinvest the 
savings from CHP in expanding or improving their businesses.  

Expanding CHP can also reduce energy costs for all electricity customers. For instance, when the generated 
electricity is distributed locally, electricity from coal in a CHP plant costs 1.1 to 2.7 cents per kWh less than 
centralized generation (Casten and Downes, 2005). Additionally, several studies have shown how reducing 
natural gas consumption—the primary fuel consumed at commercial and industrial plants—as a result of CHP 
helps to lower pressure on wholesale natural gas prices. The studies conclude that reducing natural gas 
consumption by 5-6% can result in a 20% reduction in gas prices (Elliot et al., 2003). 
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Finally, developing a substantial amount of CHP capacity can create new jobs and investments. For instance, 
every MW of new CHP capacity requires an investment of $1.5 to $2.0 million and creates 6-8 jobs (USDOE, 
2008; Hedman, 2011). Therefore, if Kentucky were to develop just 1,000 MW of CHP capacity, it could result 
in up to $2 billion in new investments and 6,000 to 8,000 new jobs. In rural areas where most industrial 
plants are located, this can have a significant impact on local economies.  

3.5.2 Issues and challenges 

USDOE identifies the most significant barriers to CHP development as being an unfamiliarity with CHP; 
technology limitations; utility business practices; regulatory ambiguity; environmental permitting approaches 
that do not acknowledge and reward the energy efficiency and emissions benefits; uneven tax treatment; 
and interconnection requirements, processes, and enforcement.  

The following are more detailed descriptions of some of the more urgent barriers: 

1. Regulated fees and tariffs. In many states, utility revenues are linked to a utility’s sale of electricity. 
This provides a disincentive for utilities to encourage customer-owned, distributed forms of energy 
such as CHP. In addition, many of CHP’s benefits to the grid and to society are not accounted for in 
ratemaking processes. Since facilities with CHP systems still require standby or backup service from 
the utility for providing power during times of routine maintenance or unplanned outages, utilities 
charge the facilities for the standby/backup capacity for supplying on-demand electricity as needed. 
These charges are often a point of contention between the utility and the facility, and without a 
requirement for the utility to account for all of the benefits associated with CHP, these charges can 
create barriers for CHP development (USDOE, 2008). 

2. Interconnection issues. CHP helps to diversify the electricity generation portfolio, reduce stress on 
transmission and distribution systems, and stabilize the electrical grid. Despite these benefits, in 
some states CHP systems are unable to reliably and economically connect with the existing grid. This 
serves to reduce the economic incentives for developing distributed sources of generation. The 
Energy Policy Act of 2005 calls for state commissions to consider certain standards for electric 
utilities based on Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Standard 1547 (Standard for 
Interconnecting Distributed Resources with Electric Power Systems), but does not require them to 
adopt the standard. Adoption of technical interconnection standards, including their application 
within interconnection agreements, varies by state, limiting CHP’s deployment (USDOE, 2008). 

3. Environmental permitting. CHP generates both electricity and heat onsite, and as a result, can 
potentially increase onsite emissions even while it reduces total onsite and offsite emissions. As of 
2009, environmental permitting regulations did not recognize these net emissions benefits. As a 
result, emissions permitting can be a barrier to CHP development. In other words, existing permitting 
rules and requirements do not account for the net emissions benefits of CHP (USDOE, 2008). 

4. Technical barriers. Technological barriers such as system and component costs, emissions control, 
fuel cost and flexibility, and overall risk have impeded full market deployment of CHP. In addition, 
improper installation or lack of coordination between developers and utilities in the planning and 
installation process can result in technical complications related to grid operations and 
interconnection (USDOE, 2008). 
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3.5.3 Prospects for combined heat and power in Kentucky 

Kentucky has the potential to eliminate wasted energy and greatly reduce overall energy consumption in the 
commercial and industrial (C&I) sectors, as there are a large number of C&I companies and sites consuming 
vast amounts of energy that could benefit from CHP. Overall, these two sectors accounted for approximately 
20% and 50%, respectively, of total electricity consumption in Kentucky in 2009 (EIA, 2010a). As shown in 
Figure 4, the average price of electricity for all sectors has been rapidly increasing since the late 1990s; 
therefore, improving the energy efficiency of business and industrial activity through expanded CHP 
development is vital for ensuring that Kentucky’s businesses can remain competitive over the long-term.  

Kentucky has developed a fairly small amount of 
CHP capacity compared with other states. Through 
2009, there were seven installations with a total 
capacity of 121.9 MW. Four of the projects are at 
wood product manufacturing facilities. Following a 
surge in CHP development between 2000 and 
2002, no CHP project has been installed in 
Kentucky since 2002 (Energy and Environmental 
Analysis, 2010). However, 60 MW of new CHP 
capacity was either in development or under 
construction as of October 2011 (Hedman, 2011). 

Table 11: Combined heat and power plants in Kentucky through 2009 

Year 
installed Facility name City Industry/application 

Capacity 
(MW) Fuel type 

1966 Western Kentucky Gas Co. Owensboro Office buildings 0.4 Natural gas 

1988 Young Manufacturing Company Beaver Dam Wood products 0.3 Waste 

1993 Cox Interior, Inc. Campbellsville Wood products 4.0 Wood 

2000 Calvert City Chemical Plant Calvert City Chemicals 23.0 Natural gas 

2001 Willamette Industries Inc/KY Mills Hawesville Wood products 88.0 Waste 

2001 Lafarge Gypsum Silver Grove Stone, clay, glass 5.2 Natural gas 

2002 Cox Lumber Campbellsville Wood products 1.0 Waste 

Total    121.9  

Source: Energy and Environmental Analysis (2010). Note: “Waste” denotes one or a combination of the following: wood waste, waste heat, municipal solid waste, 
black liquor, blast furnace gas, petroleum coke, and process gas. The reported capacity for Cox Interior, Inc. presented in this table is less than the capacity of 
5.2 MW reported by the Southeast CHP Application Center (undated) that is presented in the Spotlight summary later in this section. No reason could be found 
for the discrepancy, but the 5.2 MW figure is also reported by Berg and Monroe (2007). 

As shown in Table 12, among all states with greater than 10 million MWh of total C&I electricity generation 
and consumption, Kentucky ranks 41st in terms of the percent of total C&I electricity consumption generated 
by CHP. This is a lower ranking than all other Appalachian states. Louisiana is ranked first at 39%, and the 
highest-ranking state in Appalachia is Pennsylvania, which generates 12% of total C&I consumption from CHP. 
In terms of total CHP capacity installed through 2009 (not shown in Table 12), Texas ranks first with over 
17,800 MW, and Kentucky ranks 42nd with 121.9 MW.  

Improving the energy efficiency of 
business and industrial activity 

through expanded CHP 
development is vital for ensuring 
that Kentucky’s businesses can 

remain competitive over the long-
term. 
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Table 12: State rankings for percent of total commercial and industrial electricity consumption from 
combined heat and power, 2009 

Rank State 
CHP generation 
(million MWh) 

Total C&I sales and 
generation (million MWh) 

CHP as percent 
total C&I 

1 Louisiana 30.7 79.6 39% 

2 Hawaii 3.7 10.8 34% 

3 Maine 5.4 19.2 28% 

4 Texas 79.2 294.6 27% 

5 Oregon 7.4 37.4 20% 

6 California 38.9 224.4 17% 

7 Alabama 9.2 60.5 15% 

8 Wyoming 2.3 16.1 14% 

9 New Jersey 9.8 78.6 12% 

10 Pennsylvania 13.3 113.2 12% 

11 Indiana 8.8 75.6 12% 

12 Arkansas 3.2 29.4 11% 

13 Michigan 8.0 77.3 10% 

14 Florida 12.1 121.3 10% 

15 Delaware 1.1 12.0 9% 

16 Oklahoma 3.1 36.0 9% 

17 Nevada 2.2 26.1 8% 

18 Virginia 5.2 68.7 8% 

19 Connecticut 2.2 30.5 7% 

20 New York 10.5 152.5 7% 

21 West Virginia 1.4 20.1 7% 

22 Wisconsin 3.1 48.0 7% 

23 Utah 1.2 20.1 6% 

24 Mississippi 1.8 29.8 6% 

25 Georgia 4.5 80.0 6% 

26 North Carolina 4.1 75.4 5% 

27 Idaho 0.8 15.0 5% 

28 Washington 3.2 61.6 5% 

29 Maryland 3.3 63.5 5% 

30 Minnesota 2.2 44.1 5% 

31 Iowa 1.5 31.5 5% 

32 South Carolina 2.4 49.2 5% 

33 Colorado 1.6 35.2 5% 

34 Massachusetts 2.6 59.3 4% 

35 Montana 0.6 13.2 4% 

36 Tennessee 2.2 56.7 4% 

37 New Mexico 0.5 15.7 3% 

38 Illinois 3.3 157.5 2% 

39 Arizona 0.6 41.2 1% 

40 Ohio 1.4 106.5 1% 

41 Kentucky 0.7 62.8 1% 

42 Missouri 0.3 45.7 1% 

43 Nebraska 0.1 18.9 0% 

Source: EIA (2010a; 2011b). Note: States with less than 10 million MWh of total C&I sales of electricity and onsite CHP generation are not shown.  
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Electricity generated by CHP systems in 2009 accounted for less than 1% of both total C&I consumption and 
total electricity sales to all sectors in Kentucky. Following the installation of the 60 MW of new capacity that 
is currently in development or under construction, total CHP generation will increase to over 800,000 MWh 
per year and account for 1.3% of total C&I electricity consumption.  

However, based on estimates of Kentucky’s CHP potential, it is possible for CHP to eventually account for 
between 21% and 56% of total C&I electricity consumption and 15% to 39% of total state consumption (see 
Table 13).13 In other words, CHP has the potential to reduce C&I purchases of electricity by as much as 56%.  

Table 13: Current and potential electricity generation from combined heat and power in Kentucky 

 Current (2009) Potential, low Potential, high 

CHP capacity (MW) 122 3,000 8,000 

Electricity generation (MWh) 481,519     13,278,689      35,409,836  

  
   

Total C&I consumption (MWh) 62,765,271     62,765,271      62,765,271  

CHP as percent total C&I consumption (2009) 0.8% 21% 56% 

  
   

Total state consumption (MWh) 89,920,175 89,920,175 89,920,175 

CHP as percent total consumption (2009) 0.5% 15% 39% 

Sources: CHP capacity from EIA (2011a); CHP generation from EIA (2011b); estimates for low and high CHP potential for Kentucky from USDOE (2008). Notes: 
Percentage values are rounded to the nearest 1%. Low and high potential electricity generation calculated using the average net capacity factor for 2006-2009 
from existing CHP projects in Kentucky (50%) (EIA, 2011a; 2011b), which was significantly below the national average of 70% in 2008 (USDOE, 2009). 

At an average installed cost of $2,000 per kW, and assuming no change in costs over time, developing 8,000 
MW of CHP capacity in Kentucky would cost $16 billion. Using the average cost of electricity in 2010 of 5.1 
cents per kWh for industrial customers in Kentucky, the total value of the electricity generated by the CHP 
plants would amount to $1.8 billion. Therefore, according to this basic analysis, the system would pay for 
itself in under 9 years, and the average price of the electricity generated over a span of 20 years—not 
including operation and maintenance costs—would amount to 2.3 cents per kWh.  

In economic terms, 3,000 to 8,000 MW of new CHP capacity would generate $6 to $16 billion in new capital 
investment in Kentucky. At an estimated job impact of four jobs created per $1 million in investment, it is 
possible that achieving Kentucky’s potential for CHP capacity development could generate between 48,000 
and 64,000 new jobs for the state (USDOE, 2008).  

With growing demand for energy and increasing environmental constraints, extracting the maximum 
output from primary fuel sources through efficiency is critical to sustained economic development and 
environmental stewardship…CHP’s proven performance and potential for wider use are evidence of its 
near-term applicability and, with technological improvements and further elimination of market 
barriers, of its longer term promise to address the country’s most important energy and 
environmental needs (USDOE, 2008, p. 28).  

Significant barriers to development remain for businesses seeking to maintain or improve their 
competitiveness by increasing the efficiency of their operations and saving money on fuel and energy costs. 
Investing in CHP will also help Kentucky’s businesses meet pending emissions and other environmental 
standards while creating tens of thousands of new jobs.  

                                                             

13 Current (2009) values for total C&I and total state consumption represent the sum of total sales of electricity by Kentucky’s electric utilities and the electricity 
generated by CHP plants. The values for total C&I and state consumption for each of the three future scenarios presented in Table 13 are the same as current 
consumption because this analysis assumes that total demand/consumption will remain unchanged. New CHP generation will replace a portion of electricity 
sales, thereby constituting a greater portion of C&I and total state electricity consumption. 
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Spotlight:  Cox Interior, Inc. waste-to-energy 
combined heat and power system 
 
Location:  Campbellsville, Kentucky 

Overview: Cox Interior is a manufacturer of interior and exterior home-finishing 
wood products, including molding, doors, stairs, and fireplace mantels. Its 
products are made from a variety of tree species, and the company 
generates over 100 tons of wood waste every day.  

Project background: The CHP system, installed in 1994, consists of two wood-waste boilers and 
a steam turbine generator. The plant burns 300 tons of wood waste per 
day, producing 1.2 million pounds of steam per hour and generating 
electricity at a capacity of 5.2 MW. The waste heat is captured and used to 
dry lumber. Additionally, using wood waste as fuel helps eliminate costs 
associated with waste disposal. Cox Interior was the first small energy 
producer to sign a power contract with EKPC. 

Project details: 
   Installation year:   1994 

   Generating capacity:  5.2 MW 

   Generating equipment:  Steam turbine 

Fuel type/volume:  Wood waste, 300 tons per day 

Annual generation:  14,000 MWh 

Annual carbon dioxide offset: 44,000 tons 

 
Financial details: Information on system installation cost is unavailable. However, the 

capture and use of waste heat to dry lumber saved Cox Interior $4.5 
million in 2006. An additional $980,000 was saved in electricity costs, and 
the plant was able to sell 1,267 MWh of electricity worth $48,000 to EKPC. 
With a total gross savings of $5.5 million and an operating cost of $2.6 
million, the CHP project yielded a net savings of $2.9 million in 2006. 

 
Sources: Project information from Berg and Monroe (2007) and the Southeast CHP Application Center (undated).  

Photo: Picture of wood waste pile at Cox Interior manufacturing facility.   
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3.6 Landfill gas- to-energy 

NREL credits new technologies and regulatory changes as being the primary drivers behind the increased use 
of natural gas for power generation, and notes that biogas may play a more important role in powering gas-
fueled distributed generation in coming years (NREL, 2009a). One source of biogas is LFG, which is created 
when MSW at landfills decomposes anaerobically, or in the absence of oxygen. LFG is comprised of 
approximately 50% methane, 50% carbon dioxide, and less than 1% of non-methane organic compounds 
(USEPA, 2011b). Unless captured and burned, LFG is released directly to the atmosphere (Hansen et al., 
2006). This represents a significant loss of a potential energy resource, as the wasted methane could be 
captured and harnessed for a variety of energy-related uses.14 Methane is also a potent greenhouse gas. 

The predominant use of LFG is for electricity generation; 1 million tons of MSW in place can be used to 
generate approximately 0.78 MW of electricity (USEPA, 2011b). The gas can be burned using microturbines 
(for small projects, 30-250 kW), internal combustion engines (medium projects, 100 kW to 3 MW), or gas 
turbines (large projects, 800 kW to 10.5 MW). The electricity can either be used directly at the landfill or sold 
into the grid. Alternatively, LFG can be used directly in boilers for generating heat, thereby replacing the use 
of conventional fuels; 1 million tons of MSW can generate 432 thousand cubic feet (Mcf) per day of gas 
(USEPA, 2011b), which can be used at the landfill or to heat other nearby buildings such as local community 
or government buildings, wastewater treatment facilities, schools, prisons, colleges, or greenhouses (Hansen 
et al., 2006). Finding direct users close to the landfill can be important to the financial viability of a LFGTE 
project (Hansen et al., 2006). 

Other high-impact uses of LFG may include CHP, whereby the heat could be used, for example, to evaporate 
leachate pools at the landfill, reducing energy and disposal costs; the production and sale of ethanol and/or 
biodiesel; and the sale of purified and compressed methane to natural gas companies (Hansen et al., 2006).  

3.6.1 Environmental and economic benefits 

LFGTE projects reduce harmful emissions while providing energy to support local businesses and 
communities. Landfills are the third-largest source of human-related methane emissions in the US, 
accounting for 17% of such emissions in 2009 (USEPA, 2011b). When burned, methane is converted to carbon 
dioxide, which is 21 times less potent of a greenhouse gas. By offsetting the use of coal and natural gas for 
electricity and heat, LFGTE projects also help reduce emissions of sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, and 
particulate matter. Locally, these projects reduce odors and harmful emissions of organic compounds. 
Because of these benefits, LFGTE projects may qualify as pollution control projects under New Source Review 
standards (USEPA, 2010a).  

LFGTE projects also benefit the local economy. Jobs are created in the design, construction, and operation of 
the gas recovery and energy systems, and economic output is increased as a result of equipment and labor 
expenditures. A typical 3 MW facility will generate at least 5 direct jobs in construction and installation and 
$1.5 million in equipment expenditures. Such a project would generate a $4.3 million increase in economic 
output and create 20-26 jobs, when accounting for direct and indirect impacts (USEPA, 2010b). 

Finally, like all distributed renewable energy systems, LFGTE projects can help provide customers with a long-
term hedge against energy price volatility. By ensuring a more stable or even fixed price of heat or electricity, 
or by reducing the amount of energy purchased at retail prices from utilities or gas companies, these projects 
can provide substantial economic benefits for private landfill operators or local governments and businesses. 

                                                             

14 The average LFGTE project can capture 60-90% or more of the emitted methane (USEPA, 2010c). 
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3.6.2 Issues and challenges 

The three overarching issues affecting project feasibility are the size of the landfill, whether the landfill is 
publicly or privately owned, and whether the landfill is open or closed.  

In relation to size, small landfills generate less LFG. As a result, these small landfills—defined as having less 
than 2.5 million tons of waste in place—are generally exempt from federal regulations that require the 
capture and flaring of LFG. Therefore, the landfills are not required to install the wells, vents, and flaring 
equipment that could form the basis of LFGTE projects. Because these costs are fixed, the cost of developing 
a LFGTE project is significant, and it is difficult for small landfill operators to justify the expense given the 
expectation of a low return on investment due to the low generation of LFG (Hansen et al., 2006). By 
comparison, large landfills—defined as having greater than 2.5 million tons of waste in place—are required 
by federal regulation to drill wells and vent or flare the LFG, meaning that the cost of developing these 
systems is a mandated cost, regardless of whether an LFGTE system is installed. Therefore, the cost of 
developing LFGTE systems at large landfills will be much smaller, while ensuring a higher return on 
investment as a result of greater LFG generation and conversion to useful energy. 

As for ownership, private landfills are owned and operated by private companies, whereas public landfills are 
owned by solid waste authorities or local governments. The type of ownership impacts the ability to 
implement LFGTE projects due to the difference in revenues. For instance, the goal of publicly owned landfills 
operated by local government agencies is to provide long-term waste disposal for their constituents at the 
lowest possible cost. However, this results in generally smaller landfills that must charge higher tipping fees 
(the fees haulers pay the landfill to dispose of the waste) to cover their fixed costs. Even with higher tipping 
fees, the smaller size of public landfills limits total revenues. By contrast, privately owned landfills are profit-
driven and aim to maximize the amount of waste stored at the landfill. Because of this, private landfills tend 
to import waste from a broader area, leading to larger landfills, which allows operators to charge a smaller 
tipping fee while still generating substantial revenues (Hansen et al., 2006). Therefore, the size and 
ownership of a landfill are interrelated, and it is generally more difficult for smaller, publicly-owned landfills 
to develop LFGTE projects than it is for larger, privately owned landfills. 

Whether a landfill is open or closed also plays a role in determining the feasibility of LFGTE projects. On the 
one hand, because LFG emissions decline following closure of a landfill, open landfills are typically the most 
economical for LFGTE projects (Hansen et al., 2006). Additionally, while the closing of a landfill requires the 
installation of LFG management systems, which are often comprised of wells and vents and in many cases 
flares, the systems installed to achieve the standards for closing a landfill are not exactly the same as what 
would be installed for LFGTE projects (Hansen et al., 2006). However, when a landfill closes, funds set aside 
through up-front financial assurance bonds—such as in Kentucky—or from tipping fees during the operation 
of the landfill—such as in West Virginia—are available to cover the costs associated with closing a landfill. 
These funds are not currently available for uses other than ensuring compliance with state regulations for 
closed landfills; however, should these or other funds be made available in the future for use in developing 
LFGTE projects, they could provide a significant source of financing that could help render LFGTE 
development financially feasible. 

Other factors that may impact the feasibility of developing a LFGTE project include proximity to electrical 
distribution lines, gas distribution lines, or energy end-users; availability and willingness of end users or 
utilities to purchase the energy; power price; and availability of RECs or carbon offsets. Each of the issues 
described in this section should be considered when identifying good candidates for LFGTE projects as well as 
when considering policies or incentives aimed at supporting the expansion of LFGTE development.  
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3.6.3 Prospects for landfill gas-to-energy in Kentucky 

Many landfills in the US have installed systems for capturing LFG and converting it to electricity or heat. By 
the end of 2010, 555 operational LFGTE projects existed in 46 states, generating a combined 14 million MWh 
of electricity and 102 billion cubic feet of usable gas annually (USEPA, 2011c). Kentucky accounted for seven 
of these projects, six of which generate electricity with the remaining project using the gas to generate heat 
in a boiler. The six electricity generating projects account for approximately 0.9% of all electricity generated 
by LFGTE projects in the US as of 2011 (USEPA, 2011c). All of these projects are owned and operated by EKPC, 
and their total capacity of 16.8 MW is enough to power 10,000 homes (Maynard, 2010).  

The seventh LFGTE project, the Outer Loop Recycling and Disposal Facility owned by Waste Management of 
Kentucky, captures 263 million cubic feet per year and sells the gas to a nearby industrial park for use in 
steam boilers. The landfill actually contains three times more waste, by weight, than the second largest 
landfill in Kentucky, and is capturing only a small portion of the LFG generated by the landfill.  

USEPA categorizes landfills according to whether the landfill has at least 1 million tons of waste in place, is 
still open or has only closed within the last five years, and has a depth of at least 40 feet (Hansen et al., 2006). 
If a landfill meets all three criteria, it is listed as a “Candidate” for LFGTE development. If not, it is listed as a 
“Potential” landfill. Of the 38 landfills in Kentucky, seven have operating LFGTE projects, 18 are listed as 
candidates, and the remaining 13 are listed as having potential for LFGTE development but fail to meet at 
least one of the criteria for candidacy (USEPA, 2011d). Of the eighteen “Candidate” projects, six could be 
developed at publicly-owned sites and another 12 at privately-owned sites.  

In total, Kentucky’s “Candidate” landfills could generate a substantial amount of local electricity or gas for 
heating and other purposes, equivalent to either 337,250 MW of electricity or 8,647 million cubic feet of 
gas annually (or some combination thereof) (see Table 14). 

Table 14: Existing and potential landfill gas-to-energy development and production in Kentucky, 2010 

 

   

Potential annual production 

 Number of 
landfills 

Estimated waste in 
place (million tons)  

Generating 
capacity (MW) 

Electricity 
(MWh) 

Gas  
(million cubic feet) 

Operational (existing) 
 

    

Electricity 6 21.7 16.8 132,451 n/a 

Boiler 1 25.6 n/a n/a 263 

  
     

Candidate 
     

Public 6 17.3 13.5 106,393 2,728 

Private 12 37.5 29.3 230,856 5,919 

Total “Candidate” 18 54.8 42.8 337,250 8,647 

  
     

Potential 
     

Public 7 9.7 7.5 59,511 1,526 

Private 6 9.0 7.0 55,407 1,421 

Total “Potential” 13 18.7 14.6 114,918 2,947 

Source: Landfill designation of “Operational,” “Candidate,” and “Potential,” as well as data on tons of waste in place from EPA (2011d). Note: Potential electricity 
generation and gas production are both reported; however, these values represent the maximum energy potential for individual, exclusive uses and cannot be 
combined. Generating capacity was estimated using USEPA’s conversion factor of 0.78 MW per million tons of waste in place. Potential electricity generation 
(MWh) was calculated using a 90% capacity factor. Estimates of LFG production were generated using USEPA’s conversion factor of 432 Mcf per day per million 
tons of waste in place. Finally, while the Outer Loop facility could capture a greater amount of its LFG emissions for use in energy production, as there is an 
LFGTE project already in place, we do not include the facility as a “Candidate” for additional development. However, it is estimated that the facility could 
potentially generate 20 MW of electricity by fully utilizing the site’s LFG emissions for electricity generation. 
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Because many of Kentucky’s landfills will continue to receive additional MSW for many years, the potential 
for energy production from LFGTE projects can be expected to increase over time. For instance, 23 of the 25 
landfills designated by USEPA as “Operational” or “Candidate” landfills are listed as being open and receiving 
new waste, and only four of those landfills are expected to close before 2020.  

According to the Kentucky Division of Waste 
Management (2011), an average of 5.1 million 
tons of new MSW was added to the state’s 
landfills each year between 2006 and 2010. 
This is the equivalent of adding either 4 MW 
or 800 million cubic feet of gas to Kentucky’s 
LFGTE potential each year. Therefore, the 
estimates provided in Table 14 represent only 
a snapshot in time of the LFGTE potential in 
Kentucky, and it can be assumed that the LFG 
resource available for distributed energy 
generation will continue to grow. 

Figure 12 shows the location and relative size of landfills in Kentucky with operational LFGTE projects, as well 
as landfills designated as candidates for potential LFGTE development. Landfills designated as having merely 
the potential for LFGTE development are not represented.  

Kentucky’s “Candidate” landfills 
could generate a substantial 

amount of local electricity or gas 
for heating and other purposes, 

equivalent to either 337,250 MW 
of electricity or 8,647 million cubic 

feet of gas annually. 
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Figure 12: Operational landfill gas-to-energy projects and “Candidate” landfills in Kentucky, 2011 

 
Source: USEPA (2011d). 
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Case study: Maysville-Mason County landfill gas-to-
energy project 

Location:  City of Maysville, Mason County, Kentucky 

Ownership:  Landfill: Mason County; LFGTE project: owned and operated by EKPC 

Waste in place:  1.1 million tons (current), 5.6 million tons (proposed) 

Energy type:  Electricity 

Capacity/generation: 1.6 MW, estimated annual generation of 13,315 MWh 

Cost:   $2.5 million  

Agreement: EKPC leases a portion of the landfill from Mason County and connects the 
project to EKPC transmission facilities. Mason County receives all federal, 
state and local tax credits and deductions associated with the production 
and sale of the LFG, and EKPC receives all credits and deductions 
associated with the generation and sale of electricity (EKPC, 2007). 

Financing: Project funding was to come from using general funds reimbursable with 
either Rural Utilities Service funds or Clean Renewable Energy Bonds 
(EKPC, 2007). The final financing details are unknown. However, 
customers support cost recovery of LFGTE projects through EKPC’s 
EnviroWatts program, under which customers purchase 100 kWh blocks 
of electricity from the projects for a monthly surcharge of $2.75 (EKPC, 
undated). 

Cost of electricity: According to EKPC, the net present value of the electricity generated by 
the project over 20 years is $32 per MWh, or 3.2 cents per kWh.  

Other benefits: Annually, the project will eliminate 3,187 tons of methane, reduce carbon 
dioxide emissions by 8,756 tons, and offset the use of 4,760 tons of coal. 
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3.7 Small and low-power hydroelectric  

Hydroelectric (“hydro”) power constitutes the largest source of renewable electricity in the US, accounting 
for 65% of all renewable electricity generation and 7% of generation from all sources (EIA, 2011b). Of the 
existing hydro power produced in the US, 80% is produced from large plants with capacity of greater than 30 
MW (see Figure 13) (Hall et al., 2006). Most of the larger hydropower facilities in the US use dams to store 
water to offset seasonal fluctuations in flow. The benefits of these plants are that they can provide a constant 
supply of electricity throughout the year and that the water flow can be managed according to electricity 
demand at any given time (Campbell, 2010). However, there is another approach to hydropower that does 
not require significant water storage and that depends on the natural flow of streams or rivers. Such plants 
are characterized as small- and low-power hydroelectric systems.  

These are not new technologies. In fact, such systems account for over 90% of all hydropower plants in the 
US (Hall et al., 2006). Despite the large number of existing installations, there is a significant untapped 
potential for developing distributed small and low-power hydro across the US, including in Kentucky. 

Figure 13: Power capacity of hydroelectric plants in the US, by plant class (mean annual MW, 2006) 

 

Source: Hall et al. (2006). 

Small and low-power hydroelectric plants are typically called “run-of-river” plants because they generally rely 
on the natural flow of rivers and streams, and are able to utilize smaller water flow volumes without the need 
to build large reservoirs (Campbell, 2010). With these systems, water flow is directed down a “penstock” or 
pipe to turn the blades of a turbine-generator before returning the water to the stream. The amount of 
electricity that can be produced depends on the flow and the elevation difference, or “head,” between the 
water’s surface and the turbine-generator (Campbell, 2010). These systems most often qualify as distributed 
energy systems because, by definition, they have a capacity of less than 30 MW, and the power produced can 
be used locally or sold into a distribution grid. 

 

Large (> 30 MW)
80%

Small (1 - 30 MW)
19%

Low power (< 1 MW)
1%
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The two categories of small and low-power hydropower have specific defining characteristics. Small hydro 
refers to systems with a power potential between 1 and 30 MW, and are installed in streams or rivers with 
hydraulic heads greater than 30 feet. Low-power hydro systems are 1 MW or smaller and operate in waters 
with heads less than 30 feet. The low-power category is further divided into three sub-categories depending 
on the technology most appropriate for the hydraulic head of the stream. For instance, conventional hydro 
turbines operate best in streams with a head of 8 to 30 feet, while unconventional systems designed for 
lower flow volumes are best suited for heads less than 8 feet. Each of these systems normally has a power 
capacity between 100 kW and 1 MW. The third category, microhydro, is associated with technologies with 
capacities of less than 100 kW (Hall et al., 2004).  

Table 15: General characteristics of small and low-power hydroelectric systems  

Plant class/type Hydraulic head Power capacity (MW) 

Small > 30 feet 1 - 30 MW 

Low-power < 30 feet < 1 MW 

Conventional 8 - 30 feet 100 kW to 1 MW 

Unconventional < 8 feet 100 kW to 1 MW 

Microhydro < 30 feet < 100 kW 

Source: Hall et al. (2004). 

The development of small and low-power hydro resources can provide a substantial amount of new electric 
generating capacity, particularly as a replacement for aging or decommissioned large hydro facilities. For 
instance, relicensing requirements under the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission may lead to existing 
conventional hydropower projects being removed. These are best replaced with small or low-head 
hydropower projects for a number of reasons. For one, large hydro projects require long development 
periods and large capital investments, and usually generate public opposition (Beshear, 2008). Additionally, 
existing hydropower sites already have much of the infrastructure in place that is needed for small and low-
power systems, which can help reduce the cost of development.  

More relevant for this report, potential small and low-power sites are numerous and uniformly distributed 
across the US, and as such can offer significant sources of distributed power without the need for reservoirs 
(Hall et al., 2004). Due to their small size, such projects are likely to serve single end-users and/or connect 
into distribution grid networks, and the rationale for most projects will be based more on providing power for 
onsite or local consumption rather than producing power for sales revenues. Building small or low-power 
hydropower close to existing distribution lines can reduce the costs of projects (Campbell, 2010).  

In 2004, the Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory (INEEL) conducted detailed 
assessments of state and national low-power and small hydro potential, and found that states with the 
highest concentrations of low-power potential are all located in the eastern US (Hall et al., 2004). INEEL 
estimated the total available power potential for “high power” (large hydro), “high head/low power” (small 
hydro), and “low head/low power” (low-power) stream segments for the 20 hydrologic regions of the US, and 
summed the results for each state (Hall et al., 2004). The study did not evaluate development potential.  

A follow-up report built upon the 2004 assessment and evaluated the low-power and small hydro water 
energy resource sites that were identified in the prior study to determine the feasibility of their 
development. The feasibility criteria considered site accessibility, load or transmission proximity, and land 
use or environmental sensitivities that would make development unlikely. Water energy resource sites that 
met the feasibility criteria were designated as “feasible potential” project sites (see Table 16). A second level 
of analysis was conducted based on the feasibility of actually developing a low-power or small hydro 
generating system up to 30 MW at the sites with feasible potential. This provided more realistic estimates of 
the power potential for each site (Hall et al., 2006). 
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The assessment identified approximately 130,000 sites meeting the feasibility criteria with a total potential of 
nearly 100,000 MWa.15 Further analysis resulted in a total potential of nearly 30,000 MWa for small and low-
power hydro, which was approximately equal to the total MWa generated by existing US hydroelectric plants 
in 2006 (Hall et al., 2006). The 5,400 sites that could potentially be developed as small hydro plants have a 
total potential of over 18,000 MWa. If developed, these projects would result in a greater than 50% increase 
in hydroelectric generation (Hall et al., 2006). The development potential for low-power hydro is 
approximately 11,000 MWa (see Table 16). Overall, the majority of the “development” potential could be 
harnessed using existing and proven technologies and without constructing new dams (Hall et al., 2006).  

Table 16: Existing and potential small and low-power hydroelectric generating capacity in the US 
(MWa) 

 
Developed Feasible potential 

Development 
potential 

Minimum total 
potential 

Small hydro 4,406 54,161 18,450 22,856 

Total low power 298 22,848 10,988 11,286 

Conventional 241 17,729 6,297 6,538 

Unconventional 37 2,355 1,640 1,677 

Microhydro 20 2,763 3,052 3,072 

Total small and low-power 4,704 77,009 29,438 34,142 

Source: Hall et al. (2006). Note: “Minimum total potential” represents the sum of “Developed” and “Development potential,” and therefore represents the minimum 
total potential for small and low-power hydro in the US. The maximum feasible potential would represent the sum of “Developed” and “Feasible potential.” 

The cost of distributed hydro varies according to system size. For instance, a 300 W microhydro system costs 
$1,300 to $1,800 per kW (in 2005 dollars), while both 1 kW and 100 kW systems cost between $2,300 and 
$3,000 per kW. Taking into account the capacity factor of these systems, average generating costs are 
estimated at 15.1 cents per kWh for 300 W systems and 11 cents per kWh for 100-kW systems. The cost to 
develop a 5 MW small hydro system is similar to developing low-power systems, ranging from $2,100 to 
$2,600, with an average generating cost of 7.0 cents per kWh (in 2005 dollars) (The World Bank Group, 2006).  

The actual cost of developing small and low-power hydroelectric systems is determined by numerous site-
specific factors. However, the cost of developing these systems is on par with centralized coal and hydro 
generation as well as some distributed renewable energy sources such as small wind and CHP, and is less 
expensive than solar PV. In terms of generating cost, small hydro systems with capacities of over 1 MW are 
more on par with, and even less expensive than retail prices for coal-fired electricity, while low-power 
systems are likely to be competitive in the near future. 

3.7.1 Environmental and economic benefits 

Compared to centralized fossil fuel-based generation, hydroelectric power plants of all sizes serve to 
significantly reduce the environmental impact of electricity generation. In terms of carbon dioxide emissions 
alone, developing the 29,438 MWa of small and low-power hydro potential in the US would reduce emissions 
by approximately 125 million tons annually.16 This is the equivalent of the emissions from the combustion of 
approximately 50 million tons of coal each year, and does not include additional emissions associated with 
the mining, processing, or transportation of the coal. Other harmful emissions that would be reduced as a 
result of developing additional hydroelectric power have been described throughout this report. 

                                                             

15 “MWa” denotes megawatts of “annual mean power,” and is different from “MW,” which is commonly used to represent the megawatts of nameplate, or rated 
capacity of power generating systems. MWa represents the actual, average annual capacity after accounting for the system’s capacity factor, which incorporates 
plant efficiency and outages. The use of MWa for representing power potential is directly convertible to estimated energy production by multiplying MWa by 8,760 
hours per year (Hall et al., 2004). 
16 This calculation was performed using equations provided by Francfort (1997). The calculation was revised to reflect a lower recent national dependency on 
coal for electricity generation (45%), and uses a conversion factor of 2.14 pounds of emissions per kWh. 
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Small and low-power hydroelectric plants also have substantial environmental benefits when compared to 
conventional, large-scale hydro, which has become increasingly controversial in recent years due to concerns 
over potential and existing environmental impacts. The benefits of smaller systems stem primarily from the 
lack of a need to impede stream or river flow and construct large dams. When dams flood significant portions 
of land upstream, the change in habitat can affect wildlife and negatively impact migratory fish populations. 
The development of dams can also affect water quality, as the clearing of trees can result in soil erosion 
which can lead to a buildup of sediments and clogged streams. Additionally, spilling water from dams can 
force atmospheric gases into solution; fish in these waters can then be killed (Campbell, 2010).  

The construction of large dams can also in some cases endanger nearby communities. For instance, the Wolf 
Creek Dam, a large hydroelectric dam located on the Kentucky River, was built over a bed of karst topography 
consisting of underground caverns and caves carved out of limestone by water seeping through cracks in the 
rock layers. In 1968 it was found that seepage from the dam was causing sinkholes below, thereby 
threatening the stability of the dam. The US Army Corps of Engineers has estimated potential damages 
resulting from the failure of the dam at $3 billion, and the cost of repair at nearly $600 million (US Army 
Corps of Engineers, 2011). Work to secure the dam is ongoing and emergency protocols are now in place.  

While this example represents an extreme case where the development of large hydro projects can have 
significant impacts on public safety, it does illustrate how small hydro projects can eliminate any potential 
safety concerns associated with large structures. Given that low-power sites in the US are sufficiently 
numerous and uniformly distributed to offer significant sources of distributed power without the need for 
reservoirs, alternatives for developing new hydropower capacity without imposing unnecessary and 
potentially costly risks on the environment and the public are readily available.  

There is a national certification program for 
minimizing the environmental impacts of all 
hydroelectric power development, regardless of 
size. The program was developed by the Low 
Impact Hydropower Institute (LIHI), “a non-profit 
organization dedicated to reducing the impacts of 
hydropower generation through the certification 
of hydropower projects that have avoided or 
reduced their environmental impacts pursuant to 
[LIHI’s] criteria” (LIHI, 2011a). The criteria 
standards cover eight areas: river flows, water 
quality, fish passage and protection, watershed 
protection, and recreation, among others.  

Economically, each MWa of small hydro development could generate 0.26 jobs in construction, installation, 
and manufacturing and 2.07 jobs in operations and maintenance (0.14 and 1.14, respectively, per MW of 
nameplate capacity) (EPRI, 2001). It can be roughly estimated that developing the nation’s small hydro 
potential of 18,450 MWa could generate nearly 5,000 short-term jobs in construction, installation, and 
manufacturing and an additional 38,000 long-term jobs in the operation and maintenance of the generating 
systems. Additional jobs would be created by developing the nation’s low-power hydro potential. 

Small and low-power hydro sites 
are sufficiently numerous and 
uniformly distributed to offer 

significant sources of distributed 
power without imposing 

unnecessary and potentially costly 
risks on the environment and the 

public. 
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3.7.2 Issues and challenges 

There are very few issues or challenges associated with small and low-power hydro development other than 
general challenges of financing and policy support that face all forms of distributed energy generation. 
However, perhaps the most significant challenge facing small and low-power hydro is that the resources, 
technologies, and development potential are not well understood, and they can only be developed on 
streams with sufficient hydraulic head and flow. Such resources are less ubiquitous than solar or wind. INEEL 
and other federal agencies are hoping to address this challenge by providing ongoing research and analysis of 
small hydro resources and paths to development.  

Smaller projects, particularly low-power projects, may have to shut down during seasonal periods of low 
flow, particularly during the summer (Campbell, 2010). In this sense they are similar to most other distributed 
renewable energy technologies in that they provide maximum power during certain portions of the year, a 
characteristic that allows for generally predictable power generation. At the same time, small and low-power 
hydro systems are less available than large hydroelectric dams or other large centralized generators.  

Environmentally, in most cases small hydropower generating stations have relatively low environmental 
impacts compared to larger systems because they are constructed in a smaller area, and rarely cause 
significant shoreline flooding or require large river diversions or impoundments. Most of the negative 
environmental impacts of small hydro development can be mitigated by good design and operating practices 
to avoid interference with seasonal water flows and minimize impacts on fish and flooding patterns. 
Nonetheless, environmental impacts can occur (Campbell, 2010). 

3.7.3 Prospects for small and low-power hydro in Kentucky 

Hydroelectric power is Kentucky’s largest source of developed renewable energy, accounting for 90% of 
renewable energy generation in 2009, as well as 4% of total generation from all sources (EIA, 2011b). With 
the goal of supporting expanded hydropower generation, in 2008 the Kentucky Legislature authorized the 
Kentucky River Authority to promote private investment in the installation of hydroelectric generating units 
on all existing constructed and reconstructed dams along the Kentucky River. However, such projects are 
likely to be larger given the use of dams. Based on concerns over competing uses for water and impacts on 
fish and wildlife, any new hydropower development is expected to occur at sites with an existing 
impoundment, or as small or low-power run-of-river projects (Beshear, 2008).  

Opportunities for both types of projects are substantial; however, estimates of Kentucky’s small and low-
power hydro “feasible” potential suggest that there is a large untapped resource suitable for smaller 
generating systems that, if developed, could alone more than double current generation from existing 
hydroelectric power plants. Total developed hydropower capacity in Kentucky as of 2006 was 777 MW, with 
the average mean power potential amounting to 383 MWa (see footnote 15).17  

Total feasible development potential of new small and low-power hydro for Kentucky is 518 MWa (see 
Table 17). This is the equivalent of 1,050 MW of gross potential capacity, and over 4.5 million MWh of 
annual electricity generation, which if developed would account for 5% of total generation in Kentucky for 
2009, bringing the total hydropower contribution—including large-scale hydro—to 9% of generation.  

 

                                                             

17 Total capacity in 2009 was 804 MW.  
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Table 17: Existing and potential hydropower from small and low-power hydro resources in Kentucky 
and other Appalachian states 

State 
Developed capacity 

(MW) 
Developed power 
potential (MWa) 

Feasible power 
potential (MWa) 

Potential 
increase 

Kentucky 777 383 518 135% 

Maryland 494 203 91 45% 

Ohio 128 63 319 506% 

Pennsylvania 775 284 953 336% 

Tennessee 2,418 1,082 655 61% 

Virginia 740 147 418 284% 

West Virginia 325 140 484 346% 

Source: Hall et al. (2006). 

Roughly 85% of Kentucky’s small and low-power hydropower potential is for small hydro, amounting to 441 
MWa, with the remaining 77 MWa being available for low-power technologies (SACE, 2009). As noted 
previously, the majority of the nation’s small hydropower potential is estimated for system capacities of less 
than 10 MW—an appropriate scale for distributed energy generation. A 1998 INEEL study on Kentucky found 
a similar result, estimating that 65% of Kentucky’s undeveloped small and low-power hydro resource was 
suitable for small hydro sites less than 10 MW (Conner and Francfort, 1998). 

Compared to the other Appalachian states included in Table 17, Kentucky ranks behind only Tennessee in 
developed hydropower, and third in potential for small and low-power development. Federal incentives, 
utility green power programs, consumer attitudes about clean energy, and current trends in electricity prices 
are rendering small and low-power hydro development economically viable in Kentucky, and as exemplified 
by the revitalization of the Mother Ann Lee Hydroelectric station, small hydropower is already being 
developed (see Case study on the next page). Fully developing Kentucky’s remaining resource could provide a 
significant amount of distributed renewable energy generation while creating roughly 1,200 new jobs.  
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Case study: Mother Ann Lee “low impact” small 
hydroelectric plant 

Location:  Lock and Dam #7, Kentucky River, eastern Kentucky 

Ownership:  Lock 7 Hydro Partners, LLC, a partnership between Shaker Landing Hydro 
Associates, Inc. and Salt River Electric Cooperative 

Year built:  Original plant: 1928 (shut down in 1999); Revitalized: 2007  

Capacity/generation: 2.0 MW, annual generation of 8,300 MWh (0.95 MWa) 

Estimated cost:  $2.75 million  

Cost of electricity: At a cost of $2.75 million and 8,300 MWh of annual generation over 20 
years, the base wholesale price of electricity is 1.7 cents per kWh. 

Details and financing: The small hydro plant is a run-of-river plant located in the KU service area. 
The plant generates revenue from electricity sales to Salt River Electric Co-
op and through the sale of RECs. Each REC represents one MWh of 
hydropower generation and is sold for between $5 and $10 to E.On US, 
the parent company of KU. Additionally, a portion of KU’s green energy 
sales revenue goes to the Mother Ann Lee station to help it remain 
competitive.  

LIHI certification: The plant became the first hydropower project in Kentucky to be certified 
as low impact through LIHI. 

 Other benefits: Annual emissions reduction of 60+ tons of sulfur dioxide, 20+ tons of 
nitrogen oxide, and 10,000+ tons of carbon dioxide (equivalent to 4,500 
tons of coal). 

 
 Mother Ann Lee Hydroelectric Station, project information and photo credit: LIHI (2011b).  
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3.8 Geothermal heating 

Geothermal energy is stored in the earth’s crust and can be harnessed using a variety of technologies and 
used for heating and cooling as well as to generate electricity. Geothermal energy technologies can be 
broken into four major categories: conventional hydrothermal, low-temperature, enhanced geothermal, and 
direct use, the latter of which includes GHPs. The first three categories generate electricity, while the fourth 
is used primarily for heating and cooling (Cross and Freeman, 2009). 

The US leads the world in geothermal electricity production. Through 2010, over 3,000 MW of geothermal 
electricity generating capacity was in place—predominantly in western states—with another 722 MW of new 
capacity under development (Jennejohn, 2011). While advancements in low-temperature and enhanced 
geothermal technologies may render geothermal electricity generation feasible in the coming years, it is 
believed that “Kentucky does not have readily accessible reservoirs of steam, hot water or hot rocks for the 
production of electricity from geothermal resources” (Beshear, 2008, p. 32). 

This section therefore focuses on Kentucky’s geothermal potential using GHPs—the most readily available 
direct use application for geothermal in the state. Kentucky’s GHP industry is growing, and offers the 
potential for further enhancing energy efficiency and reducing demand for centralized sources of heating and 
cooling power (including both electricity and gas). 

GHPs consist of three parts: a ground heat exchanger, the heat pump unit, and the air delivery system. The 
heat exchanger is typically a system of pipes called a loop. The loop is buried in shallow ground near the 
building to be heated. A water-based heat-capturing fluid is circulated through the loop to transfer heat 
between the earth and the building. In the winter, the GHP captures heat from the earth and pumps it into 
the indoor air delivery system. The reverse happens in the summer, when the pump moves heat from the 
indoor air into the heat exchanger, where it is then pumped back underground (NREL, 2011c).  

All areas of the US have nearly constant shallow-ground temperatures ranging between 50° and 60°F, which 
are suitable for GHPs. This makes the installation possible nearly anywhere. GHPs can be used for a wide 
variety of applications, including residential, commercial, institutional, and multifamily buildings. Even though 
installation costs exceed those for conventional heating and cooling systems, monthly energy bills are always 
lower with GHPs. Therefore, the cumulative energy savings eventually exceed installation costs, after which 
heating and cooling costs are less than those associated with conventional systems (Duffield and Sass, 2003) 

In addition to the widespread nature of shallow geothermal resources and the cost effectiveness of the 
technology, GHPs are commercially available and are often treated and incentivized as an energy efficiency 
measure. As a result, more than 1 million GHP units have been installed in the US, with installations spread 
somewhat evenly between the residential and commercial sectors (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
2006). As of 2008/2009, GHPs were installed in one out of every 38 new US homes, and the retrofit market 
for schools has been growing, with more than 600 schools installing GHP systems in recent years (Cross and 
Freeman, 2009). We estimate that total installed GHP capacity in the US in 2009 was approximately 14,833 
MWt (Cross and Freeman, 2009; EIA, 2010b). This amounts to a four-fold increase over 2008, and is 
equivalent to the annual consumption of 13.2 million MWh of electricity. 

Average installed costs for 2008 were $5,000 to $6,000 per ton of heating and cooling capacity for residential 
units (equivalent to $1,400 to $1,700 per kWt), and $6,000 to $10,000 per ton for commercial applications 
($1,700 to $2,900 per kWt) (Cross and Freeman, 2009).  
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3.8.1 Environmental and economic benefits 

Heat pumps provide significant energy savings and environmental benefits. The use of a GHP for heating 
reduces energy consumption by more than 75% compared to electric baseboard heating and between 30% 
and 60% relative to other methods of heating and cooling such as natural gas (Duffield and Sass, 2003). 
Recognizing the benefit of reduced energy demand, many utilities have subsidized the installation of GHPs to 
help reduce peak demand for electric power. This has further allowed utilities to avoid or postpone 
construction of new power plants (Duffield and Sass, 2003).  

While the environmental impact of installing GHP systems is minimal, the environmental benefits stem from 
the displacement of fossil fuel consumption for providing heat. For instance, in the case where a GHP system 
replaces heat from an electric baseboard heater, every MWt generated onsite displaces at least three MWt 
generated at a coal-fired power plant due to efficiency and transmission losses. The environmental benefits 
will vary depending on which fuel source is being displaced; however, using coal as an example, every MWh 
of thermal energy from coal displaced by GHPs reduces emissions of carbon dioxide by approximately 1 ton.  

Economically, GHPs are a labor-intensive technology to manufacture and install, with each installation 
requiring 24 hours of manufacturing labor and 32 hours of installation labor. For every 18 installations, one 
permanent job is created (Cross and Freeman, 2009). As a result, direct employment in GHP manufacturing 
alone amounted to 1,832 full-time-equivalent jobs in 2009 (EIA, 2010c). Using the ratio of one job per 18 
installations and data for total GHP shipments originating in and delivered to states in the US, we estimate 
that the GHP industry as a whole supported over 22,600 domestic jobs in 2009 (EIA, 2010b). While GHPs are 
being installed all across the country, it is notable that the midwestern and southern regions are home to the 
major GHP manufacturers and have more personnel trained in GHP installation and maintenance than any 
other region (Cross and Freeman, 2009). Even though Kentucky ranked ninth in imports of GHP units in 2009, 
not a single GHP manufacturer resides in Kentucky (EIA, 2010b and c). 

3.8.2 Issues and challenges 

Despite steady growth, the GHP market still faces significant barriers in many states. These include high 
installation and capital costs, a lack of consumer awareness about the technology, and insufficient market 
delivery infrastructure (Cross and Freeman, 2009). GHP systems are generally more expensive than 
conventional heating and cooling systems due to the costs associated with installation of the ground 
connection. Overcoming the lack of consumer awareness can support the growth of the GHP market, thereby 
reducing installation and capital costs (Cross and Freeman, 2009). Additionally, integrating GHP installations 
into state weatherization programs and improving financial supports, particularly for low-income residents 
that would most benefit from geothermal heating, would broaden the potential consumer base for GHP. 

3.8.3 Prospects for geothermal heating in Kentucky 

Given that geothermal resources are available everywhere for installing GHP, Kentucky’s potential for 
reducing energy consumption and heating costs substantial, especially since Kentucky ranks eighth highest in 
energy consumption per capita (EIA, 2010d). Despite the need to improve energy efficiency and reduce per-
capita energy use, Kentucky has somewhat neglected the opportunities and benefits provided by GHP and 
geothermal generally (Beshear, 2008).  

Regardless of the lack of state support, Kentucky still ranked 5th in total energy consumption from 
geothermal resources and 12th in imports of GHP units in 2009 (EIA, 2011j; 2010b). This suggests strong 
market performance. However, Pennsylvania and Ohio each imported nearly double the number of GHP 
units as Kentucky, suggesting that Kentucky can do more to support additional growth in the GHP industry. 
Doing so would provide significant energy savings for Kentucky’s residents and businesses.  
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4. EXISTING POLICIES AFFECTING DISTRIBUTED RENEWABLE 
ENERGY IN KENTUCKY 

This section reviews the policies and incentives in place in Kentucky that support, or in some cases inhibit, the 
development of distributed renewable energy. The policies that currently have the greatest impact are the 
state net metering policy and interconnection standards. In addition, this section summarizes the few 
financial incentives available for supporting renewable energy. TVA’s Green Power Providers, Renewable 
Standard Offer, and EnergyRight Solutions Heat Pump program are also discussed.  

4.1 Net metering 

Net metering polices are “market-based incentives addressing the market barrier of project economics that 
exist for most high ‘initial’ cost renewable energy technologies” whose purpose is to “create incentives for 
private investment in distributed energy technologies by providing value to the electricity generation that 
exceeds the customer’s own electricity demand” (Doris et al., 2009, p. 1). Net metering policies place limits 
on distributed electricity generation and set rules for compensating owners of these systems.  

Net metering is one of the most important policy drivers for distributed renewable energy systems because it 
enables system owners to recover some of their investment through savings on their electricity bill (Coughlin 
and Cory, 2009). Typical implementation is simple. A utility customer’s billing meter runs backward as 
electricity is generated and exported to the grid, and runs forward as electricity is consumed from the grid. At 
the end of a billing period, the customer receives a bill for the net electricity, which is the amount of 
electricity consumed less the amount produced and exported into the grid (Price and Margolis, 2010). 

Forty-three states in the US have adopted net metering policies, including Kentucky (IREC, 2012a). The 
policies vary in regard to capacity limits, the type of utilities to which the policy applies, and the technologies 
eligible for net metering. Each of these factors plays a role in the degree to which distributed energy can 
contribute to diversifying a state’s energy portfolio and achieving renewable energy goals. 

Capacity limits tend to restrict the usefulness of net metering policies more than either of the other two 
factors. The limits set the maximum capacity allowed for an individual net-metered system as well as the 
total amount of distributed energy capacity that utilities are required to connect. In many states, such as 
West Virginia and Pennsylvania, capacity limits vary by sector, with higher limits for industrial customers and 
lower limits for residential customers. Some states like Kentucky have lower overall ‘aggregate’ capacity 
limits, while other states have higher limits or even no limit at all, as is the case with Ohio (IREC, 2012a). 

Other policy elements may include a determination of how excess generation is handled when a customer’s 
system generates more electricity in a single month or year than the customer consumes, the ownership of 
RECs generated by the system, and whether individual electricity meters can be aggregated—a detail which 
addresses co-ownership of a distributed energy system and the distribution of benefits or credits.  

Kentucky’s net metering policy is structured as follows:  

 Eligible technologies:  Solar PV, wind, biomass, biogas, and small hydroelectric 
 Applicable utilities:  IOUs and RECCs, but not munis 
 Applicable sectors:  Residential, commercial, industrial 
 Single-system capacity limit: 30 kW 
 Aggregate capacity limit:  1% of a utility’s single-hour peak load during the previous year 
 Excess generation:  Credited to customer’s bill at retail rate, carries over indefinitely 
 REC ownership:   Customer owns the RECs 
 Meter aggregation:  Not addressed 
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As compared to numerous other states, Kentucky’s net metering policy can be regarded as only minimally 
supportive of distributed energy development. The main concern about the policy is that the low capacity 
limit, both for individual systems and in the aggregate, limits the development of larger systems as well as 
the growth of distributed renewable energy.  

First, the 30 kW limit on individual systems restricts the development of certain technologies such as small 
hydroelectric systems that can range from less than 1 kW to as large as 20 MW, LFGTE systems that are often 
developed in the range of 1-10 MW, and CHP systems that generate excess electricity beyond what is 
consumed onsite. The capacity limit, combined with a lack of policy addressing meter aggregation, also 
potentially restricts opportunities for the development of community-owned distributed energy systems, 
which can be larger than 30 kW. For instance, community-owned wind farms, whether consisting of small or 
large wind turbines, are defined as having a total capacity of less than 30 MW (Windustry, 2010). Community-
owned commercial and industrial-scale solar systems are also restricted by the 30 kW capacity limit. 

Second, the aggregate capacity limit of 1% of a utility’s single-hour peak load severely limits the potential for 
distributed energy to contribute to renewable energy development in Kentucky because the nature of the 
resource requires development to be “widely distributed and relatively small in scale” (Beshear, 2008, p. 32).  

4.2 Interconnection standards 

Interconnection standards govern the manner in which non-utility electric power generators connect to the 
electrical grid. The model set of standards for distributed energy is series IEEE 1547—“Standard for 
Distributed Resources Interconnected with Electric Power Systems.” The base standard details the 
requirements relating to the access, performance, operation, testing, safety considerations, and maintenance 
of the grid interconnection. Additional standards in this series address interconnection system testing, 
applications, monitoring, information exchange and control, intentional islanding, and network systems 
(NREL, 2009b). 

Some in the distributed energy industry have identified utility opposition to grid interconnection as the 
greatest barrier to the development of distributed generation technologies in some states: 

Historically, utilities have made it difficult for distributed generation to connect to their distribution 
lines…[and] have done so both to protect their monopoly as well as through concern (legitimate or 
otherwise) about the safety of connecting independent power generation of any size to the grid 
(Kubert and Sinclair, 2009, p. 27).  

Additionally, “some [electric] utilities…place overly conservative restrictions on interconnected systems, 
creating added costs that may make an installation economically unfeasible” (NREL, 2009b, unnumbered). 
Such costs may include high costs for liability insurance, safety equipment, and/or grid or line upgrades. 
Smaller projects, which are more likely under restrictive capacity limits, are also more likely to fail due to 
higher cost requirements and restrictions. Larger projects are more likely to succeed since they benefit from 
economies of scale and can therefore absorb higher interconnection costs.  

Kentucky’s current interconnection standards include the following elements:  

 Eligible technologies:  Solar photovoltaics, wind, biomass, biogas, small hydroelectric 

 Applicable utilities:  IOUs, RECCs, but not municipal utilities 

 System capacity limit:  30 kW 

 Net metering:   Required 

 REC ownership:   Customer retains RECs 

 Larger systems:    may interconnect only after approval from the PSC Siting Board 
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In 2008, USEPA assessed the status of interconnection standards in all 50 states and graded each state’s 
standards according to their “friendliness” to distributed generation based on four categories: “favorable,” 
“unfavorable,” “neutral,” and “no policy in place.” Of the 32 states that had interconnection standards in 
place, five had unfavorable policies, and Kentucky was among the five (USEPA, 2008). An unfavorable 
designation by USEPA means that a state’s policy included restrictive requirements such as allowing only 
small units to interconnect, having high liability insurance requirements, requiring owners and operators of 
distributed energy systems to pay large interconnection study fees, and inclusion of other burdensome 
requirements (USEPA, 2008). Another key issue associated with Kentucky’s standards, not addressed by 
USEPA, includes the omission of CHP and LFGTE as eligible technologies. The persistence of each of these 
barriers resulted in Kentucky’s standards receiving a grade of “F” in a report by the Network for New Energy 
Choices, which was co-authored by the Interstate Renewable Energy Council (IREC) and others (Network for 
New Energy Choices, 2011). Overall, Kentucky’s current interconnection standards restrict the 
interconnection, and therefore the development of distributed renewable energy systems in Kentucky. 

4.3 Financial incentives provided by the Commonwealth 

Kentucky offers a few financial supports for renewable energy. Two corporate incentives will help 
commercial- and industrial-scale distributed energy projects, while the third supports smaller customer-
owned distributed renewable energy systems. The state does not currently have any other programs or 
incentives in place that support distributed renewable energy development. The strongest financial 
incentives and programs in the state are offered by TVA, which accounts for only 25% of the total electricity 
generated in the state and is not regulated by PSC. Overall, Kentucky’s fiscal and programmatic support for 
renewable energy, particularly distributed energy systems, is substantially less than the level of support 
provided in many other states in Appalachia (see Section 5.5). However, TVA’s programs do provide an in-
state working model of how certain state-level programs could be structured and how successful they can be. 

4.3.1 Tax exemption for large-scale renewable energy projects 

The Incentives for Energy Independence Act was established in 2007 to promote the development of 
renewable energy and alternative fuel facilities, energy efficient buildings, alternative fuel vehicles, research 
and development activities, and other energy initiatives. For renewable energy facilities, the Act provides 
incentives to companies that build or renovate facilities that utilize renewable energy. The Act defines a 
renewable energy facility as one that generates at least 50 kW of electricity from solar power or at least 1 
MW from LFG, wind, biomass, hydropower, or similar renewable resources. The electricity must be sold to an 
unrelated party. The minimum capital expenditure must be $1 million, which is defined to include various 
non-capital costs such as labor. The available tax incentives include a sales tax exemption of up to 100% of 
the Kentucky sales and use tax paid on materials, machinery, and equipment used to construct, retrofit, or 
upgrade an eligible project; a corporate income and limited liability entity tax exemption of up to 100%; and 
a tax credit of 4% of the total gross wages paid by the company’s employees. 

4.3.2 Corporate renewable energy tax credit 

In April 2008, Kentucky established a 30% state income tax credit for certain solar, wind, and geothermal 
installations on single- or multi-family residences and on commercial property. The applicable corporate 
sectors include the commercial, industrial, and agricultural sectors. Eligible technologies include passive and 
active solar space heat, solar water heat, combination active solar space heat and water heat, solar PV, wind, 
and GHPs. The incentive amounts to $3 per W of installed solar PV and 30% of eligible costs for the other 
technologies. This would appear to be a strong incentive; however, the maximum incentive for solar and 
wind installations is capped at $1,000 per taxpayer for multi-family residential units and commercial 
properties. It is also capped at $500 for single-family residential units and $250 for GHP investments. The 
credit is set to expire in 2015. 
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4.3.3 Personal renewable energy tax credit 

Finally, Kentucky offers a personal renewable energy tax credit that is similar to the corporate credit. The 
same eligible technologies apply, but eligible sectors include residential and multi-family residential. The 
structure of the incentive is the same as for the corporate credit: $3 per W for solar PV and 30% of eligible 
costs for all other technologies. The personal credit is more limited than the corporate credit, as it limits the 
maximum incentive to $500 for solar and wind technologies (the incentive for GHPs is unchanged, at $250). 
Due to the low cap, the tax credit will have little impact on the cost of installing solar and wind technologies 
on residential properties. For instance, an incentive of $500 will only reduce the cost of an average 2 kW solar 
PV system by 4%. This tax credit is also set to expire in 2015. 

4.4 Tennessee Valley Authority 

TVA offers a number of programs and incentives for supporting distributed renewable energy development 
of various types, including both electricity generating technologies and heating systems. TVA’s two strongest 
programs are the Green Power Providers program and the Renewable Standard Offer.  

4.4.1 Green Power Providers 

TVA’s Generation Partners Program was developed in 2003 as a pilot program aimed at supporting 
residential, commercial, nonprofit, and government installations of small-scale renewable energy systems.18 
Due to its success over the first eight years, TVA is revising the program in 2012 and changing its name to the 
Green Power Providers program. Eligible technologies include solar PV, wind, biomass, and low-impact 
hydroelectric, and the eligible system size ranges from 500 W to 50 kW (TVA, 2011).  

The program works similar to a feed-in tariff (FIT), which guarantees a standard rate for electricity generated 
by customer-owned renewable energy systems. In this sense it is a performance-based incentive (PBI). 
Participants who want to install renewable energy systems must apply and be accepted into the program. 
Under the new program, once an application is approved, the participant signs a 20-year contract with TVA. 
This provides a period long enough to cover the expected life of the renewable energy system, while allowing 
customers to more easily attain financing for their projects.  

For the first 10 years of the contract, participants in the program sell their excess renewable energy (what the 
customer does not consume themselves) to TVA—via their electricity distribution company—at 12 cents per 
kWh above the retail rate for solar PV systems and 3 cents per kWh above retail for all other eligible 
technologies. In other words, if the retail rate were 10 cents per kWh, participants would receive a credit on 
their bill of 22 cents per kWh for electricity generated from solar PV and 13 cents per kWh for electricity from 
other sources. The customer’s electricity distributor may choose to carry over each month’s credit to the next 
bill and make a lump sum payment for the cumulative credit at the end of 12 months. After the initial 10 
years, TVA will pay only the retail rate of electricity (TVA, 2011).  

TVA also provides participants with an initial payment of $1,000 to help offset the upfront costs of purchasing 
and installing the system. Participants therefore benefit from the initial payment, the energy payment from 
TVA, and the reduction in costs for electricity consumed from the grid. TVA retains rights to ownership of the 
RECs generated by the system and therefore the revenues generated from the sale of the RECs.  

Worldwide, FITs are proving to be the most effective policy tools for driving distributed renewable energy 
development, as 64% of the world’s wind power and nearly 90% of the world’s solar power development 
have been attributed to the existence of a FIT (Farrell, 2011d). FITs are discussed in detail in Section 5. 

                                                             

18 It should be noted that the program’s impact in Kentucky is restricted to customers that account for only 25% of the state’s total electricity consumption. 
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4.4.2 Renewable Standard Offer 

Since the Green Power Providers program is limited to renewable energy projects with no more than 50 kW 
of capacity, TVA offers a Renewable Standard Offer program for developers of larger projects. To be eligible, 
projects must be located in the Tennessee Valley region and have a capacity between 50 kW and 20 MW. 
Eligible technologies include solar PV, wind, biomass gasification, biomass direct combustion, methane 
recovery, and biomass co-firing of 50% or more biomass. The project must be interconnected to a TVA power 
distributor’s or TVA’s electric system. In total, the program is set to allow no more than 100 MW for all 
projects, with no single fuel type contribution more than 50% of the total (TVA, 2012).  

The “standard offer” represents a performance-based electricity tariff. Participants receive a seasonal and 
time-of-day payment for the electricity their systems generate. As a result, because cost of generation for 
TVA are higher during periods of peak demand, projects that operate during peak hours such as solar PV 
receive higher prices during these periods. The guaranteed base price is 3.79 cents per kWh above retail rate 
(13.79 cents per kWh total), increasing up to 15.96 cents per kWh during peak seasons and hours (25.96 
cents per kWh total). The base rate increases 3% per year and contract terms are 20 years. As with the Green 
Power Providers program, TVA retains ownership of all RECs. 

4.4.3 EnergyRight Solutions Heat Pump Plan 

TVA also offers an EnergyRight Solutions Heat Pump Plan that provides financing to promote the installation 
of high efficiency GHPs in homes and small businesses (IREC, 2012b). Installation, performance, and 
weatherization standards ensure the appropriate sizing of equipment and operation of the system. TVA 
maintains a contractor network to help customers choose an installer. Through a third-party lender, TVA 
provides on-bill financing for residential heat pumps with repayment on the customer’s electric bill and a 
term of up to 10 years. The programs are independently administered by the local power companies served 
by TVA. The loans are offered at rates of 6-8%, depending on the utility, with the maximum loan of $10,000 
for single heat pump units and $12,500 for multiple units (IREC, 2012b) 

4.5 Conclusion 

Kentucky offers very few incentives for promoting the expansion of distributed renewable energy. While the 
existing incentives do offer a small degree of support, they are set to expire in 2015 and there is no 
guarantee that they will be reauthorized. Additionally, the use of tax credits for incentives is problematic in 
that it eliminates any non-taxable entity from access to the incentive, including municipal or county 
governments, tribal entities, nonprofit organizations, and cooperatives.  

To provide long-term support for distributed renewable energy, and therefore ensure that the economic 
and environmental benefits will continue to grow, Kentucky should look beyond tax incentives and 
implement more effective and stable policies while improving the existing policies governing 
interconnection and net metering.  

The most effective programs in the state are currently provided by TVA and have met with great success. 
However, as described in Section 5.2, even TVA’s Green Power Provider and Renewable Standard Offer 
programs can be improved upon through the implementation of a statewide FIT. There are additional policy 
options available to Kentucky—such as a statewide REPS—that can complement a FIT and provide even 
greater long-term support for distributed renewable energy development. 
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5. POLICY OPTIONS FOR KENTUCKY 

There are many policy options available to Kentucky that would bolster the development of distributed 
renewable energy. This section details some of the more effective policy options available, each of which has 
been implemented in other states. These policies address specific barriers to distributed renewable energy 
development. For instance, a RPS addresses economic and political barriers to renewable energy 
development by requiring a certain level of development from renewable resources over a specified period 
of time. FITs help overcome barriers related to the valuation of renewable energy generation and the 
economic feasibility of developing distributed systems. Additional barriers associated with developing larger 
and more technologically diverse systems are addressed through net metering and interconnection 
standards. Finally, financial incentives such as tax credits, grants, and rebates help reduce upfront costs.  

The recommended policies represent reasonable options for Kentucky. They can be implemented 
individually. However, each of the described policies was chosen with the aim of offering a suite of 
complementary policies that, if implemented together, would provide strong and comprehensive support for 
distributed renewable energy development in Kentucky. Other states in the US have established or are 
establishing far more aggressive policies than those recommended in this section.  

5.1 Renewable energy portfolio standard with distributed generation requirement 

RPSs are one of the stronger policy options for supporting the development of renewable energy and have 
driven large-scale renewable energy development in the US (Wiser et al., 2010). A RPS requires electric 
utilities to purchase or generate a growing quantity of renewable energy over time. The programs typically 
include a compliance schedule that sets low short-term targets and increases the target level periodically 
until achieving an ultimate target by a defined date.  

For instance, North Carolina’s RPS, established in 2007, requires that all IOUs selling electricity to in-state 
customers supply 3% of that electricity from renewable energy sources by 2012, 6% by 2015, 10% by 2018, 
and finally 12.5% by 2021. Up to 25% of a utility’s requirement may be met with energy efficiency, including 
CHP powered by non-renewable fuels. Electric cooperatives and municipal utilities are only required to meet 
an overall target of 10% by 2018, and they may satisfy the requirement using only demand-side management 
or energy efficiency if they choose. 

As of late 2010, 29 states plus the District of Columbia had implemented a RPS with mandatory targets, while 
another eight states had set voluntary goals (see Figure 14). Some states such as North Carolina combined 
renewable energy goals with energy efficiency targets, while other states such as West Virginia allow 
“alternative” energy sources—such as coal-fired power plants retrofitted with carbon capture and storage 
technology—to be developed in order to meet a portion of the RPS goals. Most RPSs were originally intended 
to be technology-neutral, promoting competition among various technologies and allowing the lowest-cost 
technologies to succeed. Because of this market-based approach, large-scale wind power has been 
developed at a much faster pace than other technologies (Wiser et al., 2010). In response, many states have 
adopted policies that support a greater diversity in renewable energy development.  

Two RPS design options are being used to encourage or require greater renewable resource diversity. These 
options can be incorporated exclusively or in combination with each other. The first option is to provide 
credit multipliers that give solar and/or other customer-sited renewable energy systems additional credit 
toward meeting compliance obligations. For instance, utilities in Washington State that own, purchase, or 
have contracted the RECs from distributed renewable energy generation receive double compliance credit 
for every MWh generated. While credit multipliers provide an incentive to pursue distributed energy, 
evidence suggests they often fail to overcome the higher cost of small-scale technologies, and have therefore 
been unsuccessful in encouraging distributed energy (Kubert and Sinclair, 2009).  
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The second and most common option is to incorporate a “set-aside” or “carve-out” into the RPS requiring a 
portion of the renewable energy percentage to come from solar-based technologies or other distributed 
generation resources. Solar set-asides have been instituted in 14 states, and another four states have set-
asides for a combination of distributed renewable energy technologies (see Figure 14). Appalachian examples 
include: Pennsylvania (0.5% of generation from solar PV by 2021), Ohio (0.5% solar PV by 2024), and 
Maryland (2% solar PV by 2022).  

According to Wiser et al. (2010): 

The design of solar and distributed generation set-asides varies widely across states. Design 
variations reflect the differing objectives of state policymakers, state-specific political exigencies, and 
electricity market designs and regulatory frameworks. As a result, a patchwork of solar support 
policies exists, demonstrating both a range of design choices available to policymakers, and how 
those design choices can impact policy outcomes (p. iii). 

Set-asides for solar and other distributed renewable energy generation create domestic, in-state markets for 
distributed generation that support more local ownership and in-state economic value (Farrell, 2011a). In 
states with only a solar set-aside, markets are created where SRECs can be bought and sold at the going 
market rate. Customer-owned solar PV or, in some cases, solar hot water systems generate an SREC for every 
MWh the system generates. Owners can sell the RECs to earn additional revenue that increases the return on 
their investment. By purchasing SRECs, electric utilities earn credits toward meeting their RPS obligations.  

Due to the combination of solar and distributed generation set-asides, new revenue streams resulting from 
SREC markets, and the rapid decline in solar PV costs, the US has experienced strong growth in the solar 
market in recent years: 

In each year from 2005-2009, between 65% and 81% of the annual grid-connected PV capacity 
additions in the US outside of California occurred in states with active or impending 
solar/[distributed generation] set-aside obligations. In aggregate, from 2000 through 2009, more 
than 250 MW of [solar] PV capacity is estimated to have been brought on-line to meet state-level 
solar or [distributed generation] set-asides (Wiser et al., 2010, p. iii). 

This growth suggests that set-asides play a key role in supporting the development of distributed energy such 
as solar PV. The strongest growth associated with set-asides through 2009 has occurred in New Jersey (101 
MW), Colorado (46 MW), Arizona (36 MW), New York (22 MW), and Nevada (19 MW) (Wiser et al., 2010). 
Analysis further suggests that existing RPS set-aside requirements alone would lead to the installation of 
more than 8 GW of cumulative installed solar capacity by 2025 (Wiser and Barbose, 2008). 

Kentucky is one of 13 states without either a mandatory or voluntary RPS. However, HB 167—the CEOA, 
introduced to the Kentucky Legislature in 2012 but not adopted, would have set mandatory targets for both 
renewable energy and energy efficiency, while also establishing both a solar carve-out and a low-income 
residential efficiency target. It would also have established guidelines for a FIT requirement (Kentucky 
Legislative Research Commission, 2012a). The details of the CEOA and its potential economic impacts are 
presented in the Spotlight section on the CEOA (which follows Figure 14). 
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Figure 14: Policy design and targets for renewable energy portfolio standards in the US in 2011 

 
Source: IREC (2012c). Notes: Many states have more nuanced programs than suggested by this map. Some require different compliance targets depending on the type of utility. The map 
presents the maximum required target, which is usually required of IOUs. Some states such as Pennsylvania allow non-renewable energy sources to constitute a certain percentage, and 
West Virginia allows 100% of compliance targets to be met with non-renewable sources. Additionally, the map only shows total targets and excludes carve-outs for solar and distributed 
generation. It also excludes information on whether solar water heating qualifies as an eligible technology, or whether states provide multiplier credits for preferred technologies. 
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Spotlight: The Clean Energy Opportunity Act  

Bill number:  House Bill 167 

Sponsors:  Representatives Mary Lou Marzian, Rita Smart, and Jim Wayne 

Purpose: “To promote energy independence and security by diversifying the 
portfolio of energy sources used for generating electricity for Kentucky 
electric customers; stabilize long-term energy prices and encourage 
economic growth; and create high-quality jobs, training, business, and 
investment opportunities in the Kentucky energy sector.” 

Eligible technologies: Solar PV, concentrated solar thermal, solar hot water, geothermal, wind, 
low-impact biomass, hydro, anaerobic digestion, CHP from renewable 
sources, and landfill gas 

Applicable utilities: IOUs, RECCs, municipal utilities 

Solar carve-out: Supply 0.25% of each utility’s retail electricity sales with eligible solar 
technologies in 2014, rising to 1% by 2022 with interim compliance targets 
set for 2017 and 2020. 

Requirements:   The following table details the annual compliance targets established in 
the CEOA. The baseline to be used is the average of the total kWh sold to 
retail electricity customers during the two years prior to the target year.    

Year  

Renewable energy  

(% generated) 

Solar carve-out  

(% generated) 

Energy efficiency  

(% savings) 
Low-income residential 
efficiency (% savings) 

2014 2.25 0.25 0.25 0.01 

2015 2.25 
 

0.75 0.03 

2016 2.25 
 

1.50 0.06 

2017 5.50 0.50 2.50 0.10 

2018 5.50 
 

3.75 0.14 

2019 5.50 
 

5.00 0.19 

2020 9.25 0.75 6.50 0.25 

2021 9.25 
 

8.25 0.31 

2022 12.50 1.00 10.25 0.39 

Source: Kentucky Legislative Research Commission (2012a). 

Potential benefits:  

A recent analysis of the CEOA estimates the net impacts that would result from its implementation 
through 2022 as compared to the business-as-usual (BAU) scenario. The study found the net 
benefits to include a more diverse electricity resource portfolio, significant energy efficiency 
reductions at a low cost, annual electricity bills that are 8-10% lower than under BAU, and the net 
addition of 28,000 annual job-years, $1.1 billion in personal income, and $1.5 billion in gross state 
product by 2022 (Hornby et al., 2012).  
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5.2 Implement a feed-in tariff  

A FIT is an energy supply policy that offers a guarantee of payments to renewable energy developers for the 
electricity they produce. FITs are an advanced form of PBI, where a payment is awarded for the actual 
electricity produced. The payments are generally provided through long-term contracts set over a period of 
15-20 years. FIT rates are typically determined based on the technology, system size, and project location. 
Rates can be based on: the actual levelized cost of generation from the renewable energy system, which 
awards payments sufficient to ensure the profitability of the system; the utility’s avoided costs, either in real 
time or according to projected fossil fuel prices; or offered as a fixed-price incentive that is established 
arbitrarily and without regard to levelized project costs or avoided costs (Rickerson et al., 2008).  

FITs can be implemented to support all renewable technologies and are often aimed more directly at 
distributed energy systems. Provided the payment levels are differentiated appropriately, FITs can increase 
development in a number of different technology types over a wide geographic area, while contributing to 
local job creation and helping to stabilize electricity prices. Other potential benefits include support for 
community ownership of energy production and revitalizing rural areas (Rickerson et al., 2008). 

As a result of the success of FITs in Europe and around the world, a number of US states have considered or 
implemented FITs, and several utilities such as TVA have launched utility-specific FIT programs. A model 
example is Vermont’s Standard Offer program. In 2009, Vermont established the first comprehensive FIT 
program in the US. The program currently provides payments based on the levelized cost of generation after 
accounting for tax and other financial incentives, while also guaranteeing a return on investment. The 
aggregate capacity limit is 50 MW, and the project limit is 2.2 MW. In 2011, contracted distributed renewable 
energy projects generated up to 2,000 MWh and earned up to $300,000 per month (VermontSPEED, 2012).  

Well-designed FITs provide a cost-efficient method for fostering rapid development of renewable energy. 
They offer long-term certainty of payment terms and transparent contracts that help minimize administrative 
and regulatory barriers, can be fine-tuned to encourage particular technologies or project sizes, and can be 
adapted to match different electricity market structures (Rickerson et al., 2008). Two good examples of 
tailoring FITs to achieve separate goals include TVA’s Green Power Provider’s program for smaller-scale 
distributed renewable energy projects, and its Renewable Standard Offer program for medium-scale projects.  

FITs do have a few disadvantages. For instance, they do not directly address the high up-front costs of 
projects, and their impact on electricity rates is not well understood (Rickerson et al., 2008). However, the 
following best practices can help to ensure the success, cost efficiency, and overall performance of FITs:  

 a minimum program duration of five years; 
 long-term contracts of 15-20 years to provide investment security and a lower levelized project cost; 
 payment levels based on the levelized cost of generation to ensure a modest profit for developers; 
 tariff degression (incremental payment decreases) to account for future cost decreases; 
 payment levels differentiated by technology, project size, and resource quality; 
 incorporation of the added costs of the FIT policy into the electricity rate base; and 
 streamlined permitting processes to reduce barriers and transaction costs (Rickerson et al., 2008). 

The CEOA (HB 167) would have established a FIT for Kentucky that addresses each key element outlined 
above.19 The combination of a RPS with a solar carve-out and a FIT would help ensure that Kentucky can 
meet the renewable energy requirements set by the legislation while supporting local economic 
development and the diversification of the state’s energy portfolio.  

                                                             

19 The CEOA would have required the PSC to “develop guidelines for a tariff to be filed by each retail electric supplier establishing the interconnection procedures 
and rate at which an eligible electric generating facility will be compensated for renewable electricity generated and fed into the distribution system or 
transmission grid of that retail electric supplier” (Kentucky Legislative Research Commission, 2012a). 
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5.3 Strengthen the state net metering law 

Net metering is one of the most important laws for distributed renewable energy systems because it enables 
system owners to recover some of their investment through savings on their electricity bill (Coughlin and 
Cory, 2009). As described in Section 4.1, compared to many other states, Kentucky’s net metering law is only 
minimally supportive of distributed energy development because of its low capacity limits and other factors. 
The effectiveness of the law could be improved by significantly increasing the capacity limit for both 
individual systems and in the aggregate.  

The capacity limits set by other states vary widely. Some states limit individual system capacities to around 
the same level as Kentucky, while other states have higher limits ranging from 1-20 MW. Arizona, Colorado, 
and Ohio have not set capacity limits, at least for IOUs. Legislation was introduced in the Kentucky Legislature 
in 2012 to address this issue, but like the CEOA was not adopted. HB 187, sponsored by Representative Jim 
Wayne, would have revised Kentucky’s net metering law by expanding the capacity limit for individual 
distributed energy systems to 2 MW (Kentucky Legislative Research Commission, 2012b). Such a limit would 
bring Kentucky’s capacity limit in-line with many other states that have set similar limits, while allowing more 
flexibility in financing and constructing eligible systems. The bill did not address the aggregate capacity limit.  

5.4 Upgrade the state’s interconnection standards 

As described in Section 4.2, Kentucky’s interconnection standards were found in both a 2008 review by 
USEPA and a 2011 report by the Network for New Energy Choices to be unfavorable to distributed energy 
generation, meaning that they include requirements that restrict or limit the connection of distributed 
energy systems to the grid (USEPA, 2008). A key issue that was not addressed in the 2008 review is the 
omission of CHP and LFGTE as eligible technologies. This section details model standards that could be 
implemented in Kentucky and remove barriers to distributed energy. 

According to USEPA, utility interconnection can be a critical component of a successful distributed energy 
project, as it enables a facility to: (1) purchase power from the grid to supply supplemental power as needed; 
(2) sell excess power to the utility; and (3) maintain grid frequency and voltage stability (USEPA, 2007). USEPA 
recommends standardized interconnection rules to encourage distributed energy development, reduce 
uncertainty, and “obtain the benefits that clean distributed generation can provide without compromising 
grid safety or reliability” (USEPA, 2007, unnumbered). The recommended rules are as follows:  

 establish clear and uniform processes and technical requirements for connecting distributed 
generation systems to the electric utility grid;  

 ensure consistent costs of interconnection throughout a grid or state that are appropriate given the 
size, nature and scope of a particular distributed energy project;  

 provide developers a level of certainty about the time and costs involved in the application process 
and the technical requirements for interconnection; and 

 ensure that project interconnection meets the safety and reliability needs of both the energy end-
user and the utility (USEPA, 2007). 

Finally, USEPA outlines a number of best practices, based on standard interconnection rules implemented in 
various states, which balance the concerns and needs of utilities, developers/owners, and the public (USEPA, 
2007). These will not be discussed in this report but are available on USEPA’s website. However, there are A 
few examples of model interconnection standards that are useful to highlight.  

In 1999, New York was one of the first states to issue standard interconnection requirements for distributed 
generation systems. The initial requirements were limited to systems rated up to 300 kW and connected to 
radial distribution systems. They were then modified to include interconnection to radial and secondary 
distribution networks for systems with capacities of up to 2 MW.  
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Additionally, in 2002, Massachusetts created and adopted a Model Interconnection Tariff that simplifies the 
interconnection approval procedure for systems less than 25 kW, eliminates all fees, and ensures a 15-day 
turn-around on processing applications. Texas has gone even further by adopting rules that apply to systems 
smaller than 10 MW. To streamline the interconnection process, systems are pre-screened based on the size 
of the equipment and the relative size of the system to the load on the feeder line. Other states with model 
interconnection standards include California, Ohio, and Pennsylvania (USEPA, 2007). 

5.5 Provide more effective financial incentives  

As described in Section 4.3, compared to other states in the US and Appalachia, Kentucky offers very few 
incentives for distributed renewable energy, and even the existing incentives have little impact on 
development. Additionally, non-taxable entities are not eligible for the incentives. Stronger financial 
incentives for distributed renewable energy, combined with other policy programs such as a FIT, would 
provide long-term support for distributed renewable energy. This section describes various incentive options 
that Kentucky could implement and provides a few examples of incentives in other states. It does not 
recommend specific incentive rates or amounts; however, for any of these programs or incentives to be 
effective, they must be tailored to the unique circumstances in Kentucky. 

5.5.1 Tax credits and exemptions 

Options for direct financial incentives include tax credits and exemptions, PBIs, grants, rebates, and low-
interest loans. Two predominant tax credits include investment tax credits (ITCs) and production tax credits 
(PTCs). Each reduces the cost of purchasing and installing distributed energy systems through a credit on the 
owners’ personal or corporate state income taxes. ITCs help reduce the upfront cost of the system, while 
PTCs are claimed on an annual basis and based on the energy generated each year (Kubert and Sinclair, 
2009). While both incentives are beneficial, the ITC is more effective because it helps address the potential 
barrier of high up-front capital costs for distributed energy systems. ITCs for residential systems are often 
capped at relatively low amounts, in the range of thousands of dollars, and may vary according to specific 
technologies. For instance, North Carolina offers a personal ITC for solar PV systems rated at 35% of the 
system cost and capped at $10,500, while for other technologies the incentive is $1,400 (IREC, 2012d). 

Two other common direct incentives are sales tax and property tax exemptions. Twenty-six states, including 
Kentucky, offer state sales tax exemptions on the purchase of renewable energy systems. Sales tax 
exemptions serve the same purpose as ITCs in that they reduce the up-front cost of developing distributed 
energy systems (Kubert and Sinclair, 2009). Kentucky’s incentive for residential installations is capped at 
$500, while New York, for comparison, has no cap. A number of states also offer property tax exemptions 
based on the installed value of renewable energy systems. Nevada and Colorado, among others, provide for a 
100% property tax exemption, with eligible sectors differing from state to state.  

The issue of non-taxable entities being unable to benefit from renewable incentives is being addressed in at 
least 20 states, each of which has authorized third-party power purchase agreements (PPAs) between private 
investors and non-taxable entities. All sectors can use the third-party PPAs, including homeowners, 
businesses, utilities, and state and local governments. These PPAs are described as follows: 

In a third-party ownership PPA model, one party hosts a PV system on his or her property and a solar 
developer purchases, installs, owns, operates, and maintains the system. In the residential sector, it 
is the homeowner that hosts and does not purchase or own the PV system, and instead buys the 
electricity produced by the PV system under a long-term PPA. In exchange for signing the PPA, the 
homeowner avoids paying for the PV system up front and usually is not responsible for the operation 
and maintenance of the system. The PPA provider receives the monthly cash flows in the form of 
power sales and the fully monetized tax benefits (Price and Margolis, 2010). 
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Other solutions exist. For instance, North Carolina’s renewable energy tax credit statute was amended in 
2007 to allow taxpayers who donate money to a nonprofit to help fund a renewable energy project to claim a 
tax credit. The donor is allowed to claim a share of the credit proportional to the project costs that the 
nonprofit could claim if the organization were subject to tax. A later statute established in 2008 applied this 
same mechanism to donations made to units of state and local governments (IREC, 2012d). 

5.5.2 Performance-based incentives 

PBIs are tied to system performance and actual energy generation rather than units of installed capacity or 
system cost. PBIs are paid over a fixed time period on a per-kWh basis. FITs and PTCs are examples of PBIs. As 
they are performance-based, PBIs encourage good system siting, the use of certified equipment, quality 
installations, and ongoing maintenance. PBIs can be tailored to reflect the “grid value” of a technology or 
system, with systems located in areas of high consumption receiving higher PBI rates due to the benefit of 
reducing stress on the distribution system during peak load periods (Kubert and Sinclair, 2009). 

One model PBI program is the California Solar Initiative (CSI), established in 2006. The CSI is a direct cash 
incentive program that has committed to provide over $3 billion for solar PV projects and install 3,000 MW of 
solar PV capacity by 2016. The program provides a PBI as either a lump-sum upfront payment (in the form of 
a rebate) valued based on expected performance (only available to systems less than 50 kW), or is paid out 
according to measured generation over the first five years of operation (Go Solar California, 2011).  

5.5.3 Grants, rebates, and low-interest loans 

In addition to tax incentives, many states offer cash grants, rebates, or low-interest loans for renewable 
energy installations. Grants are typically provided following an application process. For instance, New York 
offers grants for CHP systems that cover up to 50% of the project cost, with a maximum grant of $1 million.  

Rebates are one of the more common incentives and represent lump-sum payments that cover a portion of a 
project’s capital cost and are normally paid to the project owner upon installation. They are generally 
capacity-based subsidies, meaning the rebate amount is tied to the size of the system installed (Kubert and 
Sinclair, 2009). Both states and electric utilities offer rebates, although utility rebates are most often provided 
for energy efficiency improvements or equipment. A good model is Pennsylvania’s Sunshine Solar rebate 
program, which provides rebates to all sectors for the installation of solar PV, battery backup, and solar 
thermal, and provides a larger incentive for low-income installations. The residential rebate for solar PV is 
$750 per kW, and is capped at the lesser of $7,500 or 35% of installed costs. The commercial rate is $500-
$750 per kW, and is capped at the lesser of $52,500 or 35% of installed costs (DSIRE, 2012e). 

Direct loan programs are administered by state governments and are funded by state funds, issuance of a 
tax-exempt bond, or allocations from established public benefits funds (PBFs). Direct loan programs can take 
the form of a revolving loan fund, in which principal payments from one loan are used to make subsequent 
loans. Under a low-interest direct loan program, interest rates are set below interest rates offered by private 
lenders for similar projects. Because the program’s loan underwriting team have a significant understanding 
of the economics and risks of investments in renewable energy technologies, a state-supported loan program 
may be more likely than private lenders to finance renewable energy installations (Kubert and Sinclair, 2009).  

While there are numerous low-interest loan programs offered by states, a good model program offering low-
interest loans for solar energy systems is provided by MACED. MACED offers low-interest financing and 
technical support for the installation of solar water heating systems in Eastern Kentucky. MACED also offers 
loans to businesses to install renewable energy systems and energy efficiency improvements and to support 
the development of renewable energy businesses (Kentucky Solar, 2006).  
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PBFs, also known as clean energy funds, offer one mechanism for financing grant, rebate, and loan programs. 
These are special-purpose funds set up to support renewable energy or energy efficiency investments. They 
are often funded through a small surcharge on utility bills or are funded through a portion of the sales tax 
paid on renewable energy installations or from other tax sources. The revenues generated by a PBF are then 
distributed in the form of grants, loans, or rebates to support renewable energy and energy efficiency 
investments. PBFs support renewable energy and/or energy efficiency projects are in place in 16 states 
(Kubert and Sinclair, 2009). In total, state PBFs have invested over $2.7 billion in state funds to support 
renewable energy markets and have leveraged another $9.7 billion in additional federal and private 
investment, resulting in the development of over 72,000 projects in the US (Muro and Milford, 2012). 

Aside from generating funds for supporting clean energy investments, PBFs allow for the use of an equitable 
funding mechanism without depending upon an annual state budgeting process for continued funding. They 
also offer significant flexibility in how funds are applied to support renewable energy and energy efficiency, 
which allows the funds to respond to market opportunities and conditions (Kubert and Sinclair, 2009).  

5.6 Implement policies that maximize the sustainability and economic benefits of 
distributed renewable energy 

Finally, Kentucky should establish policies aimed at maximizing the sustainability (minimizing the 
environmental impact) and/or the economic benefits of distributed renewable energy. The following policies 
would achieve one or both of these goals and merely serve as a small sample of available policy options: 

1. Adopt the Kentucky Division of Forestry’s recommendations for the sustainable harvesting of 
woody biomass for energy production. Harvesting forests for bioenergy production can have 
negative impacts on the environment and the health of forests. Recognizing the opportunity to 
diversify Kentucky’s energy portfolio using forest biomass resources “while protecting water quality, 
improving air quality, creating jobs, increasing tax revenue, and improving [Kentucky’s] energy 
independence” (Kentucky Division of Forestry, 2011, p. 1), the Division of Forestry developed a set of 
recommendations for the sustainable harvesting of woody biomass for energy production. Codifying 
the Division’s recommendations in state law would help ensure the long-term health of Kentucky’s 
forests and promote the sustainable use of forest resources for economic development. 

2. Mandate that all new hydroelectric generating facilities receive LIHI certification. Hydroelectric 
plants can create pollution-free energy, but they can also produce significant adverse impacts on fish 
and wildlife and other resources. LIHI criteria cover eight areas that address key impacts of 
hydropower development. To minimize social, cultural and environmental impacts of new 
hydropower development, regardless of size, all new projects should receive LIHI certification. 

3. Establish output-based emissions regulations with a thermal credit for CHP. Output-based 
regulations encourage CHP development by relating emissions to the productive output of the 
energy-consuming process. Traditional emissions limits do not account for the pollution avoided by 
increasing process efficiency. By increasing fuel efficiency and producing both electrical and thermal 
energy, CHP actually reduces the amount of air pollution per unit of energy produced and consumed 
(USEPA, 2011e). Providing a thermal credit for these reduced emissions allows CHP operators to sell 
the credits on emissions cap-and-trade markets, thereby providing an incentive for CHP. 

4. Create policies supportive of community-owned renewable energy development. Policies could be 
modeled after the Minnesota’s Community-Based Energy Development (C-BED) and Maine's 
Community-Based Renewable Energy Act. Kentucky could require utilities to prioritize the purchase 
of electricity generated by community-owned energy facilities and give consumers the option to 
purchase power from these sources at a premium. Community-owned systems could be granted 
fixed-rate long-term PPAs to ensure economic stability and viability. Policies can also include funding 
or tax incentives specifically for community-owned distributed renewable energy development. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR OVERCOMING 
BARRIERS TO DISTRIBUTED GENERATION 

This report presents the difference between distributed and centralized energy generation, the economic 
and environmental benefits of distributed renewable energy generation, the vast renewable energy 
resources that are available in Kentucky, and the policy tools available to promote the development of these 
resources with distributed energy technologies. 

Governor Beshear’s 2008 energy plan cited the need to “improve the quality of life for all Kentuckians by 
simultaneously creating efficient energy solutions and strategies, protecting the environment, and creating a 
base for strong economic growth” (Beshear, 2008, p. ii). While the plan was never implemented, it cited 
Kentucky’s need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and diversify the state’s energy portfolio through the 
development of renewable energy. The plan recognized that Kentucky has sufficient supplies of renewable 
resources to contribute to a clean energy future; however, it asserted that Kentucky lacks significant utility-
scale renewable resources and that the majority of new renewable systems will be widely distributed and 
relatively small in scale. Kentucky’s ability to develop a substantial amount of renewable energy will 
therefore require developing distributed forms of renewable energy generation. 

Despite the recognition of the potential economic and environmental benefits that could result from 
distributed renewable energy development, Kentucky continues to rank poorly in terms of support and 
development of distributed renewable energy. As a result, Kentucky is falling behind other states in the US 
and Appalachia that are taking advantage of growing renewable energy markets. The reason is a lack of 
strong policy supports and incentives. However, achieving any future renewable energy goals will require 
aggressive state investments in renewable energy as well as the establishment of new policies specifically 
aimed at supporting distributed renewable energy technologies. Further, it will require the recognition and 
valuation of the economic and environmental benefits that distributed renewable energy can provide. 

6.1 The case for distributed renewable energy 

This report details a number of reasons why Kentucky should increase support for the development of 
distributed renewable energy in order to diversify its energy portfolio and shift away from centralized fossil 
fuel-based energy production. These include rising energy costs, an aging and inefficient electrical grid, the 
economic potential of distributed energy, and the impacts to public health and the environment associated 
with coal-fired electricity generation.  

One of the more immediate reasons for making the transition is to help stabilize energy prices and lower 
total energy costs for businesses and residents. Since 2005, as a result of Kentucky’s reliance of coal for 
electricity generation, electricity prices have increased by an average of 8% annually. This increase has been 
the direct result of an increase in the price of coal, which has risen by 10% annually. New cost pressures such 
as regulatory compliance costs and global competition for Appalachian coal are expected to accelerate the 
rising cost of coal and coal-fired electricity for Kentucky in the coming years. Because most renewable energy 
systems rely on free fuel, they can help stabilize energy costs.  

Stabilizing future energy costs, while significant, is only one of the many benefits that could be provided by a 
transition to distributed renewable energy. Additional potential benefits for Kentucky include: 

 the replacement of inefficient and occasionally unreliable centralized energy generation; 
 the addition of a significant amount of baseload power during times of peak load; 
 a reduction in the total value of subsidies required per unit of energy produced; 
 greater security against fossil fuel depletion; 
 reduced costs for new centralized generation, infrastructure, and pollution control; 
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 more efficient generation, transmission, and distribution of electricity; 
 increased energy security and grid security; 
 more rapid deployment than centralized generation; 
 diversification of Kentucky’s energy portfolio; 
 growth and diversification of state and local economies; and 
 significant environmental and public health improvements. 

The state’s current system of relying on large power plants to provide electricity and heat leaves Kentucky’s 
residents and businesses—and therefore the state’s economy—vulnerable to continued increases in energy 
costs. However, Kentucky has the resources to generate a substantial amount of electricity and heat from a 
wide variety of distributed renewable energy technologies. 

6.2 Opportunities for distributed renewable energy development in Kentucky 

Distributed renewable energy technologies, as they can harness a broader range of energy resources than 
centralized generation, can be used to diversify away from a heavy reliance on centralized generation and 
fossil fuels in Kentucky. The technologies examined in this report include: 

 solar PV; 
 solar heat and cooling systems; 
 small- and community-owned wind power; 
 forest biomass; 
 CHP; 
 LFGTE; 
 small- and low-power hydroelectric; and 
 geothermal heating. 

Our analysis of existing research concludes that there are significant renewable energy resources available 
within Kentucky and that the development of these resources using existing technologies could provide the 
equivalent of approximately 34% of Kentucky’s projected electricity generation by 2025. Because these 
resources are dispersed throughout the state, achieving this level of development will result in few, if any, 
disruptions to the grid or additional operational costs. 

The following table presents the findings for potential capacity and electricity generation in Kentucky that 
could result from the development of available resources for each of the technologies examined. 

Table 18: Summary of existing and potential distributed renewable energy in Kentucky, by technology 

Resource/technology 
Developed 

capacity (MWe) 
Total potential 

(MWe) 

Generating 
potential  

(million MWh) 
Percent 2025 

generation 

Solar photovoltaic 0 5,639  7.4 6% 

Solar hot water n/a 1,120  9.8 9% 

Small and community wind 0 61  0.1 < 1% 

Forest biomass (logging) 5 454  3.4 3% 

Combined heat and power 122 3,000  13.3 12% 

Landfill gas-to-energy 17 60  0.5 < 1% 

Small- and low-power hydro 777 1,050  7.9 7% 

Geothermal heating n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Total 921 11,384  39.0 34% 

Source: Compiled from various studies cited in Section 3 of this report. 
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Our results are supported by previous research, which found that Kentucky could generate more than 25% of 
its total energy needs from renewable resources by 2025 (Beshear, 2008). Our estimates are also 
conservative for the reasons detailed in this report. It is notable that additional gains toward transitioning to 
renewable energy generally can be realized from developing large-scale renewable energy systems.  

This information and our estimates show that distributed renewable energy development can play a 
significant role in achieving future renewable energy goals in Kentucky—far greater than has been 
recognized by state policymakers.  

This report also finds that the cost of energy resulting from developing most of these technologies is on par 
with the cost of energy currently generated by most of Kentucky’s utilities from coal, or will be in the near 
future. When policy and financial supports are in place and when the added economic, environmental, and 
social benefits are considered, distributed energy development can be even more cost-competitive.  

6.3 Recommendations 

Kentucky offers very few incentives for promoting the expansion of distributed renewable energy, and the 
incentives that are available have little impact. While the existing incentives do offer a small degree of 
support, they are all set to expire in 2015 and there is no guarantee that they will be reauthorized. 
Additionally, the use of tax credits for incentives is problematic in that it eliminates any non-taxable entity 
from access to the incentive.  

Kentucky’s laws and policies regarding net metering and interconnection standards also need to be 
addressed as they serve as significant barriers to expanding distributed renewable energy. Kentucky’s current 
net metering law severely limits both the individual and aggregate capacity of distributed energy systems, 
thereby restricting the development of larger systems as well as the overall growth of distributed renewable 
energy. Kentucky’s interconnection standards have the same general limiting impact, in that they only allow 
smaller generating units to interconnect to the grid. The standards also impose high costs in the form of 
insurance requirements and interconnection study fees. These higher costs may render many smaller 
distributed energy projects economically unfeasible. 

To provide long-term support for distributed renewable energy, and therefore ensure that the economic 
and environmental benefits will continue to grow, Kentucky should look beyond tax incentives and 
implement more effective and stable policies while improving the existing policies and laws governing 
interconnection and net metering.  

There are many policy options available to Kentucky that would bolster the development of distributed 
renewable energy. The policies recommended in this report have proven effective in other states. As such, 
they represent reasonable options for Kentucky and can be implemented individually or as a complementary 
policy package. Together, these policies would provide strong and comprehensive support for distributed 
renewable energy development.  

Implement a RPS with a distributed generation “set-aside” requirement. Kentucky is one of only 13 states in 
the US without either a mandatory or voluntary RPS. However, RPSs are one of the stronger policy options 
for supporting the development of renewable energy. Kentucky should adopt a RPS with targets that reflect 
the amount of resources that are available and that incentivize the use of small-scale distributed 
technologies. To achieve that goal, the state should include a set-aside in the RPS that requires a portion of 
the energy to be developed using distributed technologies. Set-asides play a key role in supporting the 
development of distributed energy while creating domestic, in-state markets for distributed generation that 
support more local ownership and in-state economic value. 
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The CEOA (HB 167) was introduced to the Kentucky Legislature in 2012 by Representative Mary Lou Marzian 
and seven co-sponsors. The legislation did not pass. However, had it been adopted, the bill would have 
established a RPS requiring that 12.5% of each utility’s total retail sales of electricity come from renewable 
energy sources by 2022. The legislation also included a solar set-aside requirement of 1%. Existing research 
and the findings of this report suggest that the CEOA called for a reasonable, if not conservative, target for 
Kentucky and it is recommended that the State adopt the legislation in 2013, but with the scope expanded to 
include a set-aside for all distributed renewable energy technologies. 

Implement a FIT. A FIT is an energy supply policy that offers a payment guarantee to renewable energy 
developers for the electricity they produce. FITs can support all renewable technologies, but are often aimed 
more directly at supporting distributed energy systems. Well-designed policies offer a cost-effective method 
for fostering rapid development of renewable energy, thereby benefiting ratepayers, developers, and society. 
Other benefits include support for community ownership of energy production and revitalizing rural areas.  

The CEOA would have established a FIT for Kentucky and required PSC to “develop guidelines for a tariff to be 
filed by each retail electric supplier establishing the interconnection procedures and rate at which an eligible 
electric generating facility will be compensated for renewable electricity generated and fed into the 
distribution system or transmission grid of that retail electric supplier.” In combination with a RPS with a 
solar or distributed energy set-aside, a FIT would help ensure that Kentucky can meet the renewable energy 
requirements set by the legislation while supporting local economic development and the diversification of 
the state’s energy portfolio.  

Strengthen the state’s net metering law. Net metering laws are among the most important policy drivers for 
distributed renewable energy systems because they set individual and aggregate capacity limits and enable 
system owners to recover some of their investment through savings on their electricity bill. Compared to 
many other states, Kentucky’s net metering law is only minimally supportive of distributed energy 
development. The current law caps the capacity of individual systems at 30 kW and the aggregate capacity at 
1% of a utility’s peak load. These limits restrict the development of larger distributed energy systems as well 
as the overall growth of distributed renewable energy. The effectiveness of Kentucky’s net metering law 
could be improved by significantly increasing both the individual and aggregate capacity limits.  

HB 187, also introduced in the Kentucky Legislature in 2012 but not adopted, would have revised the current 
net metering law by expanding the capacity limit for individual distributed energy systems to 2 MW, bringing 
Kentucky’s capacity limit in line with that of many other states while allowing more flexibility in financing and 
constructing eligible systems. The bill did not address the aggregate capacity limit. However, given that the 
current net metering law severely constrains distributed energy development, it is recommended that the 
Kentucky Legislature enact the revision in 2013 and consider increasing the aggregate capacity limit. 

Upgrade the state’s interconnection standards. Because they include requirements that restrict or limit the 
connection of distributed energy systems to the grid, Kentucky’s interconnection standards were found by 
both a 2008 review by USEPA and a 2011 report by the Network for New Energy Choices to be unfavorable to 
distributed energy generation and among the most restrictive such standards in the US. Utility 
interconnection can be a critical component of a successful distributed energy project, as it enables a facility 
to purchase supplemental power from the grid as needed, sell excess power to the utility, and maintain grid 
frequency and voltage stability. USEPA recommends standardized interconnection rules for encouraging 
distributed energy development in order to reduce uncertainty and “obtain the benefits that clean 
distributed generation can provide without compromising grid safety or reliability” (USEPA, 2007, 
unnumbered).  
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Standardized rules supportive of distributed energy would: establish clear and uniform processes and 
technical requirements for interconnection; ensure consistent costs of interconnection that are appropriate 
given the size, nature, and scope of a particular project; provide a level of certainty about the time and costs 
involved in the application process and the technical requirements for interconnection; and ensure that 
project interconnection meets the safety and reliability needs of both the energy end-user and the utility.  

Given the restrictive nature of Kentucky’s current interconnection standards, PSC—with the goal of reducing 
a significant barrier to the development of distributed renewable energy systems—should modify the 
standards based on experiences from other states and the best practices identified by USEPA. 

Provide more effective financial incentives. To provide long-term support for distributed renewable energy 
and guarantee that the economic and environmental benefits will continue to grow, Kentucky should 
strengthen and expand its financial incentives for distributed renewable energy and combine them with 
other policy programs such as a RPS and FIT. There are many types of model incentives available, including 
ITCs and PTCs, sales tax and property tax exemptions, policies that allow for third-party ownership and 
investment, targeted PBIs, cash grants, rebates, and low-interest loans. A PBF could also be established in 
order to finance grants, rebates, and loan programs that support renewable energy investments. Each of 
these incentives would reduce up-front costs associated with distributed renewable energy development or 
reward the value of the energy produced over time. 

Implement policies that maximize the sustainability and economic benefits of distributed renewable 
energy. Kentucky should establish policies aimed at maximizing the sustainability (minimizing the 
environmental impact) and/or the economic benefits of distributed renewable energy. The following policy 
recommendations, representing a small sample of available options, achieve one or both of these goals:  

1. Adopt the Kentucky Division of Forestry’s recommendations for the sustainable harvesting of woody 
biomass for energy production.  

2. Mandate that all new hydroelectric generating facilities receive LIHI certification.  
3. Establish output-based emissions regulations with a thermal credit for CHP systems. 
4. Adopt policies supportive of community-owned renewable energy development.  

Kentucky has significant renewable energy resources, many of which are suitable for distributed energy 
technologies. With the appropriate mix of new policies and incentives, this sector has the potential to expand 
rapidly and to provide a variety of economic and environmental benefits to the state. 
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